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FROM THE COMPANY WHO GIVES YOU
THE STRONGEST GUARANTEE IN THE BUSINESS

BUYAN INSTRUMENT.
GETAN INSTRUMENT FREE:
SIGNAL TRACER PROBE

OSCILLOSCOPE/VECTORSCOPE
DC -8M Hz

®SOLID

STATE FET-TVM's
AC RMS/DCV:
0-1, 3, 10, 30,

(usable to 10
MHz). 5" flatface CRT.

100, 300, 1000V.
P -P ACV: 0-2.8,
8.5, 28, 85,
280, 850,
2800V. DC

Sensitivity 12
MV RMS/CM.

Negligible
relative H & V
phase shift.
Excellent curve
tracer with
Eico 443 (below).

Gain 3000 at 2 KHz. Bandwidth 50 Hz to
200 MHz. Z 35000 to 350 KP. Output 0.3 p -p
volts. Noise -45db. Supplied with anti -overload
probe tips: Eico PST -2, Kit $19.95,
Wired $29.95.

Eico 465.
Kit $179.95.
Wired $249.95.

TRANSISTOR ANALYZER

Eico 242 FET-TVOM, Kit $69.95, Wired $94.50.

Tests trans -

conductance and
Beta in and out
of circuit.
Measures FET5,
bipolars, diodes,

Input Z 11 MP.
Ohmmeter 0.20
to 1000 MO.
41/2" 200 µA
meter. Eico 240,
Kit $59.95, Wired
$79.95. With 61/2"
meter & AC/DC
Current readings.

CRT TESTER AND REJUVENATOR

TUBE TESTER

For all B -W &

Color Picture
Tubes. Each gun
of Color Tube
measured individually and

rectifiers, SCRs,
UJTs. Built-in
voltmeter, ohmmeter. 50µa taut
band meter
movement.

numerically,
provides
required gray
scale tracking
information.

Eico 685,

Kit $99.95,
Wired $149.95.

Eico 633,

Kit $79.95,

CURVE
TRACER

Wired $109.95.

Tests all standard tubes plus decals, magnovals, 7 -pin nuvistors, popular TV picture tubes.
Professional, compact, lightweight and modest
price. Eico 635, Kit $44.95, Wired $69.95.

SOLID STATE SINE/SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR
Provides
simultaneous
sine and square
wave outputs.
Covers 20 Hz2MHz, 5 bands.
Max. distortion
0.25%. Rise time
at 20 KHz <0.1
µsec. Eico 379,

New professional transistor/diode curve
tracer enables any general-purpose oscillo-

scope to display direct readouts of the most
meaningful data. Eico 443, Kit $99.95,
Wired $149.95.

Kit $69.95,
Wired $99.95.

SOLID STATE COLOR GENERATOR

STATE SIGNAL TRACER

CDSOLID

-

,

i_

Output 400mw.
Inputs: lmv RF;
63 mv AF:

Hum >60 db
below 400 mv.
200 µa meter.
Provides sub -

'

stitution output
Xfmr & spkr.

Eico 150,
Kit $59.95,
Wired $79.95.

_

r

THE TECHNICIAN'S CAUSE
EICO helps it. With

first and only instruments with the MOST capability -per -dollar.
They do more, faster
save you more time, effort, money.
2. The first and only solid state instruments guaranteed for 5 years.
3. Now, in the teeth of inflation, EICO makes your dollars buy even
more TOTAL VALUE than ever before.
1. The

Standard offset carrier type stable 10 -bar
display plus precision dots, crosshatch,
individual series of V & H lines; gun killers.
Feeds to ant. terminals. Portable, battery/AC.
Eico 385, Kit $79.95, Wired $109.95.

*FREE EICO TRUVOHM*» MULTIMETERS
(with purchases as described)

Model 1A1
1

K

0/V

...

-

OUR 25th YEAR. LABORATORY PRECISION AT LOWEST COST.

After purchasing any instrument on this page
from your local EICO Distributor, mail EICO
the sales slip, Registration Card and coupon at
right. We'll ship you prepaid an EICO Truvohm
Multimeter as follows: For each purchase up
to $100 the Model lAl; for each purchase over

$100, the Model 4A3. Offer expires Feb. 28,
1971. Void where prohibited or taxed.
Model 4A3 For latest catalog on EICO Test Instruments,
Stereo, EICOCRAFT Projects. Environmental
4 K 0/V
Lighting, and name of nearest EICO Distributor,
check Reader Service Card or use coupon.
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ElCO
EICO

283 Malta Street

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207

"TV REPAIR" PROMOTION SUPPLEMENT

ONE TV Repair Shop in your lo-

...

cality

will soon stand out head

and shoulders above every other
competitor in town. It could be
YOU.

Want to know HOW? Very simply:
by using a regular series of clever, inexpensive `column' ads in your local news.
paper! You doubt it? Well
.
A TV shop in Maryland had

..

to hire more help within 3 weeks after
starting their series!
A dealer in Montreal has had
.
.
.
people come in from all over Canada,
from his ads.
.
An enterprising repair man in
Louisiana has acquired 4 other places
in his area from the surge of business that his series brought.
a New England
.
.
. Two cousins in
community attribute 75% of their
business to these ads.
adapt their
You can see their secret
method . . . improve your business...
gain an immediate edge on competition
and develop a friendly, permanent
by judiciously using the
.
.
clientele
same inexpensive idea!
Our new folio-which we'd like you
to try out for six months-is called
"How to Double Your Business with
Unique 'Column' Ads."
It shows how others have done it . . .
replete with case histories.
It shows how you can do it, too.
It shows how and when, where and
why-the whole fascinating story of
this cheapest means of advertising ...
with most effective RESULTS! Here
are ads that will attract attentionarouse interstimulate curiosity .
est, amuse readers and make YOU
known and remembered for quality
service ... integrity . . . dependability.
All at trivial cost!
Among the Advantages you will learn
how to create interest among
prospects who never even knew you
existed!
how to influence people to switch
over to your business or service!
how to create excitement-even
though your business seems dull and
drab!
how to get the most out of your
promotional dollar (something most
business men never learn!)
how to get your customers to
"work" for you!
. how to get fast action from a $3
investment!
how to keep interest sustained
over an extended period!
. how to make people laugh .
and agree with you... and seek to
meet you personally!
how to get maximum assistance
without charge from the newspaper
staff!
how to develop continuing ideas!

...

.

.

.

...

...

.

.

.

...

And. above all

-

A Special "TV REPAIR" PROMOTION

SUPPLEMENT!
H. K. SIMON ADVERTISING
BOX 236
HASTINGS -ON -HUDSON
NEW YORK 10706

-

shows you:

...
...

How to out -smart (instead of out -spend) the competition!
Why most ads fail
The ONE BIG SECRET of successful TV Repair advertising.
... The Greatest Compliment any ad can Pay You.
... The mistake that is made by 98 out of 100 local advertisers.
... 94 examples of enticing "come on in" copy (distilled from thousands).
... 26 Merchandising Ideas that you can adapt, to stimulate business.
... 37 Illustrations that enliven the ad, attract the eye.

..

.

Here are "Big Time" ideas at "small time" prices. Prepared by a $25,000 copy
group . . . but your cost is less than 40¢ per week!
You'll refer to this for years-every time you need copy to promote special
or an idea for a layout . . . or an eye-catching border . . .
occasions
or a good illustration!
You'll see how to establish your name as an outstanding source: as helpful
dependable.
intelligent ... courteous
sincere
. friendly
You'll see how to have people looking forward to your ads-wondering what
.

...

...

...

..

you will say next!

You run very little risk, if you accept this opportunity-because we GUARANTEE that any one using these ideas six months or more who does NOT hear
favorable comment-who does NOT think his own staff has been stimulatedwho does NOT see direct results at lower cost-can simply say so, and we'll
REFUND 100% of every penny you paid us!
We think this offer is unique We dare to make it only because we KNOW
this will prove profitable to you.
Who in your community will benefit by this? Will YOU? Better advise us
at once.
Write or wire us TODAY. Use the handy blank below.
Suppose YOU spent 3 weeks with an advertising agency

...

.
developing a year's program for your business that would make you well known-give
.
.
.
stimulate your sales
bring customers to your door
.
.
you a competitive edge
save wasted efforts on unproductive promotion.
Personal service, of course, is expensive. The ad agency's fee would be about $2,000, plus
your traveling and maintenance expenses.
But we have completed just such an intensive 3 -week conference . . . and you may have the
results for a tiny fraction of that cost!
Let me ask: how is your present ad program going-now? Was it prepared well in advance,
by a "pro"? Or do you promote your services, catch -as -catch -can, when you con spare a
.

.

.

.

moment?

I
gross.
The difference between the two methods can mean a doubling of your
Perhaps you've always thought, "I can't afford a high-priced ad man."
But surely, you COULD afford him if he cost you only 400 a week!
And if that 400 weekly expense brought you $7,500 o year-you couldn't afford to be without
him!
"True", you say, "IF it is so good as all that."
We think it is. But we want YOU to be the judge.
months from now-if you don't expect to get
Try the ideas for the next six months. Then
back at least $1,995 for your $19.95 investment (a return of 100 to 1-or better) simply send

-6

it bock for full refund.
Could anything be fairer?
Since there's no obligation, why not accept? Promotion -wise, I doubt If you'll EVER get another opportunity to equal it. But
Better act TODAY. This offer may be withdrawn when our supply of copies run out. So write
or wire NOWI

Advertising Co.
ES-42
Hastings -on -Hudson, N. Y. 10706

H. K. SIMON,

lox 236. Dept.

Kindly send "HOW TO DOUBLE YOUR BUSINESS WITH UNIQUE 'COLUMN' ADS"
along with your "TV REPAIR" PROMOTION SUPPLEMENT to:
NAME

..............

ADDRESS

......

CITY, STATE
ZIP

We enclose our check for $19.95.
It is understood that if we use your ideas for six months or more and are not fully
satisfied, every cent will be refunded.
Rated by Dun & Bradstreet
Any publication in the U.S.A.
REFERENCES:
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VII you can measure resistors accurately

IN CIRCUIT J
in solid state devices

FE21 HI -LO

with 41/2 -inch
meter $99.50

FE20 HI -LO

with hi-voltage probe and large
$129.50
six-inch meter

WITH THE NEW HI -LO FIE_D EFFECT MULTIMETERS
USES ONLY .08 VOLTS TO POWER OHMMETER TO PREVENT TRANSISTORS FROM
CONDUCTING AND UPSETTING READINGS
Look at these extra features to see why the Hi -Lo meter belongs on your want list:
9 DC current ranges from 100 microamps to 1
Unbelievable specifications of 15 megohm input
amp
AC
impedance on DC and 12 megohms on
never a worry
Automatic built-in battery test
Laboratory accuracy of 1.5 percent on DC and
about rundown batteries, just push the switches
3 percent on AC
under the meter and read.
9 DC voltage ranges from as low as .1 volts full
5
Standard .6 amp fuse to protect the ohms and
milliamps scales if voltage or overload is acscale to 1000 volts
cidentally applied. No more need to return the
3 hi -voltage ranges of 3 KV, 10 KV and 30 KV
meter to factory for repair . . just replace the
9 DC zero center ranges from .05 volts to 500
fuse.
a must for delicate transistor bias
volts
.
Special probe with 100K isolation resistor in
measurements
probe to prevent AC pickup or to prevent loading
7 resistance ranges from 1000 ohms full scale to
oscillator circuits. Leave in normal position for
1000 megohms
most tests.
.

.

.

.

.

Low voltage of .08
volts prevents transistors from conducting and misreading
circuit. Resistor will
now read 10K as it
should. Also prevents
any damage to transistor.

C) I=

Here is why you
should have both Hi
and Lo battery voltages for correct in -

circuit resistance
measurements in

T

solid state circuits:

INC. 3200 Sencore Drive

Circle

5

Higher voltage of 1.5
volts causes semiconductors to conduct to read proper
front -to -back ratio or
conductivity of transistors. Meter would
not be complete without hi -ohms reading.
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107
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news of the indus ry

GE Tube Department Receives NEA Award For
Image Building Service Dealer/Technician Aids
The General Electric Tube Department, Distributor
Sales Operation, has received a "Special Recognition"
award from the National Electronics Association
(NEA), for its sponsorship of a series of full -page
"Professional Hands" advertisements.
The award, presented to GE by Norris Browne,
NEA President, at the recent 1970 NEA convention
in St. Louis, was given in appreciation of GE's outstanding service to the independent electronic service
dealer and technician. The award noted GE's imagebuilding efforts to upgrade the electronic service
technician and the company's placement of professional
service dealer ads in support of that principle in recent
industry publications.
The Professional Hands ads were created by Arthur
M. Effron, Manager-Advertising and Sales Promotion
for the Department, and Keller -Crescent Advertising
Agency, Evansville, Ind.
Effron said the ads support the professionalism of
independent TV service dealers; are designed to expand
the independent dealer's professional image with the
public; and serve to promote the advantages of using
quality replacement parts.
The ads are now appearing in alternate issues of
major industry publications.

Zenith STV System Wins FCC Approval
Phonevision, Zenith Radio Corporation's over-the air subscription TV (STV) system, has become the
first such system to be granted technical approval by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
Zenith's present "one -and-only" position in STV is
further enhanced because, under FCC rules, no station
application for STV broadcasting can be granted unless
the station has an agreement to use an FCC-approved
system-and Phonevision currently is the only FCC approved STV system.
Teco, Inc., Zenith's licensee for commercial development of Phonevision in North America, has been given
the responsibility for franchising organizations to use
the system. Teco will supply franchise holders with encoding equipment for STV transmissions and will provide assistance in such operating areas as marketing,
engineering and program services. Decoding equipment
will be supplied franchisees by Zenith, for installation
in subscribers homes.
Appliances/TV Is No. 2 On Consumer
Complaint List
The number of consumer complaints registered
against the products and services of the appliance/TV
industry is exceeded only by those registered against
the automotive industry, according to Virginia Knauer,
4
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the Presidents special assistant on consumer affairs.
Poor workmanship, meaningless warranties, high
cost of repairs and late deliveries reportedly head the
list of specific complaints.
Tech Spray Establishes "Technician's

Aid Division"
Tech Spray, Inc., supplier of chemical products to
the consumer electronic servicing industry, has established a Technician's Aid Division to:
Provide up-to-date information about chemical
products and their applications.
Assist the technician in maintaining correct service procedures.
Help technicians solve specific service problems.
Correspondence relating to these three areas should
be addressed to:
T.A.D.
Tech Spray, Inc.
P. O. Box 949
Amarillo, Texas 79105
Specialized Service for All
European Audio Equipment
Bulow International Audio, 44 Purchase Street, Rye,
New York, has announced that it will specialize in the
servicing of all European audio equipment, including
Arena, A.G.A., Bang and Olufsen, Braun, Blaupunkt,
BSR, Danica, Dual, Eltra, Grundig, Kirksaeter,
Luxor, Metz, Nordmende, Philips, Saba, Telefunken and
many others.
Panasonic Names Three New
Auto Sound Product Distributors
Three new distributors have been named to handle
Panasonic auto sound products: National Sales Company. 56 Rutter St., Rochester, New York; T.D.A.
Inc., 3035 W. 47th Street, Chicago; and Custom Auto
Accessories, 276 Union Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee.

Sylvania Offers Two -Year Warranty
On New Long -Life Tubes
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., has introduced a
series of "long -life" tubes with life expectancies of
40,000 hours.
The new tubes, which are backed by a two-year warranty, reportedly were designed to meet the extended
life span, electrical stability and reliable performance
requirements of community antenna television systems
(CATV).
Designations and prices of the tube types are GB
1330/12BY7A ($3.05), GB 1331/6EV5 ($2.90), and
GB 1332/6CY5 ($2.90).
(Continued on page 6)
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PROVIDES YOU WITH A
COMPLETE SERVICE FOR
ALL YOUR TELEVISION
TUNER REQUIREMENTS
AT ONE PRICE.

TUNER REPAIR
VHF Or UHF Any Type $9.75.
UHF/VHF Combo $15.00.
In this price all parts are included.
Tubes, transistors, diodes, and nuvistors
are charged at cost.
Fast efficient service at our
veniently located service centers.

4

year guarantee backed up by the
largest tuner manufacturer in the U.S.SARKES TARZIAN INC.
All tuners are cleaned inside and
out, repaired, realigned and air tested.

D

_

J

LJ

D

_

TUNENEPLMENT,
Replacement Tuner $9.75.
This price buys you a complete new
tuner built specifically by SARKES TARZIAN INC. for this purpose.
The price is the same for every type
of universal replacement tuner.

Specify heater type
Parallel 6.3V
Series 450 mA
Series 600 mA
All shafts have the same length of 12".

Characteristics are:
Memory Fine Tuning

con-

1

D

UHF Plug In

Universal Mounting
Hi -Gain Lo -Noise
If you prefer we'll customize this
tuner for you. The price will be $18.25.
Send in original tuner for comparison purposes to our office in INDIANAPOLIS,
INDIANA.

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE
MIDWEST
EAST
SOUTH -E AST.
WEST

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana

TEL: 317-632-3493

(Home Office)

TEL: 201-792-3730

547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey

.938 GORDON ST.,

S. W.,

TEL: 404-758-2232

Atlanta, Georgia

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California
Circle 6 on literature card
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Sylvania attributes the life expectancy of the tubes
to highly stable and specially selected materials used
in production and to stringent quality control including
complete incoming material and in -process inspections. In addition to electrical and environmental tests
normally performed, each tube reportedly is subjected
to 50 continuous hours of power-on "burn -in" under
actual operating conditions.

Zenith Urges FCC To Prescribe Broadcast Quality Standards For CATV Signals
Zenith Radio Corporation has urged the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to adopt community antenna TV (CATV) engineering standards
equal to broadcast requirements to protect the public's
multi -million dollar investment in TV sets, and to provide an orderly transition to new electronic services
for the home.
In comments on CATV technical standards filed
Oct. 13 with the FCC, Zenith strongly recommended
that standards for CATV signal quality be equivalent
to those for broadcast signals. "The fundamental reason for this concern is that the design of nearly 90 million TV sets in the hands of the U.S. public
has
been controlled by broadcast standards," the company
document said.
In contrast to the public's multi -million dollar investment in broadcast TV receivers, the "investment
by CATV system owner is comparatively small, even
on a per -home basis. Existing CATV systems now serve
no more than 7 percent of the U.S. TV homes and are

...

" - FREE

CATALOG

"

"

Afrig'2.-017,-bbirP/0/1
TV PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT

C.R.T. Equipment Company, Inc.
2740 Old Lebanon Road
Nashville, Tennessee 37214
Telephone (615) 883-0215

Mail Coupon Today

1

1

(Please Print)

1
1

1

Name

1

1

1

1

Firm Name

1

1

1

1

Address

1

1

I

1

City

State

Clip Me Out
Circle 7 on literature card
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Zip

/

1

primarily located in relatively small population areas or
regions where the quantity and/or quality of broadcast signals are inadequate.
"No one knows," the Zenith study continued, "how
many of the other 93 percent of U.S. TV homes will
be willing to pay the costs of whatever benefits new or
extended cable systems have the potential of eventually
providing."
Zenith further urged that future cable systems be
designed for the later addition of two-way capability
at minimum cost, following general guidelines for return communications as suggested by the FCC.
"Subscription and educational cable TV services
have already demonstrated some market potential, and
two-way communication appears to be essential to the
most efficient cable utilization of both services. The
same is true of other services whose market potentials .do not appear as imminent," the Chicago electronics firm said.
Zenith recommended that FCC rules "expressly require" CATV-originated signals to meet the same
technical standards for quality as those required of
TV broadcast stations. "In the abscence of these requirements, the Commission's stated purpose of ensuring the quality of pictures delivered to the subscriber's terminal might be nullified by inferior local
origination signals."
Zenith also recommended that minimum channel
capacity for CATV systems be specified by the FCC
as the 12 VHF channels, because all receivers can tune
at least VHF channels 2-13, and because cables now
used will carry at least these same 12 VHF channels.
This eliminates an expensive converter for the subscriber.
To further safeguard the vast public investment in
receivers, Zenith recommended that when more than
12 channels are needed in a system, additional cables
be brought into the home to accommodate them, with
each cable carrying channels 2-13. A simple and inexpensive multi -position switch would permit switching between cables, or between each block of 12 channels, while the TV receiver would continue to tune
channels 2-13 in the normal way.
The company cited such systems in Philadelphia
and Akron and noted that another promising multichannel approach is the type system installed in Sunnyvale, California, where a common trunk line is used
to carry 24 channels in the 98-250 MHz range. This
type of dual or multi-cable for standard channels,
plus a subscriber cable selection switch, not only fully
preserves the simplicity and integrity of TV receiver
tuning, but also avoids the tuning pitfalls of the set top CATV converter or adaptor.
Zenith further pointed out that set -top CATV converters cause tuning complications and should be ruled
out unless they fully meet appropriate restrictions consistent with the Commission's tuning equality regulations for television receivers.
All CATV and cable systems "must be required to
interface with receivers now in existence without increased complication of tuning or loss of picture quality
or picture stability," the Zenith document stated. Any
equipment required to bring in a converted signal to
(Continued on page 8)

TV TUNER SERVICE
Castle, the pioneer of television tuner overhauling, now offers the following services

®

Purchase outright

EXACT REPLACEMENTS

...

no exchange needed.

$15.95 ea.

Castle replacements made to fit exactly in place of original tuner. Available in the following popular numbers.

ADMIRAL

EMERSON

94E210-1
94E210-3
94E227-2
94E228-1
94E229-4
94E229-8
94D257-1
94D257-7
94D257-49
94E260 -8H
94E260-11

471351
471512

94E261 -1B
94E261 -IC
94E261 -1D
94D261-4

94C273-2
94C273-4
94C273-7
94C273-8
94C273-9
94C273-10
94C273-13
94C273- 15
94C281 -1K
94C286 -1D
94C286 -1E
94C286- 13
94C286 -1L
94C286 -4J
94C286-5
94C286- 12
94C286-16
94C289-1

CURTIS
MATHES
7A 11
7A 17

7A38
7A48
7A050

7A53-001
7A056-001
7A59-001

47l515
471678
471682
471700

ET86X188
ET86X208
ET86X212
ET86X213
ET86X214
ET/36X215
ET86X221
ET86X224-

ET86X227
ET86X230
ET86xZ31
ET86X232
ET86X236
ET86X242
ET86X 244
ET86X255
ET86X256
ET86X268

PR0352

OPTT123C
OPTT123D
TTI33A
TTI33YA
:LTT307A
RTT322A
CPTT33ZA
ÇPTT33813.
t1CPTT3á8F8w;,

PR0376
PR9021
PR 9044
PR 9045
PR

9q4
PA908
'^

07E*

KR)S 07F*
oca1K10a3A*
KRYJO8B*

.

CL4692-I

KRKI08D*
KRIiiOF1E*

yTT348B

C L5220-1
C L28874 -I

CL29554
CL29566

349B

CLt$650

CPTT356Y15'
TT361Y
OPTT361YX,,;
CPTT366Y

C L 3579

KRlC30.8C+

KR-KC108F*

KR$3138
KRK1163
KRK118A*
KRK 118C*

3

KRK118D*
KRK123A
KRK123D
KRK1244A

GL33858"
CL34190
CL34835
444 13USA-1C

CPTT366Y

110-17
110-24
110-25
110-33
110-38

KR16

GMTT340Y
iT31F8$
M7T348A

CPTT350B

95-480-3D
95-481-3A

ZENITH

95-500-DA
95-500-1A

175-167
1,75- 168

91á-50i1-111

3'75-170
175.201
175-202
175-202A
175-203A
175.204
175-204A

YCRK107D*

CMTe0/i

&T86X $1
HEA7Hi

95-480-3$

OLYMPIC

ET86*f7

470V190D01
470V191D01
470V191D02
470V191D03

95-3513-0
95 -437 -OA

KRK104F
KRK104L
KRIS 107A.
KRK1MS*
'10810100G'

1

PR 0364

470V 188D02

95-75
95-141-0D

fCR K104 C

MOTOROLA

e--.

KRK 133U

SEARS

KRK103C
KRK103F
KRK103L
K RK 10?A

MU N TZ

1r TT

,..

3S RK 103f4.

340130-1

E

470V030H01
470V049H01
470V149H01
470V151H01
470V158D03
470V161D03
470V188D01

KRK133A
KRK133BC
KRK133D

RCA'

.:

340125-1

G

76-13945-5
76-13955-1
76-13955-2
76-13955-5

LOPTT399Y
LOPTT399YA
OPTT399YA
OPT T402
LOPTT402
GPTT403
OPTT404
OPTT404A
CPTT405
OPTT414A

340042-1
340052-1
340053-1
340066-1
340067-1
340069-1
340078-1
340078-2
340095-2

KRIS32U
OPTT366YD
KRK127AA"-.
NCPTT376YA
KRK1f.7AB
CPTT378YA
KRKU.7B
NCPTT378YA PH ILCO
KRK1127BA
L.
OPTT385Y
KRK 127 E
OPTT385YA I`.:76-12405-4
KRK1:.7L ...
76-13572.5 ;;.
MAGNAVOX OPTT386YA
KRK127T
76_13574-7
OPTT388YA
KRK127U<.
76-13519-8 :
CPTT390YA
340009-1
KRK127W
76-13579-9
OPTT390YB
340010-1
KRK128AB
76-13851 -2
OPTT394
340017-1
KR KIZBA E
76-13871-1
SCPTT394
340038-1
76-13945-1`KRK128U
A0PTT399
340040-1

SYLVANIA

54-11644-3
54-11702.1
54-17234-1
54-17436-2
54-17436-3
59-17436-4
54-17436-5
54-17778-1

175-2.06
175-212

175-213
175-214
175-216
175-220

54-Z389-3
54-238e-

175-222
175-228
175-230
54-89093- Ls' 175-232
54-89720-1R 175-254
54 -8472Ö°-'e i 175-256
54-89840-8A 175-262
175-264
54-94689.3
175-266
54-97998-6
175-268
54-97948.7
175-272
175-402
175-405
WESTINGHOUSE
175-406
175-412
175-416
470V0071103
470V019H05 175-418
470v0191.401 175-420

54-78093-1.
54-88847-3e

,.

175-424
175-426
175-431
175-454
175-601
175-602
175-604
175-621
175-622
175-640
175-641
175-642
175-643
175-644
175-645
175-646
175-647
175-660
175-661
175-662
175-663
175-666
175-667
175-668
175-669
175-671
175-680
175-681
175-682
175-683
175-684
175-685-:

175-686
175-687
175-688
175-689
175-690
175-707
175-708
175-709
175-711
175-712
175-713
175-715
175-716
I75-717

175-7I8
175-719
175-720

*Supplied with new channel ind'cator skirt knob, original illuminated dial

®

No.

SHAFT
HEATERS

Max.*

Min.*
13/4"

S"
3"
3"

175=762-

175-763
175-764
175-1101
175-E402
175-1103
175-1104
175-1105
175-1106
175-1108
175-1118
175-1119
175-1120
175-1121
175-1122
175-1131
175-1132

I.F. OUTPUT
Pic.
Snd.

PRICE

VHF or UHF tuner
TRANSISTOR tuner
COLOR tuner

175-1133
175-1134
175-1135
175-1136
175-1137
175-1138
175-1139
175-1140
175-1141
175-1142
175-1143
175-1149
175-1145
175-1146
175-1147
175-1148
175-1150
175-1151
175-1152
175-1153
175-1154
175-1155
175-1156
175-1157
175-1160
175-1161
175-1162
175-1163
175-1164
175-1165
175-1166
175-1167
175-1168
175-1169
175-3at,.

175-1172,.
17Ts-117,

175-1176
175-1177
175-1178
175-1179

MISC. INCL
PRIVATE

LABELS

TA82
TA I 24

TA129
TA131
TA133
TA I 36

TAI 38
TA147
TA 150

TA157
25A1241 -002B

25A1241-0048
25A1241-0053
25A1241-0068
25A1245 -005D
25AIZ45-006D
25A1245-009
25A1245-011
25A1296-001
25A1246-003
25A1246-009
25A1296 -005A

25A1247-002
25A1249 -001A
25A1249-00IE
25A1253-001
25A1253-0018
25A1253 -001D
25A1256 -001C
25A1258 -001A
25A 258-001C
25A1263-001

35A1264-0018
25A1265-0018
25A1268-001
25A1270-001
006-014700
006-015000
006-015700
006-016500
006-017300
006-017700
006-018600
006-020100
006-020900
006-021000

is not used.

OVERHAUL SERVICE

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENTS
Prefer to do it yourself?

STOCK

175-721
175-722
175-731
175-732
175-733
175-734
175-735
175-736
175-737
175-738
175-739
175-740
175-741
175-742
175-743
175-744
175-745
175-746
175-747
175-748
175-750
175-751
175-752
175-753
175-754
175-755
175-756
17 5-7 57
175-758
175-759
175-760
175-761

- All

makes and models.

$9.95
$9.95
$9.95

(1960 or later)

41.25

45.75

8.95

41.25

45.75

9.50

41.25

45.75

9.58

41.25

45.75

10.45

Overhaul includes parts, except tubes and transistors.
Dismantle tandem UHF and VHF tuners and send in defective unit only.
Remove all accessories...or dismantling charge may apply.
Your tuner will be expertly overhauled aligned to original

11.00

standards and warranted for 90 days.

11.00

CR6P

Parallel 6.3v

CRIS

Series 600mA

13/4"

CR9S

Series 450mA

13/4"

CR6XL

Parallel 6.3v

21/2"

12"

CR7XL

Series 600mA

21/"

12"

41.25

45.75

CR9XL

Series 450mA

2312"

12"

41.25

45.75

'Supplied with max. length selector shaft (measured f-om tuner front
apron to tip) ...you cut to suit.
These Castle replacement tuners are all equipped wish memory fine
tuning and UHF position with plug input for UHF tuner. They come
complete with hardware and component kit to adapt Mr use in thousands of popular TV receivers.

,

®

CUSTOM EXCHANGE REPLACEMENTS

When our inspection reveals that original tuner is unfit
for overhaul, we offer an exact replacement
If exact replacement is not available in our stock we
custom rebuild the original at the exchange price.
(Replacements are new or rebuilt.)

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE, INC.
5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60645
EAST: 130-07 89th Rd., Jamaica, N.Y. 11418
Circle 8 on literature card
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home sets should be supplied by the CATV system
operator.
Sanyo To Market Color TV In U.S.
Sanyo Electric, Inc., one of Japan's largest electronics manufacturing firms, has announced its intention of marketing color TV under its own brand name
in the U.S.
The initial Sanyo offer to U.S. retailers is four models of color receivers.
Through its parent company, Sanyo Electric Co.,
Ltd., Sanyo previously has supplied b-w and color TV
receivers to U.S. merchandisers for marketing under a
variety of private brand names.
MGA Appoints Regional Service Engineers
The MGA division of Mitsubishi International Corporation has announced the appointment of their Eastern and Western Region Service Engineers.
Edmund Clegg, former director of RETS Electronic
School, Nutley, New Jersey, has been named Service
Engineer of MGA's Eastern Region, and will coordinate the activities of all independent MGA authorized
service contractors and the service departments of
MGA dealers in that area, He also will be in charge of
service training programs to be initiated by MGA in
the Eastern Region.
Performing the same MGA functions in the Western Region will be Jack W. Strickland, former TV
sales and service operator in Texas and Colorado.

T.E.S.A. of Wisconsin Hires
Association Management Firm
Association Management Services, Inc. has announced that an agreement has been signed for that
organization to manage the Television and Electronics
Service Association (T.E.S.A.) of Wisconsin. Joining
in making the announcement was the association president, Ken Mueller, owner of Mueller TV and Electronics in Milwaukee.
T.E.S.A. of Wisconsin is composed of 219 member
firms located throughout the State. The purpose of the
association, according to Mueller, is the promotion of
professionalism and ethical conduct within the television service industry.
Association Management Service, Inc., a subsidiary
of Association Corporation, a Milwaukee based holding company, was formed in August of 1970 and is
specializing in providing executive services to trade,
professional and other associations.
RCA Enters Car Stereo

Market, Introduces

Three Tape Players
RCA's entry into the car stereo tape player market
has been announced by Paul R. Slaninka, Manager,

Commercial Operations, RCA Parts and Accessories.
The company's initial product offerings include a
stereo 8 player, a stereo cassette player, a stereo cassette player/recorder, and universal -mount stereo
speakers. The car tape products will be sold to retail
dealers through selectd RCA Parts and Accessories
distributors.

Who Needs a
Tuner Wash?
Use

Q U/E TROL E
AT

Mark II Spray Pack

EINES
CROSSHATCH

HOAR LINES

WHITE DOTS

COLOR

SENCORE CG19 CADDY BAR COLOR GENERATOR
Small enough, light enough to carry right in your tube
handy on every color TV service call.

caddy-so

The product that cleans and
lubricates better than any
product you can buy and has
been used for more years than
any product of its kind.
The Choice of "Better
Servicemen" Everywhere

you have it

Little giant in performance. All crystal controlled standard RCA licensed color
bars, crosshatch, white dots, vertical lines, horizontal lines. Rock solid or your
money back.
New circuitry. Less current drain permits full voltage regulation on all circuits,
and increases battery life.
Timer range doubled over previous models.

S NCOF

Lowest priced unit available, $84.50
IN STOCK AT YOUR LOCAL

PARTS DISTRIBUTOR.

All Domestic Made

NO. I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57100
Circle 9 on literature card
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::..3manufactured by

)QUIETROLE COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

Circle 10 on literature card

Buss
Screw or
Solder

Buss In -the -Line
or Panel Mounted

Terminal
Fuse
Blocks

Fuse/Holder

SMALL DIMENSION

FUSES and FU S E H O LD E R S
FOR THE PROTECTION OF ALL TYPES OF
ELECTRONIC & ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS & DEVICES
The complete BUSS line of fuses includes dual -element
"slow -blowing," single -element "quick -acting" and signal
or visual indicating types ... in sizes from 1/500 amp.
up-plus a companion line of fuse clips, blocks and holders.
Only a representative listing is shown here of the thousands of different types and sizes of fuses and holders
available from BUSS.
All standard items are easily obtained through your
BUSS distributor.
When special fuses, fuse clips, fuse blocks or fuseholders
are required, our staff of fuse engineers is at your service
to help in selecting or'designing the fuse or fuse mounting
best suited to your requirements.
For detailed information on the complete BUSS line
write for BUSS bulletin SFB.

Buss Sub -miniature
Fuses and
Holders

Buss In-the -Line
Holders

Buss HLD Visual

Indicatin

Holders

BUSSMANN MFG. DIV., McGraw -Edison Co., ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107

Buss

QUALITY

Circle 11 on literature card
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readers ixitir o,

ING from April of 1955 to August of 1970. Anyone
can have them free, provided they send the cost of
postage and handling. Please write me first.
John M. Swenson
Box 422

Mastic Beach, N.
Electronic technicians and owners or managers of
electronic service shops who need assistance obtaining a
part, service literature or any other item related to the
servicing of electronic equipment, or who have for sale
such an item, are invited to use this column to inform
other readers of their need or offer. Requests or offers
submitted for publication in this column should be sent
to: Readers' Exchange, ELECTRONIC SERVICING, 1014
Wyandotte St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105. Include a brief
but complete description of the item(s) you need or are
offering for sale, your complete mailing address and how
much you are willing to pay or want for the item(s). Individuals responding to a request or sale offer in this
column should write direct to the requestee or seller.

I am retiring from the electronic business world
and would like to sell my business:
Claude's Radio d% TV Service, St. Jean Baptiste, Box
69 Manitoba, Canada. Modern house adjoining repair

shop on same lot, very reasonable price, good business especially in Color TV, RCA franchise.
Claude Ayotto
St. Jean Baptiste
Box 69

Manitoba, Canada
I have an International FM 5000 frequency meter
to sell and would like to hear from anyone who might
be interested in it. They can get more information
about it by writing to me.

Loren Weaver
5008 Elmhurst
Royal Oak, Mich.

Y.

I have, for sale, all of the copies of PF REPORTER
and ELECTRONIC SERVICING since the first copy
was issued to the present. Volume 1, No. 1, Jan.
1951 to Volume 20, No. 10 are all collectors items.
Leo J. Janiga
98 Choate Ave.
Buffalo, N.Y.

I need a take-up reel belt for a Cipher 77 tape
recorder. The part number is 77-124-33301 take-up
belt. Can anyone help me?
J. Ho f slund
1011 South IOth St.
Manitowoc, Wisc.
I need some information as to where I can obtain
a diagram for a Day -Fan radio OEM -7, Type No. 5106
and Serial No. 18120. The company is the Dayton Fan
& Motor Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Francis L. Murphy
308 Emery St.
Joliet, Ill.

I am interested in obtaining old radio parts catalogues issued by Newark, Allied, Concord and -Lafayette for years 1941 through 1957. I will be happy to
pay postage and a reasonable price for each catalogue
accepted.
Lawrence Walpole
1514 Third St.

Manhattan Beach, Calif.

I am employed full time as an electronic technician
and have a hobby of antique radio repairs (particularly
auto radios). I would like to obtain tubes, parts, schematics and manuals for old radios (pre -1942). If any
readers would like to dispose of their obsolete stock,
please write me and state description and price. I will
even purchase complete old auto radios.
W. D. Wilkes
Box 43
Brisbin, Pa.

I need the schematic diagram of the DeLuxe Signa Tone Audio Oscillator, Model No. 4300. This has a
speaker with jack for a key and/or phones. It uses a
117P7 tube. This was made by Insuline Corp. of
America, Long Island City, New York.
C. B. Kaczynski
120 Minsom Ave.
Cheektowaga, N.Y.
I have all of the issues of ELECTRONIC SERVIC10
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"Would you believe this

is

the first time it's

been serviced since we bought

it?"

Circle 12 on literature card
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VOMS*
new
RCA
5
Priced from $9.95**to
$48.00**

*Complete v\ith test leacs,
batteries and full

RCA warra ity
(12 months parts and lak on

.

Input resistances
from 2000 to 100,000
ohms per vpFt.
**Optional Ditrbutor Resale Pri: -
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Opposes Castigation of RCA Over ServiceAmerica
After reading reams of material castigating RCA I
hope you will be fair enough to give a little space to
an opposing view.
For the past 17 years I have been a sales/ servicing
dealer in the Los Angeles/Orange County area. As
a member of NARDA and the CSEA I support my
industry when its voice is raised in honest protest
against unfair practices of any manufacturer.
I read article after article citing RCA for supposedly not caring about the independent service
dealer. Are we independents so much in love with
ourselves we can't give any credit where it's due?
RCA has helped me (and you) in my (our) business. Let's look at the facts:
(1) RCA Service Company has always charged top
dollar for service, enabling our fair prices to seem
reasonable to the public. (Had RCA chosen to service
sets for a $5 or $7 labor charge, how then would we
have fared?)
(2) RCA Service Company uses a tube price list
10% higher than the industry. My prices to my customers at full list price are still 10% lower than theirs.
(If RCA had wanted to hurt the independent and sold
tubes at a 25% discount, how then would my prices
seem to my customer?)
(3) RCA, and only RCA, set up a warranty labor program on all new electronic products, allowing the
customer to go to any shop for service and paying that
dealer's going rate. (RCA could have set up only cer-

tain dealers and paid from a fixed rate schedule.)
(4) To preserve the integrity of its products and our
industry, RCA initiated a safety check program on
certain of its models. Again, any servicing dealer could
perform this service and be paid by RCA. (Surely
RCA could have had its own personnel do this work at
a lower price, and gained a lot of customers but they
did not.)
Of Course, I wish there were no ServiceAmerica;
but I can understand RCA wanting to make more
bucks, just as you and I do. Expanding their service
just seems to be good business sense.
Now, how can we combat this new competitor?
Let's take a tip from giants and try to humanize our
advertising approach. The slogan "Independent Service Is Best" doesn't seem to me to go far enough. I
would like to see an ad campaign showing a "typical"
independent dealer and some of his local background
and affiliations. Copy would be along these lines:
"Remember Joe, your local independent dealer? He's
there when you need him, treats you fairly, and personally backs up every repair job. His future depends
on you and he knows it. He's not the biggest in the
world but he knows your community, your TV problems and how to solve them. Call your `Joe', or `Bill' or
`Homer' when you need service, he's there to help."
Then follow up with the CSEA standards, etc.
12
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Let's continue to give our customers the best in
service and fair, ethical business practices. We can
be successful without blackening the name of a company that has always been a friend.
Paul Goldenberg
La Habra, California

Replacement Semiconductors
I was most interested in the article on "Transistor
Substitution", by Mr. Wayne Lemons, which appeared
in your October issue.
I was surprised and disappointed, however, to see
Sylvania excluded from the manufacturer's cross reference charts shown on page 44. As you must be
aware, Sylvania offers one of the most comprehensive
lines of replacement semiconductors in the industry.
Our products replace over 35,000 domestic and foreign
types, as indicated in our catalog. I realize that Mr.
Lemons is not a regular member of your staff, but,
if he is qualified to write on the subject, then he must
realize that RCA and GE are not the only two major
suppliers of replacement semiconductors, as intimated
in Fig. 1 of the article.
Donald W. Emden, Manager
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

It certainly was not our intention to imply that RCA
and General Electric are the only manufacturers of
replacement semiconductor devices. Their replacement
guides were used as examples only because they were
immediately available at the time.-Ed.

Reaction to ServiceAmerica and Licensing
I have read the article on RCA's plan to set up
service centers all over the USA that will service any
electronic component, regardless of brand name or
manufacturer, and it makes me sick to think of it.
How can they do this when the existing service
centers can't even turn out a repaired TV from the
bench in not less than three weeks from pickup to
delivery in my area alone? We have been the scapegoat for everything you can think of, starting from
no parts, charges of over -pricing when other trades
get twice as much, and now they want to license all
of us.
As far as licensing goes, I think that there ought to
be a nationwide association for television servicemen
open to all repairmen in the field, and also an organization to help newcomers get started. It would also
protect us against any of the aforementioned or otherwise.
I think we ought to lift our heads out of the years
of bootstraping and start hitting back. Maybe we can
get back some of the respect that has been long overdue. I am ready to throw my hat in the ring, so let
me know your view.
Dennis TV
32 Maple Lane
Monroe, N.Y. 10950

TV

IGNMENT TIME
ENO 0D FR
SWEEP OUTPUT

MARKER HEIGHT

Speed-Ali9tcee--CRYSTAL CONTROLLED MARKER ADDER

74,75

A1.25

41.571420 4247 4425 4_75

17.25

IN HALF!

MHz

with the all new
SENCORE SM158

SM158
r

WM«

wro*U

OUTPUT

afOPO4

M

SPEED
L IGNER
and at $120.00 less

than competition!
only $275.00
Here are 7 Reasons why we call the SM158 the Speed Aligner
AUTOMATIC ALL CRYSTAL CONTROLLED
MARKERS: You will never spend any more t';me
looking up marker frequencies or interpreting
them when you own an SM158; they are automatic. For example, want the chroma carrier on
any RF curve, IF curve, or chroma curve, simply
push the chroma carrier marker button. Want the
sound, video, adjacent carrier markers or any
other marker on any curve, just push the button
as directed on the panel. The SM158 is fast and
that's why we call it the
saves you time
speed aligner.
.

.

1111111E3 E?313
CH0MA

MK=
JUST

TWO EXTRA VHF CHANNELS: Competition has
only two VHF channels; the SM158 has an extra
high channel and an extra low frequency channel
to prevent any co -channel interference. The
that's why we
SM158 is interference-free
call it the speed aligner.
.

PUSH

THE
BUTTON

.

.

PLENTY OF SWEEP WIDTH: A full 15 megahertz
sweep signal, constant on all IF, chroma and
RF curves, provides adequate sweep width to
cover new solid state IF amplifiers. Competition
covers only 12 megahertz. The SM158 gives you
that's why we
the full picture the first time
call it the speed aligner.
.

UNLIMITED MARKER AMPLITUDE: The marker
height control is like a powerhouse; crank it up
as far as you want, even to the point where the
markers are larger than the scope screen, without upsetting the response curve. Each marker
is crystal controlled on fundamental frequencies
and post -injected so that you may place all
markers on the curve at unbelievable heights
without affecting the curve in the least. That's
why we call the SM158 the speed aligner.

.

.

.

GENERATES A ZERO REFERENCE BASE LINE:
You know where zero is with the SM158. All
alignment instructions show a base line, yet
some competitors do not generate a base line.
You can follow TV manufacturers' instructions
to the "T", easier and faster with the SM158
that's why we call it the speed aligner.
.

.

.

OR VERTICAL
MARKERS: want to tilt markers 90 degrees so
you can view markers better in traps or for leveling? Merely pull the MARKER HEIGHT control
a real
out and markers appear horizontally
plus feature.

SWITCHABLE HORIZONTAL

EASY TO CONNECT: Just four connecting cables
clearly marked TO TV and TO SCOPE. It takes
that's why we call
just seconds to connect
the SM158 the speed aligner.
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How to cope with the interaction of the many individual
circuits and stages that comprise or are supplied by this
section and, consequently, directly or indirectly affect its

by Allan Dale

Horizontal deflection
high - voltage systems
Despite more than twenty years
of television servicing, a technician
who is a good friend of mine still
turns pale when faced with horizontal sweep troubles. If the set is
color-forget it. He'll bring it over
to me without even turning it on.
His "fear" isn't uncommon. Lots
of technicians haven't found out
how to service that mess of interdependencies that forms the horizontal output and high voltage section. And those who do okay with
this section in ordinary black -and white often try to avoid color and

transistors.
All the bother is pointless. Everyone should know by now. There
hasn't been a major change in horizontal output and high -voltage systems for 20 years (excluding the
silicon-controlled rectifier sweep in
one RCA color chassis). All are the
same, basically. Learn to service

one and you've got them all
whipped.

Interdependency Examined
Most of the difficulty with this
section is caused by the fact that if
one operation fails often the whole
section shuts down, because many
of the individual functions depend
on each other.
For example, let the horizontal
oscillator quit and there's no sweep
or high voltage. Let boost develop
a trouble, and it's possible nothing
will work. Certain defects in high voltage stages can load down the
rest of the section so that it cannot function properly. A sweep failure kills high voltage, and the accompanying boost failure may foul
up operation in stages all over the
chassis. Even a minor disorder in
this section can reflect a fault in the
IF stages (through the AGC system, which depends on keying pulses from the flyback).
So, as you can see, trouble in
even one sweep or high-voltage circuit can cause trouble symptoms in
a number of other stages. Sometimes the shut -down is so widespread, it's hard to figure out just
14
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ample, the horizontal oscillator
functions incorrectly if the AFC
circuit is bad, but it doesn't completely quit just for that reason.
Feedback dependency. Certain
functions in this section of a TV
receiver form closed loops. As an
example, the horizontal AFC circuit depends on pulses from the
flyback, which depends on the
horizontal output stage, which
depends on the horizontal oscillator, which is controlled by the
horizontal AFC. Sometimes this
closed-loop relationship creates a
problem: You don't know where
to start looking for the root of
the trouble.
Another example: The horizontal
output stage drives the flyback
transformer, which drives the
damper, which develops boost
voltage, which in some sets, powers the horizontal stage. Let any
part of that loop fail and it all
does. But where do you start
looking for the trouble?
Reciprocal, or indirect, dependency. Certain facets of operation of this system depend on
each other. For example, the flyback transformer drives the horizontal windings in the deflection
yoke. Yet, it is the inductive kickback from the yoke that provides
the flyback transformer its high
energy. This has a further implication: Many functions that depend on the flyback transformer

operation.

what started it. And that scares off
anyone who doesn't thoroughly understand the sweep high -voltage
system.
The block diagram in Fig. 1
should help you understand how
this system functions. There are
three major types of dependency involved in this system:
Direct dependency. This is because of the normal progression
of signals from stage to stage in
any kind of section. High voltage
depends on the flyback transformer. The flyback and the damper
stage depend on the horizontal
output stage. The horizontal output stage depends on the oscillator, which, in turn, depends on
the AFC. In this chain, each
stage depends on the one that
precedes it.
This dependency might be complete-that is, the stage might
quit operating altogether without
the preceding sages. An example
of this is the high voltage, which
disappears if the horizontal output stage fails. Or, the dependency may be only partial-for ex-
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Fig. 1. This block diagram shows the individual functions and their interrelationships in the horizontal sweep and high -voltage stages of a television receiver. Some
alternate connections show how different brands and models do the same job.
There are other variations, but all operate much like this version.
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Fig. 2. Typical horizontal sweep/high-voltage circuitry employed ,r nono2rome television ciassis. Text
tells how some stages are related to each other directly, some by a 'eedbeck network or loop, and some
reciprocally. The relationships dictate what method you work out 'ar pinpo nting faults in the stages.

are equally dependent cn the relat.onship between t and the
yoke.
Another example: The damper
stage takes energy from the yoke,
to generate the bocs: voltage.
However, having absorbed energy from the flyback, rt returns
that energy at just the right moment to smooth out a `-crossover"
po -1t in the conduction cycle of
the horizontal-output/flyback
combination. Thus, a faulty
damper stage can interfere with
flyrack action in ways ether than
by merely not produc_ng sufficient boost voltage.

Isolating Functions
Wien you are confro. led by so
man} interdependencies the only
way to make heads or tails of a
section is to get a good handle on
how :t operates. Then, with some
caref.:1 reasoning, you can identify
what s basically responsibly for each
major function.
Once you do that, you can use
troubleshooting methods adapted to
each function. There a -e methods

that suit each depencency sitiat on
I've described. If you rave the right
methods in mind as ;eou approach
each one, an effective :roubleshooting procedure isn't aE difficilt as
you have expected.
The Easy

Oies

Troubleshooting a function that
involves direct dependency is the
simplest. You just use signal tracing or signal injecti n. Yoi can
treat many of the stage; in a sweep/
high -voltage section this way.
For example, suppe there's no
high voltage in the section diagramed in Fig. 2. Thi; pne is gntple,
because it's part of a blacc-aidwhite receiver. The ciruit des-ge is
fairly common.
You determine the presence or
absence of the high voltage by
checking it with scope and high voltage probe. Clip a scope to the
insulation of the wire running from
the plate of the hor zontal ciulput
stage to flyback terminal 1. If there's
no sign of a horizontal sweep waveform you know the horizontal output stage is dead. Next, the scope

will tell you if there is a drive signal at the grid of V10; if there is,
you know the oscillator is running.
By signal tracirg, you have :solaced
the trouble to the horizontal output

stage.

Ypu could use the signal injection technique, too. A plate -drive
pulse from a sweep -signal substhutor would procuce high voltage in
this case. A gr d -drive pulse would
not. Again, you have proven the
output stage faulty.
P_rining down the fault should be
comparatively simple. Signal tracing or substitut on indicated the 3y back: is okay; it produced high voltage. You'd probably find an open
screen resistor or some such defect
in tt e horizontal output stage.
When There's A Loop
Feedback

dependency needn't

cause you a serious troubleshooting problem, either. Again us ing
Fig. 2 as an example, suppose the
horizontal oscillator is off frequency.
The horizon:al AFC employed in
Fig. 2 is a common design-diodes
back-to-back. Compare the scheJanuary, 1971/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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matic diagram with the block diagram of functions in Fig. 1. This
will help you know what to look
for on the schematic, in case you're
not familiar with the set.
The input from the sync separator
is through C401. The sync input
goes to the common cathode of the
dual -diode. A feedback pulse from
terminal 4 of winding 4-5 on the
flyback transformer is applied to
the anode of one diode via C404,
C403, and R403. The other anode
is grounded.
DC output from the AFC circuit
goes through R404 to the grid of
the horizontal oscillator. The AFC
diodes compare the phase of the
flyback pulse and the incoming sync
pulse. If there's any deviation, a
correction voltage develops and is
applied to the oscillator grid. This
pulls the oscillator into exact phase
with the station sync pulse.
You know the off-frequency fault
is located in the horizontal oscillator
or in the AFC stage. But which?
The AFC stage is directly dependent in one way, but also is feedback -dependent. It depends on the
sync input, but it also depends on
feedback pulses from the flyback.
There is an excellent way to
troubleshoot feedback -dependent
stages: Open up the feedback network and treat them as directly dependent stages. In this case, just disconnect the feedback network from
the AFC diode.
You can inject a correct sync
pulse from an external source and
see if it cures the problem. However, signal tracing with a scope
is often easier. Trace the feedback
pulse from the flyback through the
feedback network. Disconnect the
diode end of C401, to eliminate the
confusion of the large horizontal
oscillator pulse there, and check for
the input sync pulse.
If both pulses are present at the
input of the AFC circuit the trouble is in the AFC diodes or in the
oscillator stage. Check the frequency -determining components: L401,
C407, and C408.
There's another form of injection that will help you make sure
the oscillator can be pulled into
frequency normally: Apply a DC
voltage from some external bias supply; be sure to use an isolating resistor
meg is adequate. Vary the
voltage at pin 2 of the oscillator
tube above and below the voltage

-1
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normally expected there. If the oscillator is okay, the picture should
come close to normal frequency at
some voltage. The picture won't lock
completely, of course, because normal AFC action is overridden by
the external supply voltage.
The Tough Ones

Running down faults where reciprocal dependencies exist is where
technicians encounter the most difficulty. For example, once more
using the circuit in Fig. 2, suppose
there's no high voltage.
Begin by injecting a signal at the
plate of the horizontal output stage.
If it fails to get anything going, the
trouble must be in the flyback or
beyond.
Leaving the external plate drive
hooked up as a signal source, do
some tracing. If you find only a
slight signal at the plate of the high voltage rectifier, the flyback isn't
stepping up the voltage as it should.
Probing at each terminal of the
flyback transformer might reveal
that all the outputs are low. However, if a part of the flyback winding is open, some of those terminals
will produce no scope waveform at
all.

With so many external circuits, a
flyback transformer bears a heavy
load. If one of those circuits overloads the transformer, it drags down
the efficiency of all the windings.
So, with the horizontal plate -drive
signal still applied, and monitoring
the high-voltage rectifier plate with
a scope (clipped to the insulation,
not to the wire), unload the flyback
by disconnecting one winding at a
time.
Suppose when you disconnect the
yoke, the amplitude of the scope
pattern increases to normal. It isn't
unusual-a shorted horizontal yoke
winding is something you learn to
expect. Hopefully, it hasn't damaged
the flyback. Another typical fault is
a shorted C412 or C413.
If you get all the windings disconnected and still get no indication of proper "RF" output from
the flyback, you have a faulty flyback. But you can only be sure of
it after you've disconnected all the
circuits that are dependent on the
flyback.
Suppose, however, you apply the
drive pulse at the horizontal -output
plate and get what seems to be a
good pulse at the high -voltage rec-

tifier, yet the section won't function
properly on its own. The yoke might
be open. Boost and high voltage
both depend on the energetic kickback from the yoke inductance. If
it's not there, you get no flyback

operation.
Another probable source of trouble, when the stage won't run on
its own, is the damper stage. Without it, several things don't happen.
No B -plus boost is developed, and
the horizontal output tube in this
design (Fig. 2) depends on the B plus boost for its plate voltage (from
the damper cathode through L402
and terminal 2 of the flyback to
terminal 1). Also, the shape of the
sweep will be wrong if the damper
isn't working, so the yoke will not
be driven properly and there will be
no kick -back to operate the flyback
transformer.
Color Flyback/High Voltage
The preceding principles of operation also apply to the horizontal
sweep/high-voltage section in color
receivers. There are more functions
to worry about, but you can use the
same troubleshooting principles I
have outlined for black -and -white
receivers.
One popular color chassis uses the
sweep/high-voltage section diagramed in Fig. 3. Notice how much
it is like the system in Fig. 2. However, there are differences, and I'll
explain some of them.
First off, you probably spotted
that 6HS5 high -voltage regulator.
This stage is reciprocally dependent
on the flyback. Its job is to control high voltage, but it does that
by acting as a variable load on one
of the flyback windings. Anything
that lets high voltage increase also
increases the amplitude of pulses
in the flyback transformer. Higher
flyback pulses raise the DC level
at the 870 -volt boost source; more
positive voltage is suplied to the
grid of V21, through R76 and the
10K- and 100 -ohm resistors; this
increases the conduction of V21,
and the tube loads down the winding. The flyback pulses are then reduced to normal.
If you suspect that the regulator stage is loading down the flyback so heavily it kills the sweep,
simply disconnect the lead to the
plate of the regulator tube. If this is
the case, and if everything else is
okay, the high -voltage and sweep
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With Sylvania's 3 lines of color tubes, you can meet it.
Customers' wallets come in different sizes.

Thick, thin and in-between.
With Sylvania's 3 complete families of replacement color picture tubes, you can be sure of having
the right-priced tube for each one.
At the top end of the line, you've got the color
bright 85®XR, the tube with our brightest phosphors and X-ray inhibiting glass.
And in the middle, you have the color bright 85®
RE. This is the tube that brought color TV out of
the dark ages. its bright rare-earth phosphors still

Every man has his price.

make it the tube to watch.
For economy, there is the color screen 85 family
of replacement tubes. But, economy doesn't mean
cheap construction. You can still give your customer features like Sylvania's Sharp -Spot electron
gun and a rare-earth phosphor screen without
breaking his budget.
When you sell Sylvania, you're selling from the
broadest line in the industry. You'll have the tube
to match the set.
And a price to
match the wallet. GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

MkNIA

circuits will begin functioning once
again.
The flyback winding with the
red, yellow, black, and green wires
supplies horizontal pulses to the convergence system. Black is ground,
and the other three go to a convergence -panel socket. If you ever
suspect that a defect in the convergence panel is overloading the sweep
section, just pull the convergence
plug. If your suspicions are true,
high voltage will return to normal
operation.
The green wire of the same winding also supplies the feedback pulse
to the horizontal AFC stage.
Trouble in both AFC and convergence waveforms means a fault in
that winding. Your scope will tell.
Likewise, you can see, by examining the schematic, that a certain
kind of short in the convergence
panel can upset the horizontal oscillator frequency, because of the common connection between the AFC
and convergence circuits. You have
to watch for little things like this in
the multi -winding flybacks employed in color receivers.
Pulses to develop focus are taken
directly from the plate of the hori-

zontal output tube. A solid-state
rectifier and capacitor C139 develop DC across the divider made
up of R72, R73 and R74. R70 and
the slider of R72 apply the voltage
to the CRT focus anode. Consequently, a shorted focus rectifier can
cause trouble in the sweep section.
Don't overlook this when you're
tracking down an overload.
Summing Up The Methods
Once you get the knack, you
can service any kind of electronic
circuit or stage. Part of acquiring
the knack is developing sensible
troubleshooting methods based on
peculiarities of operation.
The three "dependency peculiarities" in the horizontal sweep/highvoltage system are the basis for the
troubleshooting method I've outlined here. The explanation of those
dependencies also should have
helped you understand how a
sweep/high-voltage system operates.
It's the same, whether in a black and -white set or color.
You treat directly dependent
stages just like any others. You inject an appropriate signal and either
trace it or note its effect on the

HORIZ OUTPUT
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that follow the injection
point. Or, you use the scope alone
to trace the signal as far as possible.
You can treat feedback -dependent stages as direct stages, sometimes. That is, you can trace signals
through them with your scope. If
you have a stage with more than
one input or more than one feedback, be sure you devise a way to
check each one independently. Or,
you can open up the feedback path
and use signal injection to see if
the stages work.
The best method of seeking out
trouble in a stage that is reciprocally
dependent on another is by driving
one stage externally and seeing if
it works. You may have to disconnect one or more branches, as you
do with flyback transformers, to
eliminate the effect of a defective
stage on these stages it depends on
and that depend on it. But the act
of disconnecting usually leads you
to the faulty stage-even if it's the
one you're disconnecting from.
Put these logical methods to
work next time you have a horizontal sweep or high -voltage problem. You'll be surprised how easy
such problems suddenly become.
stages
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Fig. 3. Color chassis has more complicated sweep/high-voltage section, but dependencies among the
stages are about the same as those in black -and -white TV. Methods of troubleshooting are essentially the
same, although some special stages require a slightly altered approach, as explained in text.
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Winter can't drag the new ruggedized
Color Crossfire down!
s

Now the world's most popular color TV
antenna has even greater strength to keep
it standing firm through the Winter storms!
The new ruggedized Color Crossfire fea-

tures30% stronger rear elements that take
heavy snow and ice loading and still deliver their message.
Other body building improvements include
a rugged, one-piece all aluminum harness

that won't rust or wrench out of shape, and
will keep all elements working in perfect
harmony. And preassembled hardware that
makes the Color Crossfire the world's
easiest, as well as strongest antenna

installation.
with Winter wind, snow and ice
dragging lesser antennas down to earth,
the Color Crossfire is keeping its new
blue boom up, and its elements on target!
So now,

The new ruggedized Color Crossfires
MASTER
CHANNEL
INC.,
DIV.
OF AVNET,

Circle
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Servicing cassette
tape player/ recorders
Mechanical operation and troubleshooting
by Forest H. Belt and C. Milton Lowell

The electronics used in cassettes
are mainly simple amplifiers, so we
won't discuss electronic repair in
this article. It's the mechanics that
bug most technicians, so cassette
mechanics is what we'll explain.
The North American Philips
(Norelco) cassette system is the one
in general use today. Cassette machines are so standardized, many of

them seem to be made by the same
company. Many parts are actually
interchangeable from one brand to
another. When you've seen one,
you've practically seen them all.
Of course, there are differences.
There may be an elaborate array
of buttons that makes the front look
like a missile -firing panel. Or there
may be just one or two simple op -

eration buttons. A unit may be
mono, stereo, four -track, or whatever else comes along. Whether the
cassette machine you have to service is a player or a recorder/player,
has one head or four, is AC powered or battery, has a radio with
it or not, the mechanics of operation are still essentially the same.
The Cassette Cartridge
First, take a good look at the
cassette cartridge itself (Fig. 1). It
contains a length of 1/8 -inch tape,
wound between two reels. This
makes it an enclosed reel-to-reel device. Each reel has six sprockets
protruding from its hub.
Near the front, the plastic case
has four holes to guide it into position in front of the head assembly.
No matter which side of the cartridge is up, the holes line up the

same.

GUIDE HOLES

ANTI -RECORD NOTCHES
(OPEN -WILL NOT RECORD
CLOSED - WILL RECORD)
Fig. 1. Philips -type cassette uses 1/a -inch tape and enclosed reels. Holes near
front
are positioning guides. When the square holes at rear are open they prevent

recording.
20
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The front edge has three places
for the tape heads to fit in. Which
side is up makes no difference here,
either. The play/record head fits
into the center opening. The erase
head (if the machine records) fits
into the left one. The capstan shaft
fits behind the tape in the right
opening. A rubber pressure roller
enters the right opening from the
front, pressing the tape against the
capstan shaft.
At the rear are two small, square
holes, one at each end. Each is an
"anti -record" notch. If these holes
are open, the Record button can't
be pushed in. (In some recorders,
the button will go in but no power
is applied to the motor.) This prevents accidental erasing or recording on a tape you want to preserve.
Conversely, if you want to record,
these holes must be closed. Blank
cassettes, like the one in Fig. l
have knockouts in case you want to
open the notches after you've put
something on the tape. Covering
over the notch (Scotch tape is useful for this) pushes an interlock out
of the way in the machine so the
Record button can be pushed in.
A lot of "won't record" problems
can be solved by looking at the cartridge first.

Playing The Cassette
For a start, let's go through a
playback sequence. First thing to do,

of course, is to insert the cassette
cartridge (Fig. 2). Place the back
edge of the cartridge in the transport well on the player. Push backward and down until the sprockets
of the takeup and rewind hubs are
engaged and the cartridge snaps
down into place. You'll notice a
slight pressure against the cartridge
as you do this. A leaf spring at the
rear of the transport deck keeps the
cartridge firm against the guides and
against the heads during operation.
With the cartridge firmly seated,
press the Play button. This makes
several things happen:
(1) The entire head assembly moves
forward about a quarter -inch, pushing the heads against the tape.
(2) The pressure roller moves for -

ward to press the tape against the
capstan, which is now inside the
cartridge.
(3) A switch applies power to the
drive motor.
(4) In some machines, a switch
also sends power to the electronics.
In others, especially those with builtin radios, the main on -off switch
keeps the amplifier on even if the
tape isn't running.
(5) The brake shoes (indicated by
fingers in Fig. 3) are pulled away
from the takeup and rewind hubs.
If all these things happen, the tape
starts, and you hear whatever is on
it.

Recording
The record operation is similar
to that in most small open reel-toreel tape recorders. The Record button is depressed along with the Play
button. Consequently, the five func-

tions for play are also in operation
for record.
However, the Record button
pushes on a spring -metal strip that
engages a slide -type function switch.
This operation:
(1) Changes the input and output connections between the center head and the amplifier.
(2) Connects the erase head to
the bias oscillator.
(3) Connects the level meter.
The only hitch here is the knockout notch on the back of the cartridge. There is a lever in the machine (Fig. 4) that must be pushed
back when you supply power to the
unit in the Record mode. Or, as
in the photo, pushing the lever back
might merely clear the path for the
Record button to slide the function
switch.
(Continued on page 24)

Troubleshooting Hints
WON'T RUN AT ALL
Power switch not closing
Fig. 2. Cartridge goes
into machine rear first. Leaf spring behind cartridge snaps
it into place as front
is pushed down.

Bad motor

Broken main drive belt
Capstan idler frozen
Power supply faulty

NO TAKEUP OR REWIND
Broken takeup drive belt
Broken spindle on either
Stripped sprockets in
tape cartridge

s de

WOW OR FLUTTER

Fig. 3. Brake bar with
metal shoe on each
end rests against
take up and rewind
hubs until pushbutton
pulls it away during
operation.

Capstan pressure low
Slipping drive belts
Oil or grease on bels
Main drive belt too tight
Weak motor
Broken sprocket cogs
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WE AT SENCORE
ARE COMMITTED TO GIVE
YOU THE INDUSTRY'S
Highest Quality,
Best Delivery, Fastest
Instrument Repair, and
at lower prices,
(even lower than

foreign imports)

in our new
Sencore

plant.

ALL NEW, ULTRAMODERN
DUSTPROOF, AIRCONDITIONED FACTORY AT SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH
DAKOTA
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PRODUCES TOP PRODUCT AT BEST PRICE
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TAKE A TRIP WTH US THROUGH THE NEW PLANT
TO SEE HOW TEST EQUIPMENT IS MADE
FROM RAW STEEL TO FINISHED PRODUCT

Complete modern sheet metal

works that deliver finished cases,
panels, etc. direct from machines
to assembly line

CREATIVE ENGINEERING

Printed circuit board
punching & drilling to

Streamlined electronics assembly

and testing in one long line for
best quality control

speed delivery

BACKED BY

.

.

.

24 HOUR HEAT RUN

RETEST BEFORE SHIPPING

Every instrument is run 24 hours and retested before shipping.
That's why you get better quality from Sencore.

NEW SERVICE DEPARTMENT OFFERS

-Most

replacement parts shipped
the same day you order them

3 day

service on most instruments

I am Marlin Fincher-head technician;
call me any time you have a problem . .
no charge.

-pleasing, courteous people
who know the customer
is always right

SENCORE
3200 SENCORE DRIVE, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57107

605-339-0100
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The Drive Mechanism
The drive motor in cassette machines usually is operated by 6 volts
DC and has a built-in speed governor. For operation from 117 volts
AC, a stepdown transformer and
bridge -type rectifier produce the 6
volts DC for both motor and amplifier.
A pulley is located on the end
of the motor shaft. A thin rubber
drive belt running between this pulley and the one on the flywheel
spins the flywheel. The center of
the flywheel in some machines has
a spindle which is the capstan. In

the machines shown in Fig. 5, the
belt that drives the flywheel also
passes over another pulley. This pulley is on the capstan shaft, which
extends through the main deck.
The flywheel of some units has
another drive groove, too. It drives
a belt which operates the takeup
reel. For rewind, this belt is moved
from the takeup spindle to the rewind spindle.
This action is different in some
machines. A friction wheel is driven
by the flywheel (see Fig. 6). A belt
from that wheel turns a fast -speed
pulley. Idlers above deck (Fig. 7)

Fig. 4. Lockout lever prevents recording unless the back
of the cassette cartridge is solid. Here, it is pushed back,
so record lever can be engaged.

WHEEL

11.41111

Troubleshooting
You can eliminate some things
right off the bat:
(1) Is the unit plugged in, or
does it have its batteries installed
properly?
(2) Are the batteries in good
condition?
(3) Like you, we always believe
what the customer tells us; but
try a known -good tape cartridge
anyhow.

Fig. 5. Motor pulley is at left, flywheel at right. Belt between the two also turns capstan by passing over white
nylon pulley at bottom of capstan shaft.

PLAY/

3FRICTION

transfer this fast rotation to the
takeup and rewind hubs, usually by
friction drive.

HEAD

FAST TAKEUP

RECORD

ADJUST

HEAD

SCREW

AND REWIND
IDLERS

ERASE
HEAD

FAST -SPEED
PULLEY
REWIND HUB

TAKEUP HUB

FRONT

RECORD/
NO RECORD

NOTCH LEVER

BRAKES

Fig. 6. Fast speed for rewind and fast forward comes from this setup. Pulley
near pencil is friction -driven by flywheel. Belt drive idlers on top of deck.
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Fig. 7 Fast -speed idlers above -deck can press against either the takeup hub (for fast
forward) or the rewind hub.

REPEATED BY POPULAR DEMAND

If the trouble seems to be mechanical, inspect the sequence of actions just described. Everything is
accessible once the case is removed.
If any parts are bent, don't try
to straighten them out. Replace
them. Once a metal part has been
bent, it becomes a weak spot in the
system and certain to cause trouble

later.
Inspect for springs that have
slipped off or become stretched. A
photo or exploded diagram of the
mechanism is valuable here, to help
you spot where springs should be.
Check the drive belts; be sure they're
not stretched, broken, or cracked.
How about the rubber rims of
friction -drive wheels? Dried -out
ones should be replaced. Be sure
there are no low spots in them to
cause WOW. Clean rubber rims and
drive belts only with rubbing alcohol, or a substitute recommended by
the manufacturer.
There are very few adjustments.
Unless some critical part has been
replaced, factory settings should not
require attention. Follow this principle: If the unit was working properly before the trouble started, just
repair the fault. (That's called the
"IIWWODMWI" system: "If it was
working okay, don't mess with it.")
Head alignment, if it is required,
is simple. A short note on this point:
All tapes do not run over the heads
at the exact same place. The designers have allowed a little tolerance.
Just adjust them for "best."
Other adjustments you might need
to check are: capstan pressure, takeup spindle pressure, and rewind
spindle pressure. The rest of the
stuff is spring-loaded and is pretty
well preset.
There is a tiny amount of lubrication to be done. Moving parts,
such as the head -assembly slide and
pushbutton slides, can be greased
with whatever you use on slide -type
assemblies in phonos. BE SPARING. Tape -head cleaner should be
used when a head looks discolored
(the result of oxide from tape.) Also,
the heads collect residual magnetism, and should be demagnetized
periodically.

FREE:

J

A CAN OF YOUR FAVORITE

TUNER -SPRAY!
Of course, there's a catch. You have to buy a can of TUN -O -BRITE to get your
free can. The whole idea is to get you to try TUNED -BRITE. Because TUN -O BRITE is so much better than ord.nary tuner sprays that once you try it, you'll
never settle for anything less.

HOW TO

GET

YOUR FREE CAN

Buy a can of TUN -O -BRITE from your favorite distributor.
Send the empty can to Chemtronics and tell us what kind of tuner spray
you want free.

We'll send you any 8 oz. can you request, FREE!

That's right, you can get a free can
of TUN -O -BRITE or any competitive
brand. So far, nobody has asked us
for anything but TUN -O -BRITE, but
we'll send you anything you want.

CHEMTRONICS

1260 RALPH AVE.
BKLYN., N.Y. 11236

FOR
PROFESSIONAL
TV TECHNICIANS
HEAVY DUTY TUNER
SPRAY WITH BUILT IN

POLISHING ACTION,

SHA, f+ett

ONLY ONE
FREE CAN TO A

TECHNICIAN
THIS OFFER
EXPIRES
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Troubleshooting video IF
with sweep alignment gear,
The response

curve-how it should look and how it

by Larry Allen

Last month you got a close look
at a unique way to troubleshoot IF
strips. What it boils down to is this:
You set up a response -curve display
with sweep generator and scope.
Then you analyze the curve. From
the shape of a bad curve, you can
deduce what frequencies are not being amplified in the strip. And that
leads you to the component causing
the trouble.
Helping you become familiar with
the response -curve patterns is the
purpose of this second installment.
You don't need fancy equipment.
You can use whatever sweep alignment instruments you have. The
equipment shown in Fig. 1 is representative of modern alignment
equipment. It makes setting up the
curve quick, and the multiple markers it generates are more informative. But you can troubleshoot just
as quickly with your own sweep alignment setup, just as long as
your instruments can display a response curve and accurately mark
it without distorting it.
A Curve That's Correct
To know when something's wrong
with an IF response curve, you have
to know what a good one looks
like. Not all IF strips produce the
same shape of curve. Some color
sets, for example, are aligned to a
different response than a black -and white receiver. Transistor-TV IF's
are sometimes slightly different than
tube models.
But even at that, variations are
few. Learning to recognize the correct shape of the curves produced
by the most popular chassis designs
26
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Part 2

is obtained.

takes care of the majority of sets.
There are some things to remember. The response curve depends on
several factors in the IF strip. One
of them is the AGC voltage. Whenever you align a receiver, you clip
a bias supply to the RF and IF
AGC buses. You need to do this
when you set up a response curve
for troubleshooting, too. Just follow
the manufacturer's instruction about
where to connect how much voltage.
The TV alignment generator I use
has three bias supplies built in, but
you can use separate bias boxes
if that's what you have handy. But
get those biases right, or you can't
depend on the curve you see.

Another thing. Don't overload the
receiver input with too much sweep generator signal. You probably
know not to, but it's worth mentioning. It would distort the curve, and
mislead you.
Best way to handle that is to set
the scope vertical controls so the
trace is 2 or 3 inches high with 2
volts of scope input. Then don't
change that setting. When you apply
the sweep generator signal to the set,
turn up the generator output control
only enough to make a 2 -inch display on the scope, which is connected to the video detector. If
you do that, you won't cause overloading. If the size of the scope dis -

Fig. 1. With modern equipment, such as the Sencore unit shown here, sweep alignment is much simpler than in the old days, when it took many instruments and a
couple dozen connections to get hooked up and ready to view a response curve.

about as it happened.
When the set was brought to me
it would produce only a picture
that looked like that in Fig. 2. Fine
tuning has some effect, but not
enough to give me a good look at
the picture. It looked like extreme
IF misalignment, except for one
thing (which I promptly ignored):
The snow produced by the set without a station tuned in, was almost
normal. Usually, when the IF stages
of a TV are trying this hard to
oscillate, the snow between stations
is elongated and smeary.
When I encounter such IF
trouble, I always run a sweep response curve. I got this one
hooked up and everything set, and
saw the response curve in Fig. 3A.
I had the usual five markers on
39.75, 41.25, 42.17, 45.75, and
47.25 MHz.
Because the "spires" were so
overpeaked, I couldn't determine
their frequency very well; the
markers blended in with the vertical parts of the curve. As it happens, the generator I use has a

switch for flipping the markers
sideways. I switched them, and got
the scope display in Fig. 3B.
The overpeaked spires explained
the tendency to oscillate. But the
significant thing about the response
curve was that deep "trough" in
the middle. The two markers-the
42.17 and the 45.75-told me the
trough was at about 44 MHz. That's
roughly in the middle of the IF
passband. Something was really
dragging down the gain over a wide
segment of the curve.
The alignment sheet for the set
showed me the correct curve shape
(Fig 4). It and the schematic (Fig.
5) also revealed that none of the
transformers peaked at 44 MHz. So
I ruled out the idea that one transformer somehow was loading down
the curve. I also decided no single
decoupling capacitor could cause so
deep or broad a dip.

FIg. 2. Complete lack of viewable picture, with RF patterns moving over the screen
indicate tendency to oscillation. This usually is caused by IF overpeaking, resulting
from misalignment or a bad decoupling capacitor.

Fig. 3. Overpeaking at both ends of IF

play changes, correct it by changing
the sweep output, not by changing
the scope controls.
Be sure grounding is good between the instruments and the TV
chassis. If bringing your hand near
the chassis or near one of the instrument cables changes the curve,
you have a bad ground in the hookup. Cure that before you try analyzing any curves.
Also kill the VHF oscillator, or
tune the receiver to a dead spot in
the UHF band. This eliminates distortions from station interference
and from stray oscillator RF. Only
when everything is set to show a
correct curve can you figure out
accurately what's causing a bad one.
Running Down A Resistor
I promised you some case histories to help you understand (1)
how to determine which coil peaks
at which frequency, (2) how to
recognize an IF response curve
that's not shaped right, and (3) how
to reason out what's fouling up the
IF response. Here's one case, just

-

I looked for something common
to more than one stage in the IF
strip, something that involved several of the transformers. The traps
seemed okay, the skirts of the curve

response curve. Markers at top in (A)
are less visible because of steepness of
curve. Generator that produces "sideways" markers (B) makes them more
visible.
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were where they belonged, at the

correct markers. The fourth transformer (not shown) peaked at 42
MHz, so that wasn't the trouble.
After I mulled the situation over
for a while, a light suddenly glimmered. One thing common to all
three transformers in Fig. 5 is the
AGC. It controls V1 directly and
V2 indirectly through VI. Capacitor
C5 was okay, but R3 was wide
open.
The fact that removing signal
seemed to stop the IF strip's tendency to oscillate should have been
a clue for me. But it worked out
okay anyway. I got to the AGC
circuit in what seemed a roundabout way, but almost as quickly
as if I'd traced the trouble from
the AGC-stage end. Which proves
that using the response curve is an
effective way to find any IF defect.
Clue To a Bad Coil
Another trouble that seemed
fairly easy using the alignment
method was a tough dog for the
technician who brought it over. He'd
spent a lot of time on it, and had
already tried alignment. The set was
a little portable, and used an IF
similar to Fig. 5, so I'll just use
that schematic for explanation.
First thing I did was prealign
the traps with just the marker signals from my generators. I connected my VTVM at the video detector, and tuned each trap for minimum reading. Then, still using
marker signal without sweep, I
peaked the transformers. I assumed
they were standard and peaked T1
at 42.5 MHz, T2 at 45.0 MHz, and
T3 at 43.0 MHz, and T4 (not
shown) at 42.0 MHz.
Then I ran a response curve with
the sweep signal and scope. It
looked like Fig. 6. The whole right
side of the curve was collapsed. This
meant something was badly amiss
at the upper -frequency side of the
response curve. The only transformer that should peak at that frequency was T2.
I then remembered how T2 had
tuned somewhat broadly as I had
tried to peak it. You don't always
notice little things like that. Any28
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way, it took only a matter of minutes to try a couple of new decoupling capacitors. They didn't help, so
it had to be the coil. A new one
fixed the trouble.

When You Don't
Know Frequency
One color set with transistors in
the IF section got me back into
my curve -troubleshooting groove
one afternoon. I didn't photograph
what the screen looked like, nor the
response -curve shape, but I'll tell
you about the job anyway. There
were several things about it that
were very instructive for anyone just
beginning to use the curve way to
find IF trouble.
A partial diagram of the IF section is drawn in Fig. 7. I've included the numerical order of alignment adjustments; I got them from
the alignment notes for the chassis.
I didn't include the DC voltages
on the transistors; they were so near
correct I received no clues from
them.
As in most schematics, the traps
are labeled with their frequencies.
Always preadjust them.
Connect your VTVM to the output of the video detector. Feed in
a 41.25 -MHz unmodulated marker
signal, with the generator output at
the minimum level that still produces a useable reading on the
VTVM. Tune both 41.25 -MHz
traps (Adjustments 1 and 2) for a
minimum reading on the voltmeter.
While you're dipping traps, look
over the schematic for a "Sound
Reject" potentiometer. If the set has
one, turn it for minimum VTVM
reading after you've dipped the
41.25 -MHz sound traps.
Change the marker frequency to
47.25 MHz and tune Adjustment 3
for minimum reading. If the strip
has a 39.75 -MHz trap, feed in that
frequency and dip that adjustment
too.
I prealigned the traps in this
transistor set, and then set up a response curve with sweep generator
and scope. Because the IF was
badly misaligned, the shape of the
response curve was completely
wrong. I decided to roughly pre -

align the rest of the coils.
When you don't know the specific
frequency of each coil, a quickie
way is to peak them all at 44.0
MHz. That's about the center of
the IF passband. When you've done
that, the set is far from aligned,
but you have somewhere to start
from to reshape the curve. So that's
what I did. With a very weak 44.0MHz signal, and with the VTVM
still at the detector output, I peaked

Adjustments 5 through 8.
This gave me a reference from
which to determine what coils are
for which frequencies in this particular IF strip. I can tell this by
looking at where .the tuning slug is
for each coil.
If a slug is at the end of its range
or nearly out of the winding when
tuned to 44.0 MHz, its slug has to
be turned in to tune it to its intended
frequency. This means greater inductance, which means lower frequency. Consequently, the coil must
be intended for 42.5 or 43.0 MHz.
If the coil is almost all the way
into the coil, its intended inductance
must be less, and its intended frequency therefore, higher. A slug in
the center of its travel suggests an
intended coil frequency near 44.0
MHz.
I then labeled the coils on the
schematic, "lower" and "higher".
From these labels I then made fair
guesses at the frequencies. I decided
Adjustment 5 was probably for 45.0
MHz, and I labeled it. I did the
same for Adjustment 6 at 42.5

J
Fig. 4. Normal response produced by
chassis discussed in this article. This
curve is common to many models, instead of the flat-topped symmetrical
curve drawn in many textbooks.

(Continued on page 30)
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Fig. 5 Schematic of typical stagger -tuned IF strip. This is same kind of receiver ment oned
in first installment of this series.

Fig. 6 Collapsed right side of response
curve is clue to fault that alters curve
on 45.0 -MHz end of IF passband. Specific portion of curve points to which
stage is at fault-in this case, the stage
with the transformer that normally peaks
at 45.0 MHz.

MHz, Adjustment 7 at 44.0 MHz.
Those are the frequencies generally
used in staggered IF strips. If you
guess wrong on one, it usually must
be interchanged with one of the
others.
There were two ways I could set
these transformers: One was by
peaking with marker signals and
the VTVM. However, I prefer a
method that used the response curve,
so I can quickly tell if the frequencies I chose are correct.
The idea is to use a coil to peak
the curve at that frequency point.
To get an idea of the procedure,
look at the curves I've drawn in
Fig. 8. The heavy line is the curve
30
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produced with all tuning slugs,
everything except traps, peaked at
44.0 MHz.
I set up an imaginary frequency
scale along the bottom of the curve
display. The traps at 41.25 and
47.25 MHz pull the skirts to zero
at each end, which gives you a fair
notion of where the frequencies in
between are situated. With the scope
positioning controls, I moved the
curve sideways until the 42.5 -MHz
point on the curve was positioned
on a vertical line on the scope graticule. Using this procedure, I can
ignore the overall curve shape and
concentrate on one frequency point.
Then I tune. On this particular
transistor chassis, 1 first twisted Adjustment 6, watching only the point
where the curve crossed the vertical
graticule line (42.5 MHz). I adjusted the slug until the curve trace
no longer moved upward along that
vertical graticule line. At this point
if I twiddled the slug back and forth.
the curve trace moved only downward along the graticule line. The
coil was peaked at 42.5 MHz, and
the overall curve looked like the
dashed curve (1) in Fig. 8.
Adjustment 7 was at 44 MHz, to
which all the slugs had been previously adjusted, so I assumed that
it needed no further adjustment.
Adjustment 8 was for 43.0 MHz.
Using the Horizontal Position con-

trol of the scope, I moved the response curve sideways until that
spot (43.0 MHz) was under a graticule line. Then I peaked Adjustment 8, watching the curve only
where its 43.0 -MHz point crossed
the graticule line. It peaked reasonably well.
The response then had the shape
of dashed curve 2 in Fig. 8. Notice
how the overpeaking at 44 MHz was
disappearing. The curve was getting lower there but higher at other
points as energy began to be concentrated at the proper frequencies.
Finally, I moved to Adjustment
5. Again, using the scope horizontal
position control, I moved the response curve until the 45.0 -MHz
point was under a graticule line.
The coil peaked a bit broadly. The
curve ended up with a downward
slant (dashed curve 3, Fig. 8) at
the 45.0 MHz point, but it looked
almost right. When I put the five
markers on it, their relative positions were okay, but the response
still had that downward slope to the
right of 44 MHz.
The Tired Transistor
The coil peak wasn't too broad,
so I decided it and its decoupling
capacitor were okay. In fact, some
technicians might have accepted
curve 3 in Fig. 8. The video was a
little weak, because the 45.75 -MHz
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Transistor IF strip in color receiver; it has many similarities to schematic shown
earlier. Another transistor color set has an IF strip that isn't stagger -tuned: all coils peak
Fig.

7

at 44.0 MHz.

marker was lower than it should he
but the set functioned almost normally.
Since everything else seemed normal, on a hunch I removed transistor Q3 (Fig. 7) and tested it. Gain
was very poor. The DC operation
had not changed, but the transistor

had minor leakage and just wasn't
up to snuff. A new transistor put
the response curve right up to
dashed curve 4 at 45.0 MHz.
Try It!
All this really took no more time
than you spent reading about it.
Once you catch on to the procedure,
and start thinking about a response
curve analytically, alignment and
troubleshooting will go hand in hand
for you. Both become easier than
you once thought alignment could
be.
You can extend the preceding
alignment and troubleshooting principles into other tuned stages, such
as the chroma section of a color
receiver, which has tuned circuits
and must be aligned.

Next
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3-3
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MF-2

41.25TRAF
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47.25 TRAP

Evolution of correct response curve from overpeaked curve with all coils
peaked at 44.0 MHz. (1) When 42.5 -MHz coil has been peaked. (2) With 43.0 -MHz
coil beaked. (3) When 45.0 -MHz coil is peaked, but with trouble still in IF strip.
(4) With trouble cured (see text for the fault).

Fig.

3

In the third and final installment
of this series, I'll show you how a
chroma response curve can be used
for troubleshooting. It's even easier
than with the IF curve, because
tuning is simpler.
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IC's in auto radio
Operation and servicing of integrated circuits in car receivers.

by Joseph J. Carr

Auto radio manufacturers tend
to try out on a small scale new
component and circuit designs prior
to total conversion to the new design. We witnessed this in 1957,
with the introduction of hybrid
(tube & transistor) car radios. After
this design was used for several
years there was ample evidence of
the practicality of transistor circuits
in auto radios, and there was a firm
base of solid-state repair experience
in the field. As a result, during
1961-63 auto radio design converted completely from tube technology to the newer transistor technology.
1968 started what appears to be
another hybrid era. We are now
seeing transistor/integrated circuit
(IC) hybrids on the market. The
electronics service industry can
probably expect to see full conversion to IC's within the next few
years.
Now is a good time for all electronic technicians to bone up on IC
applications, design and servicing
techniques-especially those technicians who service car radios and
solid-state TV's.
The following paragraphs will
treat IC's generally, with special emphasis on those already in use in
car radios.

What is an IC?
All solid-state electronic circuits
use combinations of transistors, diodes, resistors, capacitors, and so
forth, to perform certain circuit functions. The manufacturers of integrated circuits build all of these
components (as needed) on a single
piece of silicon, called a "substrate",
or "chip". The circuit design engi32
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neer considers this device as a single unit whose function is to increase the gain of or process a signal in a certain way. This "circuit
unit" will respond in a predictable
manner to external circuit conditions and component values.
(Do not confuse integrated circuits
with the ceramic modules used in
some Delco auto radios and all
Philco-Ford sets since 1965. These
are network modules made from
discrete components embedded in a
ceramic body. IC's are totally
different. They are built on a single
silicon chip using various thin -and thick -film technologies.)
IC's can reduce the total number of components in a set, improve the reliability of the set and,
surprisingly, simplify the service
technician's job. This last attribute
is what we technicians are most interested in.
Two general classes of IC's are of
interest to us at this point: RF/IF
amplifiers and audio preamplifiers.
We will consider "special use subassemblies", such as those employed
in some Delco auto radios, later in
this article.
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WTPUT

(B)
RCA

IC

CA3028

A GC

LINE

I

7¢
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Typical IC's
As examples, let's look at a couple of IC's available in the RCA
line of linear devices. Fig. lA shows
the internal circuitry of the RCA
CA3028A RF/IF amplifier. The
three transistors are all closely
matched because they are all made
from the same unit of semiconductor
material. They also share a common
heat system because they are within
the same case and are on the same
substrate. This means that they will
stay more closely matched over a

SIGNAL
INPUT

(C)

Fig. 1 Design and typical applications
of RCA's CA3028 integrated circuit. A)

Schematic diagram of internal circuitry.
B) CA3028 connected in differential
amplifier configuration. C) Cascade
configuration.

wider thermal range than would an
equivalent circuit made from discrete components. This matching enables this IC to function stably as a
differential amplifier (Fig. 1B) without any external compensation. Such
a
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Fig. 2 RCA's versatile CA3020 IC.
audio preamplifier.

A) Internal circuitry.

B) CA3020

configuration is usually found

with balanced input and output
tuned circuits.
This IC also can serve as a two stage cascode amplifier if the collector of the "input" transistor is
connected to the emitter of the "output" transistor and if one of the
"differential" pair is disabled. The
cascode configuration is shown in
Fig. 1C.
The CA3O28A becomes a mixer
if the constant -current -source transistor, Q3, is switched on and off
by a signal from a local oscillator.
In addition to possible applications
as RF amplifier, mixer, or IF amplifier in radio and TV receivers,
this IC also will function as a product detector or balanced modulator in single-sideband (SSB) communications systems.
The audio amplifier IC illustrated
in Fig. 2A is the RCA CA3020.
It can be used either to supply a
low -wattage signal through a miniature output transformer to a small
speaker, or it can be used to drive
a larger transistor power amplifier
(Fig. 2B). RCA's Linear IC Handbook shows the application of this
IC in one circuit that has an 8 MHz bandwidth. This wide -band
capability might make this IC adaptable to future use in color television
receivers.
There are several publications
that are useful for learning IC technology. One of these, mentioned
previously, is titled RCA Linear
Integrated Circuits Handbook (RCA
publication No. IC-41).

connected as

IC's in Auto Radio Circuits

TO NEXT
IF

IF STAGE

INPUT

B+

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of FM IF amplifier integrated circuit used in Motorola's
line of universal FM auto receivers.

One of the earliest uses of integrated circuitry in auto radio was
in the Motorola line of universal FM
equipment, which used an FM IF
amplifier IC (Fig. 3). These sets are
FM68M, FM -to -AM converter;
FM -991X, FM stereo receiver; FM 108M, AM/FM radio; and FM21OA, AM/FM receiver. The unit
mentioned last also includes an insulated -gate field-effect transistor in
the FM RF amplifier circuit. The
basic IF amplifier circuit shown in
Fig. 3 is common to all of these
January, 1971/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Fig. 4 Two types of Motorola IC's. A)
Six -lead, molded-epoxy, TO -5 -type IC
used as FM IF amplifier in Motorola universal FM auto radios. Circuit configuration is shown in Fig. 3. B) Six -lead,
dual in -line type IC used as audio preamplifier in 1970 Volkswagen radios
(Model 1VW1003) manufactured by

Motorola.

sets. Most of them use four such
stages in cascade. The actual IC is
shown in Fig. 4A. It is a six -lead
IC packaged in an epoxy version of
the familiar TO -5 transistor case.
Fig. 4B shows another integrated
circuit used by Motorola in car radio circuits. This IC is the audio
preamplifier used in the 1970 con-

tract Volkswagon radios. The circuit in which this IC is used is
shown in Fig. 5. Notice that it is
directly coupled to the power transistor.
Two different types of IC final
FM stages are employed in some
Delco car radios. Both are classified in IC terminology as "special use subassemblies". A few Delco
models, notably 1969 Pontiac radio Model 92BFP1, use the type
DM -1 integrated circuit. This device includes in one case both the
last FM IF amplifier and the FM
limiter circuits (Fig. 6). These sets
use the standard twin DC -39 diode
ratio detector to demodulate the
34
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FM signal. As evident in Fig. 6, the
circuit employing the IC is a lot simpler than the older circuit which
used two transistors, an extra IF
transformer, and a handfull of additional passive components.
Some newer Delco sets use the
type DM-11 integrated circuit (Fig.
7). The DM -11 is an FM limiter
and quadrature detector packaged
in an epoxy case which is best described as resembling a large -size,
blue centipede. The quadrature detector, while familiar to TV technicians, is a radical departure from
the detectors normally found in auto
radios.
Delco has introduced another
rather interesting IC in their 1970
line of auto radios. It is the type
DM -I4 FM stereo decoder IC. As
can be seen in Fig. 8, this device
processed "raw" audio, from the
FM detector, into left- and rightchannel signals.
Fig. 9 shows the internal schematic of the Motorola MC 1304P
monolithic FM stereo decoder IC.
Comparison of the internal circuitry
of the Motorola and Delco IC's
makes the author suspect that the
Motorola MCI 304P and the Delco
DM -14 are the same unit.
Take a good look at the sche-

3

TO

.5

matic of the internal circuitry of the
MC1304P (Fig. 9). This IC contains ten diodes, thirty-one transistors, and more than two dozen resistors. The functions performed by
this IC are: 19-KHz amplifiers, a
38-KHz doubler, composite signal
stages, a stereo -indicator lamp
driver, audio muting, mono/stereo
switching, 67-KHz (SCA) suppression, and a 38-KHz synchronous
stereo detector. The size of the case
of this IC is approximately .3 X
.75 inch.
The Motorola stereo decoder has
three inputs. One is a mono/stereo
switching circuit. Another is for
audio muting. The third, and primary, input is the composite audio
signal from the FM detector circuit.
When the radio is tuned to a stereo
station, there will he three types of
signals at this input: the 19-KHz
pilot signal (for synchronization).
the L+R monosignal, and the
coded L-R stereo signal. This last
signal is a suppressed carrier affair
with sidebands 15-KHz above and
below a 38-KHz center frequency.
The MCI 304P processes this signal so that the L -{-R and L-R information can be presented together
and demodulated in the 38-KHz

KHz synchronous detector.

3meg

1.5K

VOLUME
CONTROL
WIPER

ARM

B+

Fig. 5 Circuit configuration of audio section employed in Motorola -produced 1970
Volkswagen auto radio (Model 1VW1003). IC used as audio preamplifier is Motorola
SC -5150P, shown in Fig. 4B.
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The audio outputs of the detector
are left- and right-channel signals.
Another output of this IC is the
stereo -indicator lamp driver. The
40 milliamp current capability of
this driver can be increased by using the lamp driver output to trigger
a higher -current transistor lamp
switch.
The DM 11 was mentioned earlier
as a radical departure from the usual car radio design. One of Delco's
1970 receivers is a really radical departure. It is an eight -track stereo
tape player/AM and FM stereo
multiplex radio combination. It uses
the DM-11 quadrature FM detector
IC to drive a DM -14 stereo decoder IC. This, in turn, drives the
Delco DM -8 audio preamplifier.
This last may or may not be a
true integrated circuit. It seems to
depend on who you ask. To the
author, however, it appears to be a
ceramic module containing transistors. If it is an IC, Delco has produced a super set with four IC's.

Styles
My first encounter with an IC
left me wondering whether the thing
was an electronic component or
something to be sprayed with a
bug bomb. Since that time, the number of different IC case designs
has increased-and they all look
like something from the insect
world. Fortunately, all of these
styles can be divided into two basic
categories (see Fig. 10).
The first category could be called
the "modified -TO -5" package. This
is the standard transistor case that
has been with us for years. The
IC "TO -5", however, tends to be a
little bit larger than it's transistor
cousin. The various TO -5 -like IC's
have 6, 8, 10, or 12 leads. The
Motorola FM IF amplifier shown
in Fig. 4A is a 6 -lead, molded
epoxy (economy) version of this
basic package.
"Flatpacks" and "dual in-line
packs" make up the other basic IC
case category. These are the centipedes mentioned earlier. They can
be found in both epoxy and ceramic
versions with 6, 10, 14, 16, or 24
leads. The most common is the
14 -lead, dual in -line case. The Motorola Volkswagen preamplifier and
the Delco DM -11 are 6- and
14 -lead versions, respectively, of the
dual in -line case style. The flat pack differs from the dual in -line in

TO DS -39
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DM

IC
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''

RATIO
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1
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Fig.

6 The 2nd FM IF amplifier and the FM limiter of Delco-produced 1969 Pontiac
radios are contained in Delco DM -1 type IC, classified as "special -use subassembly."
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(A)

(B)

Fig. 7 FM limiter and quadrature detector of newer Delco auto receivers are contained in a Delco DM -11 type integrated circuit. A) Circuit configuration. B) Actual
IC, on right of circuit board, resembles a large, blue centipede.

that it is made from ceramic and is
flatter, wider and shorter. These two
types make up a large majority of
the digital IC types.

Troubleshooting IC's
IC servicing requires very little
knowledge that is not already in

most service technicians' store of
general troubleshooting knowhow.
The basic test instruments are those
already used by most technicians.
To date, there is no commercially built IC checker available for
field testing of IC's in consumer
products. The technician, therefore,

must rely on his VTVM, signal
generator, signal tracer, and scope.
The author prefers "quiet" signal
tracing over that involving "live
performance". Because of this personal idiosyncrasy, my favorite signal -tracing instrument is an oscilloscope equipped with a demodulator
and low -capacitance probes.
If the DC on the terminals of
the IC are normal, as is often the
case, I revert to the oscilloscope for
a bit of signal tracing.
IC servicing can be easy because
the absence of output simultaneous
with a presence of input to a stage
means that we get to replace the
whole stage without further probing
to pinpoint a specific component.
Dangers to IC's

There is, as usual, a dark lining
to this cloud: IC's can be supersensitive. Consequently, use tools
and instrument probes with extreme

Lead Identification

caution on all IC's. Otherwise, an
IC or two might be destroyed easily.
As an example, the B+ line in
Motorola's IC -equipped FM car radio is routed directly above the
integrated -circuit IF amplifier. It is
possible to short this line to one of
the input leads of the IC, thereby destroying the IC. The author
learned this from a sad experience.
AC -operated signal generators are
another source of potential danger
to IC's. There sometimes exists a
relatively high leakage voltage
across the leads of a signal generator. This voltage is sufficient to
ruin most IC's.
The accidental short to ground
is another threat to IC's. This can
cause excessive, usually fatal, current flow through the IC. Convenient as IC's can be, they also
can be a bit of a headache because
most of them have a notoriously
low heat -dissipation rating.

_L

220 Q

10mfd

T

2.2K

38kHz

All IC's have some sort of "keyway" lead -numbering system, similar to that used for tubes. On
transistors this system is of limited
value because physical location of
the three leads can be the key. IC's,
however, usually have a larger,
even number of leads arranged in
a symmetrical pattern. Metal TO -5
like IC packages usually employ a
paint dot or case protrusion adjacent to the highest and lowest number leads. Numbering is clockwise
(see Fig. 10). The protrusion indicating the highest number lead is
similar to the protrusion used to
indicate the collector on the TO -5
and T018 hi -polar transistor cases.
Molded epoxy TO-5 IC's usually
are marked with either a paint dot
or flattened rim adjacent to the
highest number lead.
Flat-packs and dual in -line packs
arc usually marked with a notch,
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paint dot or indented circle on the
end where lead numbering begins.
Fig. 10 shows these various lead numbering systems.

Handling IC's
Integrated circuits packaged in
to TO-5 style case usually can he
handled in the same manner as a
transistor. Because of their low heat
dissipation, however, always use a
light -duty soldering iron. Many IC
manufacturers specify the maximum
temperature and length of soldering
time for each IC. A typical rating
is 300 degrees F for 60 seconds. At
the higher temperatures needed to
melt resin -core solder, it is necessary to reduce the time. It also is
advisable to allow a short cooling
off period of several seconds between soldering adjacent leads, to
prevent excessive heat from accumulating.
Flat packs and dual in -lines involve another danger from hand -

ling. The leads are not wires as

His first complaint was that there
was "a constant whistle whenever
the converter was in use." The
other complaint was that "the converter now only receives one station, but previously had received a
dozen or more."
The DC on the input pins (3 & 5)
of all IC's was 1.45 volts. The output pins (1 & 7) read 10.0 volts.
According to the schematic, these
were all within tolerance.
A signal tracer revealed that the
3rd FM IF integrated circuit was
not passing the signal applied to
its input. A new IC in this stage
restored the set's sensitivity.
However, one problem remained.
Where was that incessant whistle
that the customer had taken pains
to be so specific about? The customers addressed showed that he
lived in a community about 40
miles down the road. It is known
that the only AM broadcast station
serving this community operated on

they are on the T0-5 styles. They
are strips of metal. This type of
lead has the nasty habit of breaking
off at its junction with the case
after only a few bendings. As is
usual in such cases, these leads
break off too short for any effective
repair.
Several commercially built IC removal tools and desoldering aids
are available, and will help prevent
damage to IC's.

.

Casebook of Typical Troubles
Case

1

The first case concerns a Motorola Model FM68M, FM -to -AM converter. This model uses a Mallory
solid-state FM IF strip. The 10.7 MHz FM signal is demodulated by
the converter. The resultant audio
signal is used to amplitude modulate an oscillator that operates in
the 1400-KHz region.
The customer had two complaints.
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9 Internal circuitry of Motorola's MC1304P monolithic FM stereo decoder IC, which
contains ten diodes, thirty-one
transistors and more than twelve resistors. See text for the many functions this IC performs.
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a frequency of 1390 KHz. The
whistle, in all probability, was a
beat between that station and the
AM carrier local oscillator in the
converter. The only cure for this
was to readjust the oscillator to
approximately 1450 KHz. The customer was, of course, informed of
this so he could reset the FM pushbutton on his car radio.
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8

1(11111

NOTCH
(SOME USE PAINT
DIT OR INDENTED

Case 2

The next case involved a Motorola FM991 X FM -stereo multiplex
radio. This set also uses the Mallory tuner and the Motorola integrated -circuit IF strip. It is a selfcontained, universal receiver designed primarily for underdash installation. The set contains the FM
tuner, IF strip (IC), detector, multiplex decoder, and two direct coupled "bootstrap" audio amplifier
chains capable of producing several
watts of output power.
The customer's complaint was
that the receiver would receive FM
but would not pick-up any stereo
stations. The actual problem turned
out to he poor sensitivity. The set's
demodulators were producing
enough signal to drive the high gain audio stages, but not enough
to drive the multiplex section.
One of the symptoms was the
absence of background hiss between
stations. The VTVM showed that
the voltages on three of the IC's
were normal. The voltage on the
fourth, which functioned as the 3rd
FM IF amplifier, drastically varied
from normal. The input pins (3 & 5)
of this type amplifier usually operate at about 1.4 volts. On this set,
however, the voltage reading was
8.8. Such abnormal readings can
usually be accepted as proof that the
IC is defective.
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Case 3

The owner of a Delco FM set,
model 92BFP 1, out of a 1969
Pontiac, complained that "the set
remained dead until the volume control was advanced to it's maximum
position." At this setting, the output was weak and distorted.
All voltages were normal except
for that on pin 3 of the integrated circuit IF/Limiter stage. The DC on
this pin normally is approximately
2.2 volts. In this set it was close
to zero.
An ohmmeter set to the RX
scale showed almost no resistance
between pin 3 and ground. The
1

FlatFig. 10 Common IC case designs can be divided into two basic categories:
which
of
two
examples
centipedes,
resemble
which
packs
packs and dual in -line
are shown at top; other four designs are TO -5 types.

culprit turned out to be a shorted
capacitor, C55 in Fig. 6.
Case

4

The fourth and last case involves
a 1970 AM/FM stereo receiver
made for Cadillac by Delco. Technicians who encounter this radio

marvel at the job of packaging all
that circuitry in one standard -size
Delco FM radio case. It is completely self-contained-no more
"dual audio" or other split -chassis
arrangements.
The customers complaint was
that "off-station there was a ter January, 1971/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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rific buzzing sound." At first, the
description of the trouble symptom
sounded like it was motor noise.
It wasn't.
The scope revealed the set to be
free of noise between the tuner and
the output of the stereo decoder IC.
At this point, the characteristic
noise "spike" began to appear along
with the audio waveform. All DC
potentials were within the ranges
specified. The 19- and 38-KHz
waveforms also looked close to
normal.
Then I noticed that the stereo -

indicator lamp was occasionally
flickering off station. (Delco designs
normally have very good lamp muting characteristics.) The cause of
the flickering was a misadjusted
stereo lamp trigger control, a potentiometer mounted on the printed circuit board in front of the tuner
along the front edge of the radio.
Service instructions call for turning
this control all the way counter
clockwise and then, with the receiver tuned off station, slowly adjusting it clockwise to extinguish
the lamp. To eliminate the buzz,
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it was necessary to turn this control
just a little further than the "threshold" point.

Future Auto Radio Design
It is very probable that low-cost
integrated circuits will become available to auto radio manufacturers in
ever increasing numbers and varieties. In the next two or three years
we should see all -IC AM/FM stereo
signal seeker radios. Although undoubtedly some will use FET's in
the FM tuner, others will use IC's

that function. RCA already is
making IC's that are suitable for
use in FM receiver front -ends.
Because variable capacitance
diodes (varicaps, varactors, etc.) and
the newly discovered piezoelectric
ceramic inductors are capable of the
10:1 ratios required to tune the AM
broadcast band, we can expect
these devices to replace the more
cumbersome tuning devices now in
use. Such tuning methods will allow
the use of recessed push -buttons for
individual station selection, which
would be in line with Federal automobile safety guidelines. Conventional mechanical pushbuttons are
not as easy to recess as would be
the micro switches used to control
varicap tuning. It should not prove
too difficult to build the tuning
diodes inside a special-purpose IC
front-end subassembly.
It is quite likely that IF transformers will no longer be used in
car radios. In the home high-fidelity
market, piezo-electric ceramic filters
already have replaced the IF can,
which once reigned supreme.
Some IC audio amplifiers have
approached, and even passed, the
power levels used in car radios. The
RCA CA3020, for example, will deliver with ease 1 watt. Other RCA
IC's can produce up to 5 watts.
One IC by Bendix is reported to
be able to deliver up to 15 watts
of audio with acceptable distortion.
Special-purpose IC's should become ever more prevalent. Delco
already has demonstrated this concept with their DM -1, DM -8, DM 11, and DM -14 IC's.
It is the opinion of this writer
that near-future designs of auto
radios will include both hybrid
solid-state (discrete transistor circuitry combined with IC's) and all IC circuitry.
in
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trouble Éi ôile
Green Screen or Flesh Tones Caused by
Defective Neon
The original complaint on this GE KC color chassis (Photofact 903-1) was "no raster, sound okay."
After we replaced a defective 6EJ4 high -voltage
regulator tube, the picture came back, but the high
voltage was 5 KV too high. Adjustment of the high -

voltage control solved the high -voltage problem.
After about 10 minutes of operation, we heard a
snapping noise and the skin hues turned green. A
color -bar pattern verified this change-the bars from
left to right were green, red and blue.
After the chassis cooled, it would operate correctly for about ten minutes, then the snapping noise
and the wrong hues would reoccur. Arcing in the
high-voltage regulator and "lightning" in the front of
the CRT were observed at the same time.
John R. Zanath
Aliquippa, Pa.
This problem is with a General Electric KC color
chassis. I replaced the high -voltage transformer, but
when the picture came on, the screen was green.
In "Color TV Servicing Made Easy," Sams book No.
20523, page 92, it is mentioned that weak color or loss
of color can be caused by the neon bulb. This neon
bulb was not lighting; I replaced it but the new one
did not light either. All parts are good, from the transformer to the neon bulb. Please give us some suggestions.
Kasimir Petrowski
Philadelphia, Pa.
A neon bulb usually consists of two metallic elements (plates) inside a glass envelope filled with neon
gas. Suppose a source of variable DC voltage is applied to the two leads of the neon bulb, while a
voltmeter measures the voltage across it, and a milliameter measures the current through it. As the voltage is increased from zero, nothing happens to the

N

zero current reading, and no glow is seen through the
glass. The neon bulb is an open circuit. Finally, at a
level of approximately 80 volts the neon bulb glows
a dim orange color around one plate and the current
meter reads a small amount of current ( when supplied with AC, both plates glow) If the voltage is
increased slightly, the glow and current increase
drastically. In other words, the neon bulb is an open
circuit until the voltage across the terminals increases enough to ionize the gas, then the bulb is a
voltage regulator.
The large amount of current flow caused by a
slight increase in voltage above the conduction (ionization) point usually necessitates a series resistor to
limit the current to less than the amount that would
destroy the neon bulb.
When the DC voltage is decreased until the current stops and the glow disappears, the voltage is
found to be much lower than the voltage that caused
the start of ionization and conduction. This characteristic of neon bulbs is used to advantage in some
circuits-for example, in the relaxation oscillator, in
which a voltage sawtooth is formed when the neon
bulb partially discharges the capacitor which is in
parallel with it.
In the General Electric KC chassis, the neon bulb
is used to clip a portion of the horizontal pulse that
is applied to the grid of the burst gate, or keyer. The
bulb should glow at all times when the horizontal
sweep is in operation. (Be certain any neon bulb you
use for replacement in this receiver does NOT have
a built-in limiting resistor, for such a bulb will not
work correctly. )
The burst in many GE models, including this one,
rings a 3.58-MHz crystal so it produces a continuous wave chroma reference subcarrier, the phase of
which is compared to that of the chroma signal in
the color demodulators. Without burst, there is no
3.58 -MHz subcarrier and, thus, no demodulation and
no color signal on the screen of the CRT.
A defective neon bulb will interfere with the passage of the horizontal keying pulse and upset the
burst gate function. Symptoms of no color, weak color
or color of the wrong hues are dependent on the exact type and extent of the bulb failure. Many neon
.

10K

LAMP

NE-85AH

BURST

(

TO

HV
"HOLD
DOWN"

.005

r.

GATE

6M11
TO

3.58
MHz

TO

lmeg

CONVERGE-

CRYSTAL

ENCE

18pí
TO
AFC

GRID

T2200S2

TO

OSC

220052
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FROM
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bulbs exhibit a darkening of the
glass when they are defective; replace the bulb if it is blackened.
Other defective bulbs exhibit clear
glass, but very tiny strain cracks appear where the lead wires penetrate
the glass.
Another circuit defect can cause
symptoms which are nearly identical to those produced by a bad neon
bulb: A defective ground for the
utility winding on the high -voltage
transformer which supplies pulses
for burst gating, horizontal dynamic
convergence and the high-voltage
"hold down" circuit can cause low
pulses at these points and will exhibit most of the symptoms of a bad
neon bulb.
Although the continuity of such
ground connections might appear to
be normal, the only positive check
is to connect a wire from the ground
wire on the high -voltage transformer to the nearest ground lug (the
original ground need not he disturbed).
Either a defective neon bulb or
transformer ground will reduce the
DC voltage (normally -125 volts)
at the grid of the burst gate, and,
consequently, the neon bulb will not
light.
Now, back to our readers' problems. The source of the hue change
in the chassis Mr. Zanath is servicing is undoubtedly the result of a

defective neon bulb or an improper
ground on the transformer winding.
These two potential defects should
not cause the arcing; however, the
arcing could trigger the hue change
by changing the sweep voltages distributed by the horizontal output
transformer.
We suggest an ohmmeter test of
R151, the 1K-ohm resistor in the
cathode circuit of the high -voltage
regulator. It might have been badly
over -loaded by the original defective
regulator tube, and might cause arcs
if it is erratic. Make certain the
aquadag on the CRT is firmly
grounded. If the arcing inside the
regulator tube stops when the connection to the anode of the CRT is
removed, the CRT is probably the
source of the arcs. A few of these
tubes have had internal arcing from
the anode button to the aquadag
coating on the inside of the glass,
and some have arced between the
aquadag and the shadow mask.
It is not clear from Mr. Petrow-

ski's letter whether the screen color
is greenish with color pictures, is
greenish without any color or is
greenish only when a station is correctly fine tuned. If the screen color
is greenish when the set is tuned to
a blank channel, the gray -scale
tracking needs to be adjusted. If the
screen color is normal off channel
but becomes greenish when correctly
fine-tuned to a station and the color
control turned down, the red, green
or blue balance controls need to be
re -set. Or if the facial hues during
colorcasts are greenish, there is a

good chance of a defective neon
bulb or transformer ground.
The neon bulb has been eliminated in late -production receivers
equipped with the KD chassis. L26,
R159, C 124, R160 and the neon
bulb are eliminated, and R161 is

changed to 27K ohms. These

changes shift the phase of the pulse
at the grid of the burst gate, and
correction for this change of phase
consists of changing R125 and R126
from 3300 ohms to 2200 ohms. The
new R125 and R126 resistors
should be a matched pair.

Leave it to B&K to come up with a new model 179 FET/VOM with features that almost make it unbelievable at its price. Complete DC voltage
ranges from .3V to 1000V; DC current ranges .03 to 300 mA; AC voltage
ranges .3 to 1000V and AC current ranges .03 to 300 mA. Resistance 0
to 500 Meg and stable operation 0° to 40°C. Fastest and easiest to use.
The 179 uses Field Effect Transistors for drift -free accuracy. High input impedance minimizes circuit loading. And the 179's super-wide
variety of ranges makes this an ideal FET/VOM for shop, lab, production line, or school. Includes mirror scale, and stay -put handle.
Now is the time b update your shop with a stable, protected FET/
VOM. And the economical, yet professional B&K 179 is the instrument

that will give the
most usefulness and

satisfaction for your

money.

Ask ',our

distributor or
write us for
catalzg.
Product of
DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine
Chicago. Illinois 60613
A

There is

a

difference in
test equipment
ours works!

...

B&K Model 179 FET/VOM $74.95
The new standard of stability

Circle 23 on literature card
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Aaavw
AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
CUT WIRE & CABLE
INSTALLATION COSTS
.

without cutting into insulation!

.

SAFE!

Grooved Guide positions wire for
proper staple envelopment! Grooved Driving
Blade stops staple at right depth of penetration
to prevent cutting into wire or cable insulation!

No.

T-18-Fits wires up to
3/16" in diameter.
BELL,
TELEPHONE,
THERMOSTAT,
INTERCOM,
BURGLAR
ALARM
and other low

voltage wiring.
Uses T-18

3/16" round crown
3/8" leg length only

staples with
in

No. T-25-Fits wires up to
1/4" in diameter.
Same basic construction
and fastens same
wires as No. T-18.

round crown in 9/32",and 9/16" leg lengths.;

3/8", 7/16"

j

T-18 and T-25 staples also available in Monel and
with beige, brown and ivory finish at extra cost.

No. T-75--Fits wires and cables
up to 1/2" in diameter.
RADIANT HEAT
CABLE,
OF CABLE,

WIRE CONDUIT
COPPER TUBING.
or any non-metallic
sheathed cable.
Also used as

DRIVE RINGS
in stringing wires.

íß

l

Uses T-75 staples with 1/2"
flat crown in 9/16", 5/8" and

7/8"

leg lengths.

Arrow Automatic Staple Guns save 70% in time
and effort on every type of wire or cable fastening ¡ob. Arrow staples are specially designed with
divergent-pointed legs for easier driving and
rosin -coated for greater holding power! All -steel
construction and high -carbon hardened steel
working parts are your assurance of maximum
long-life service and trouble -free performance.
Ask your Electrical Supply Dealer
or write for further details.

Saddle Brook, New Jersey

076.33.,./

"Pioneers and Pacesetters
For Almost A Half Century"
Circle 24 on literature card
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Author: Fred Shunaman
Publisher: TAB Books, 1970
Size: 256 pages, 5% inches X
81/2 inches
Price: Softcover, $4.95; Hardbound, $7.95.
Text tells electronic technicians how to use test instruments to perform specific tests
and service procedures in home
entertainment and communications electronic equipment.
Emphasis is on practical applications of test instruments.
Contents: The OscilloscopeServicing With The ScopeMultimeters-P u t t i n g Multimeters to Work-Signal Gen-

-

Uses T-25 staples

1/4"

How to Use Test Instruments
in Electronic Servicing (Book
No. 485)

erators-Sweep and Color
Generators-Audio Servicing
Instruments-The Capacitor

Also used for
RADIANT
HEAT WIRE

with

bookmä
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Checker
Tube,
Probes
Transistor and Special -Purpose Checkers-Signal Tracing Instruments-Maintenance
of Test Instruments.
Circle 50 on literature card

Laboratory Manual For Electronic Shop Practices (Book
No. 13-251975-5)
Authors: Alexander W. Avtgis
and William F. Megow
Publisher: Prentice -Hall, Inc.
Size: 139 pages, 63/4 inches
X 9 inches
Price: Softcover, $7.95.
A practical text that tells
electronic technicians how to
perform specific nondiagnostic
procedures with hand tools in
the shop. Use of hand tools
and techniques for making
proper connections are emphasized.
Contents: Basic Electronics

Technicians' Tools-Soldering
Irons, Solder and Flux-Wire
and Soldered ConnectionsCoaxial Cables and Connectors-Soldered Terminal Connections
Solderless Connections-Cables-Wire Harnesses-Basic Packaging Techniques-Advanced Packaging
and Construction ProjectsAppendix (Twist and Tap
Drill Sizes and American Wire
Guage Conductor Sizes).

-

Circle

52

on literature card

FET-Circuit Design Considerations-Typical Applications.

Color-TV Case Histories (Catalog No. 20809)
Author: Jack Darr
Publisher: Howard W. Sams &
Co., Inc., 1970
Size: 135 pages, 5% X 81/2
inches
Price: Softcover, $3.50.
Concise but complete descriptions of trouble symptoms
and related causes that actually have occurred in major
brands of color TV, plus tips
about how to quickly isolate
the source of the trouble. Emphasis is on symptom -cause
relationship. Symptoms categorized by brand name of set
in which they occurred.
Contents: Admiral-AMCCurtis Mathes-General Electric
Magnavox
Motorola
Olympic
Philco-Ford
RCA
Sears-Silvertone
Sylvan ia-Truetone- Wards Airline
Westinghouse
Zenith-Miscellaneous Other
Chassis.

Circle 51 on literature card

Circle 53 on literature card

ABC's of FET's (Catalog No.
20789)
Author: Rufus P. Turner,
Ph.D.
Publisher: Howard W. Sams &
Co., Inc., 1970
Size: 95 pages, 5% inches X
8% inches
Price: Softcover, $2.95.
Text explains the structure,
theory of operation, characteristics, applications and testing
of field-effect transistors. Emphasis is on familiarizing technicians with characteristics of
FET's, to make them more
proficient at servicing FETequipped circuitry.
Contents: Basic Theory of the

FET-Getting Acquainted
with

the

FET-Elementary

- - - - - --

Sylvania Establishes Electronics
Trade School
Sylvania Electronics Systems has established an electronics school in Waltham, Mass, to train men and
women for technical and professional positions in business, industry, and government.
Licensed by the Massachusetts Department of Education, Sylvania Technical School offers vocational
training in radio and television, communications, and
computer electronics. The school, with day and evening sessions, also will conduct professional and technical seminars in such areas as printed and integrated
circuit technology, total digital system and modern
logic design, data communications, communications
concepts and technology, and industrial pollution
control.
The vocational courses, which will provide from 600
to 750 hours of laboratory and lecture instruction, are
designed to qualify students for positions ranging from
engineering aide to technician in the home entertainment, communications, electronics, and data processing industries. Students in the radio and television and
communications programs will be prepared for state
and federal licensing examinations, according to Robert
M. Olsson, Manager of Sylvania Training Services.
Day students can earn a vocational diploma in 25
to 30 weeks. Evening division programs, offered either
two or three sessions weekly, cover 62 to 94 weeks.
Th 32- and 48 -hour professional and technical seminars will be presented evenings over three to six week
periods.

TRUE TRIGGERED SWEEP
OSCILLOSCOPE/VECTORSCOPE

MODEL
TO -50

DC to 10 mhz
frequency response

.02

volt sensitivity

Calibrated vertical
attenuator
Calibrated time base
Supplied with combi-

nation direct/locap
probe
5 X

magnifier

Automatic triggering
mode

5" flat face tube
edge -lit graticule

L

One Year
AU

Warranty

$33950

American Made

NET

See your distributor or write Dept. E -1

LECTROTECH, INC.

4529 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60625

Circle 25 on literature card

Donates Teleprinters to Aid Deaf
Standing recently in the basement of ITT World
Communications, I. Lee Brody, founder of a two -state
branch of an organization called "Tele -typewriters for
the Deaf", looked happily at the row of teleprintersthe third donation of such units by ITT since October
of 1969. "Just think," he remarked, "each one of these
gives a deaf person not only security in an emergency
but also the ability to do what you and I take for
granted-just have a chat."
"Tele -typewriters for the Deaf", a non-profit organization which was formed nationally three years ago,
has successfully bridged the isolation gap for thousands
of deaf people throughout the country by arranging to
have them supplied with specially equipped teleprinters.
A deaf person simply picks up his phone and dials another deaf person who sees a light come on, signaling
the call (the ring of the phone would not be heard).
The two then "talk" to each other over their teleprinters.
This year, the International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation subsidiary has helped lessen the
silence for 30 deaf people, who have been totally deaf
since birth, by giving them teleprinters with which they
can "talk" to each other.
"Tele -typewriters for the Deaf" receives and distributes used teleprinters to volunteer technicians who
strip, clean and re -wire them. After complete renovation, the machines then are delivered to deaf individuals on the waiting list.
To help alleviate the present shortage of skilled teleITT

printer technicians needed to renovate and maintain
the used machines, Mr. Brody and his group are organizing training classes so that the deaf people themselves can learn how to service their own machines.
But, as Mr. Brody points out, an urgent need still exists for both technicians to teach and to renovate and
maintain acquired machines.
Sylvania Adds New Distribution Point
Sylvania Entertainment Products, has opened a new
warehouse in Dallas, Texas, to serve customers in
seven states.
Roger P. Ranalletta, Manager of Traffic and Distribution, said Sylvania is warehousing television, stereo,
radio, and tape products in the 45,000 square -feet,
leased facility at 4720 Simonton Road. Dealers and
distributors in Arizona, Colorado, Kansas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas and southern Wyoming will be
served by the facility.
Sylvania Entertainment Products also has warehouses
in Pennsuken, N.J., Sparks, Nev., Smithfield, N.C.,
and Batavia, N.Y.

If its about servicing consumer
electronic products, you'll find it in
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Symptoms and cures compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

1_

Chassis-Admiral 6H10
PHOTOFACT folder -949-1

Chassis-Admiral 6H10
PHOTOFACT folder -949-1

1ST CHROMA

VERT MOLT

A BANDPASS AMP

A6LU8

vs

6X9

HE

TO

-i

3.

2ND CHROMA

IGHT

4meg

---

BANDPASS
AMP

BOOST

630V

120K

COLOR

15

250V

4

240V

SHORTED

OPEN

Symptom-wide, vertical color bar on

b -w; no
bar present if color control is turned down
Cure-replace open C113

Symptom-lack of height
Cure-replace shorted C78

Chassis-Magnavox T938
PHOTOFACT folder -1037-1

Chassis-Motorola TS914
PHOTOFACT folder -798-2

1ST V IDEO AMP

A

2ND VIDEO AMP

6LM8

B

6LM8

PINCUSHION CORRECTOR
TO

z1

2N3566

PINCUSHION TRANS

DELAY

LINE
00
100Q

3300Q
02

2

2O0V

1

DEFECT IVE

iïfl
UNFILTERED

20m fd

SHORTED

Symptom-blurred picture; weak contrast; critical vertical locking
Cure-replace open C137

Chassis-Motorola TS915

(BOARD

Symptom-no high voltage; damper plate glows
red

Cure-check

and replace C136, if shorted

Chassis-Packard-Bell 98018

PHOTOFACT folder -953-1
VERT MOLT

BOOST

PHOTOFACT folder -1009-2

EI

TO BASE OF Q21

TO BASE OF Q22
4.

7mfd
TO VERT

LIN AND

EMITTER OF Q24
4.

7mfd

DEFECTIVE

Symptom-lack of height; foldover or weak
locking

Cure-check and replace C12 and C13, if defective
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Symptom-picture bending and vertical jitter
Cure-replace open 010

cure
Chassis-RCA CTC25

Chassis-Packard-Bell 98C18

PHOTOFACT folder -879-3

PHOTOFACT folder -1009-2

AUDIO OUTPUT

AF AMP

®3159
3.

B

Q2

520

58MHz OSC
SHORTED

6GH8A

TO

REACTANCE(
n5v

STAGE

13

58MHz
CRYSTAL

aase

0

TO IC

275V

10

47K

Symptom-no color; or green color only
with killer defeated
Cure-check for shorted C182

Symptom-"motorboating" in sound
Cure-replace Q2 that has base -to -emitter leak-

Chassis-Westinghouse V2656-1
PHOTOFACT folder -969-2

Chassis-Westinghouse V2655
PHOTOFACT folder -920-2

age

OPEN

(DA

AGC

AGC KEYING

KEYING

6GH8A

A6GH8A

135V

NOISE CANCELLER
OPEN

®2N3567

AGC TO
TUNER
AGC TO
I

-F

PULSE

25V

AGC
CONTROL

-

Symptom-snow in picture on strong signals
Cure-replace R52

Symptom-AGC and sync critical
Cure-replace open C6

Chassis-Zenith 13Z13

Chassis-Zenith 16Z7C50
PHOTOFACT folder -1055-2

PHOTOFACT folder -976-3

3RD CHROMA
VERT MULT
V7

A VERT

MULT

V7

HORIZ DISCH

B VERT OUTPUT

C

17JZ8

17JZ8

6U10

BANDPASS AMP
B

6KT8

TO

.0033

YOKE

T
OPEN

115V

OR SHORTED

Symptom-no vertical sweep
Cure-check C51 and replace
shorted

if it is open or

Symptom-weak color; critical hue adjustment
Cure-replace open C139
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562.50260000, 8991
(Ch. 564.80160)

Dbototactl r

....1142-2
1147-1

SHARP
SU -66P

1140-3

SYLVANIA
PHOTOFACT BULLETIN lists new PHOTOFACT coverage

issued during the past two months for new TV chassis.
This is another wav ELECTRONIC SERVICING brings you
the very latest facts you need to keep fully informed
between regular issues of PHOTOFACT Index Supplements issued in March, June and September. PHOTO
FACT folders are available through your local parts
distributor.

Chassis D12-9; D12-11;
D12-12; D12-14; D12-15;
D12-16; D12-17
Remote Control used with
Chassis D12-16
Chassis D12-11; D12-14
Chassis D12-17

1043-1-A
1043-1-B
1043-1-C

TCT-150

1137-2

1043-1

-

SYMPHONIC
TOSHIBA

AMC

Chassis Tac -3340/-4360/
-4370
1138-2

1142-1
1145-1

5CP-303
5P-106

TRUETONE

CLOVIS
1145-2

122-1024

MIC3009A-07 (2DC3009) 1142-3

WARDS AIRLINE

EMERSON

GEN -11961A
Chassis 120976A/977A/

977B/980A/980C/981A/
981B/982A/938B/984A,

MAGNAVOX
Chassis T-940 Series
Remote Control Receiver
704054-2, Transmitter
704041-2
Remote Control Receiver
704054-1, Transmitter
704041-1
AM-FM Chassis
R228 -01 -BA
Amp Chassis A576 -03 -BA

1144-1

AN-76/C, AN-86D/DC

.1146-1

Chassis KE

1144-1-B

1139-1
1140-1
1144-2

1141-2

1137-1

Remote Control Receiver,
Transmitter CRK13A ... 1137-1-A
Chassis KCS169XA,
1140-2
KCS169XB
SEARS

562.50380000,
562.50800000
Chassis 562.10122,

1138-1

564.80110/111/112

1139-2
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.1145-3

1144-3

RCA
B/W TV
AP301 W (Ch. KCS 174H) .1142-4
(Color TV)
Chassis CTC38A/K/X/
XAD/XP/XR/XT
1146-4

1144-1-C
1144-1-D

Chassis CTC43A,

48
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SEARS (COLOR TV)
Chassis 562.10531;
562.10532
4022 (Ch. 562.10401,
562.10502)

1142-4

SYLVANIA (COLOR TV)

RCA
CTC43XR/XT/XU

1146-3

GENERAL ELECTRIC

PHILCO-FORD
Chassis 19KT4OB

1138-3

TV5018

B2213W3 (Ch. 14B36)

1144-1-A

PENNCREST
2897A
2884
4832A, 4833A

TV2012

ZENITH

PANASONIC
.

1146-2
1147-2

WEBCOR
1141-1

471965, 471918

GCI-12420A/B/C/D

Chassis D06-3; D06-4
(Codes 09; 10)

1043-3

Chassis B12-1, B12-2

.... 1144-3

SYLVANIA

If its about servicing consumer
electronic products, you'll find it in
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THE BEST PERFORMING
SPLITTERS AND

test equipmeNt
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MATCHING
TRANSFORMERS

SM158 Speed Aligner
A new simplified sweep and
marker generator called the speed
aligner has been announced by
Sencore.
According to the manufacturer,
the speed aligner is designed to simplify alignment of IF and chroma
amplifiers in any color TV receiver,
and also to check the tuner response.
The SM158 is said to be simple
to operate, with only two major operating controls; all markers are
crystal controlled and are selected

Model PS61C, the single unit, reportedly provides plus or minus 15
VDC with a load current of up to
700 mA; regulation of 0.001%
VDC per mA load current; and ripple is less than 0.004Vrms at full
load. The price is $49.95.
The double unit, Model PS62C,
is designed for use with operational
amplifiers and has the same electrical specifications as the PS61C at
each output and can be used in any
combination according to the manufacturer. The price of the double
unit is $74.95.
Three completely independent
power supplies that also can be used
in any combination describes the
triple unit. Each output reportedly
has the same electrical specifications
as the PS61C. The price of the third
unit is $99.95.
Circle 56 on literature card

TSF -777

TRS-732

ATR-375

,----111111111111
most complete line of Splitters and
Matching Transformers required for multiple -set
home installations, master antenna systems, and
closed circuit TV systems. All have unbeatable, dependable ratings. #SPF-555 3 -Way UHF/VHF/FM
Splitter. #SP -332 UHF/VHF Splitter. #TSF.777 UHF/
VHF/FM Splitter and Matching Transformer. #TRS732 Universal Matching Transformer and UHF/VHF
Splitter. #TR -730 Matching Transformer. #ATR-375
Weather -Proof Antenna Side Matching Transformer.
For complete specs and Profit picture-Write:
RMS has the

RMS

Circle 26 on literature card

Intermodulation Meter

merely by

pushing

in one of 8

"marker-selector" buttons. Pulling
out on the MARKER HEIGHT
control tilts the markers 90 degrees
(horizontal), for precisely locating
their position on the response curve.
The SM158 reportedly produces
a base line on the response curve,
as specified by many TV manufacturers. The unit also features two
extra RF channels to be used as
spares if co -channel interference is
present, and full 15 -MHz sweep

The Model 940 intermodulation
meter, designed for measuring intermodulation distortion in audio
devices, is now available from
Measurements.
The unit permits direct reading
of distortion using either a 1:1 or
4:1 low -frequency

to high -fre-

ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 Antin Place, Bronx, N.Y. 10462
Tel. (212) 892-6700

NEW!
from TV

TECH

AID

Over 400 Causes and Cures of Recurring Troubles in major -brand
Black -and-White TV

All in one large, easy -to -use issue
All for only $5.95 . . . Less than
each of which can
11/20 per tip
save you hours of valuable troubleshooting time!

...

TV TECH AID
P. 0. Box 603

Kings Park, N.Y. 11754

width.

The speed aligner sells for
$275.00.
Circle 55 on literature card

Blulyne PS -60 Series
A new line of low -voltage power
supplies designed for servicing solidstate equipment has been introduced
by Blulyne Electronics Corporation.
Single, dual and triple units are
available.

quency mix ratio. Low frequencies
provided are 60 and 120 Hz; three
high frequencies are available: 3, 7
or 12 KHz. Residual IM is reported to be less than 0.025 percent.
This solid-state, modular -designed unit measures 91/2 inches X
141/2 inches X 71/2 inches. The list
price is $475.00.
Circle 57 on literature card

Enclosed is a check or money order
for $5.95. Please send the TV TECH
AID issue of over 400 b -w TV
troubleshooting tips to:
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

I-

STATE

ZIP

Circle 27 on literature card
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With Carl Babcoke
ES

Technical Editor

New and changed circuitry
in '71 color TV
Chroma circuitry, Part 2
Control of Color Saturation and
Tint by Variable DC Voltages
Color and tint adjustments which
are controlled indirectly by variable
DC voltages instead of directly by
manually adjusted controls are employed in '71 chassis of at least
three manufacturers.
Such a system offers two distinct

routed over long wires to front panel manual controls, radiation
from these signals is minimized. Secondly, remote control by variable
DC voltages does not require relays
and/or motors, as does remote adjustment of manual controls.

the
chroma IF and 3.58 -MHz color sub carrier signals do not have to be

One example of indirect control
of color saturation and tint is found
in Sylvania's all -solid-state EO1

Sylvania

advantages: First, because
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1 Schematic diagram of the color and tint circuits
in Sylvania's E01 color TV
chassis. The internal capacitance of Q602 is the key to the operation of this tint control system. Refer to the text for an explanation.
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chassis. The associated circuitry is
electrically located between the 2nd
chroma amplifier and the chroma
output stage, as shown in Fig. 1.
How the tint control circuit performs its function can be explained
best by examining the results of adjusting tint control R22 to each of
its extreme positions.
The actual change in the phase
(tint) of the chroma signal is accomplished primarily by varying the
conduction of transistor 0600.
When R22 is repositioned CCW toward the position that produces
greenish flesh tones, more forward
bias (positive) is applied through
varistor R601 to the base of 0600,
increasing its conduction. The resultant increase in the emitter current of Q600 produces a larger
voltage drop across emitter resistor
R612, the "negative" end of which
is connected to the collector of
0602. With a more positive voltage
applied to its collector (relative to its
base), and with a constant forward
bias between its emitter and base,
0602 conducts and amplifies the
chroma signal applied to its base.
Because of the inherent phase
shift between the base and collector
of a transistor, the amplified chroma
signal at the collector of 0602 is
180 degrees out of phase with the
input chroma signal at its base.
Thus, manual adjustment of the
tint control to one of its extreme
positions has produced a change in
the DC voltages that control the
conduction of the tint control transistor and, consequently, the phase
of the chroma signal in relation to
that of the reference subcarrier.
When tint control R22 is adjusted
to the extreme CW position, which
produces purple-tinted flesh tones,
less forward bias is applied between
the base and emitter of 0600, it
conducts less, and the voltage at the
"negative" end of the resistor in its
emitter circuit becomes less positive. As a result of this action, the
voltage applied to the collector of
Q602 becomes sufficiently less positive to cut off conduction of this
transistor.
Although none of the chroma signal applied to the base of Q602 is
amplified when this transistor is
biased off, some of the chroma sig-

nal does feed through the capacitance between the base and collector
of the transistor. However, unlike
the 180-degree phase shift resulting
from normal transfer of an amplified
signal from base to collector, the
chroma signal fed through the base to -collector capacitance is not
shifted in phase relative to the
chroma reference subcarrier generated by the receiver.
Using this system, the phase of
the chroma signal at the collector
of Q602 can be varied over a range
of almost 180 degrees relative to
the phase of the chroma reference
subcarrier, the exact phase shift depending on the vectorial addition of
1) the phase of the chroma signal
transferred to the collector of Q602
by transistor amplification (180 degrees shift) and 2) the phase of the
chroma signal transferred to the collector via the base -to-collector capacitance (no phase shift).
Color control action is by the
more direct method of reducing the
normal forward bias of 0604 to
obtain less transistor gain. Diode
SC602 provides a temperature -controlled minimum forward bias for
better stability.
RCA

A differential amplifier is em-

ployed in the tint circuit of the new
all -solid-state RCA CTC44 chassis,
as shown in Fig. 2. Transistors
Q711 and 0712 appear, at first
glance, to be in parallel; the bases
are separated by a coupling capacitor, but the signal input is of the
same amplitude and phase at both
bases. Both collectors are connected
together. The difference between the
two amplifiers is their frequency
responses, which are determined by
the components in their emitter circuits.
R603, in the emitter circuit of
0711, is paralleled by C749. This
RC combination reduces the high
frequencies from emitter to ground;
consequently, amplifier Q711 increases the amplitude of high -frequency signals more than that of
lower -frequency signals (opposite to
the response of the degeneration
or feedback). Such a stage is
the equivalent of a high-pass filter,
which causes a leading phase characteristic.
The frequency response of 0712
is just the opposite that of Q711;
R610 in the emitter of Q712 is paralleled by an inductance instead of
a capacitance. Because the emitter
circuit thus attenuates the low frequencies, the amplifier produces increased gain at low frequencies. This
is the equivalent of a low-pass cir-
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cuit, which causes a lagging phase
shift.
The combined output at the collectors will have the same phase as
the input signal, if the phase shift
in each amplifier is equal and opposite and both amplifiers have the
saine gain. The opposing phase
shifts are cancelled by vectoral addition. This is the desired condition
when the hue control is in the center
of its range.
Any difference in the amplitude
of the output signal from one amplifier compared to the output of
the other causes a change in the
phase of the signal at the paralleled
collectors. The forward bias of Q711 is fixed, while the forward bias
of 0712 can be changed by adjustment of tint control R123.
Rotation of the tint control in the
direction that increases the forward
bias of Q712 also increases the gain
of Q712. At the same time, the increased emitter current of Q712
raises (by way of the common cathode resistor, R6O6) the emitter
voltage of Q711, thus decreasing the
gain of 0711. At the collectors, the
phase of 0712 is dominant; the output signal has a lagging phase. The
exact phase is determined by the
difference in the gain of the two amplifiers, at least until Q711 is biased
to cutoff or 0712 reaches satura -
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The tint circuit of the RCA CTC44 chassis, shown here, is operated by voltage and, therefore, can be used

motorless remote-control applications.
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tion, and this extremity is prevented by the resistor values in the
base circuit of Q712.
Rotation of the tint control in
the opposite direction reverses this
action. The bias and gain of Q712
are reduced below that of Q711;
thus, the output phase is leading.
Control of color saturation in the
RCA CTC44 chassis is accomplished by a voltage -controlled variable voltage divider and by a
change of bias which, in turn,
changes the gain of the 3rd chroma
IF amplifier transistor (see Fig. 3).
The arms of the voltage divider
consist of R724 (1K ohms) and diode CR709, whose internal resistance decreases as its forward bias
is increased. The resistance of CR 709 varies from 6.8K ohms at about
.68 volt, to 750 ohms at about .75
volt, and to even lower values when
supplied with higher forward bias
voltages. The anode of CR709 is bypassed to ground. This enables the
diode to function as the shunt leg
of an AC voltage divider, in addition to being the source of a DC
voltage that changes the emitter
voltage (forward bias) of 0704 and,
thus, its gain.

Transistor Q704 is operated as a
grounded base type of amplifier,
in which the input signal is applied
to the emitter. When the color control is turned down (rotated CCW)
maximum DC voltage is applied to
the anode of CR709. The DC path
from the cathode to ground is completed through R724 and L708;
consequently, maximum voltage is
dropped across CR709, and the internal resistance is at a minimum.
This voltage divider action reduces
the chroma signal (from C726/
L708) before it is supplied to the
emitter of Q704. Emitter DC voltage is at maximum because of the
additional voltage entering through
CR709; therefore, the forward bias
and the gain of 0704 are both at
minimum.
Clockwise rotation of the color
control reduces the DC voltage applied to the anode of CR709, increasing the resistance of the diode
(shunt arm of the voltage divider)
and supplying more chroma signal to the emitter of Q704. Because the increase in the resistance
of CR709 allows less DC voltage
52
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to reach the emitter of Q704, the
emitter voltage decreases (forward
bias is increased) and the transistor
produces higher gain.
To avoid bandwidth and phase
changes, the load across tuned circuit C726/L708 needs to be relatively constant during color saturation adjustments. This is accomplished as a result of the fact that
while the resistance of CR709 is
minimum when the color control is
turned down, the resistance of the
path through R742 and the emitterbase junction of 0704 is maximum.
These conditions are reversed when

the color control is turned up; thus,
a fairly constant load is applied to
the tuned circuit regardless of color
control variations.

Other New or Changed
Chroma Circuitry
General

Electric-Color and

Tint Control

After analysis of the preceding
relatively complicated circuits, the
manually -operated color and tint
circuits of the General Electric N-1
portable color receiver (Fig. 4) seem
even more simple than they are.
The color control action is conventional. The tint control is turned
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in GE's N-1 chassis
is accomplished by
phase shifting the

chroma signal.

completely clockwise, L5O2

is
shorted out and C524 has little effect because it is isolated by the
2K -ohm resistance of the control.
Therefore, the phase of the chroma
signal is unchanged.
Full CCW rotation of the tint
control changes the circuit to a lowpass filter. The upper leg of the filter is L502 in parallel with R513,
and the shunt leg is C524. This filter shifts the phase of the chroma
signal by more than 100 degrees
(lagging).
Sylvania-Chroma Sync Locking

A phase detector, DC amplifier
and a varicap (varactor) diode are
used in the Sylvania D16-2 color
chassis to lock the 3.58-MHz crystal
oscillator (Fig. 5).
The phase detector action is conventional except for the bias voltage for 0620, which is obtained
through the phase detector.
0620 actually consists of two cascaded emitter -follower transistors
(Darlington pair) in one case. This
type of operation provides very high
input impedance. Error -correction

voltage from the phase detector, plus
forward bias, is applied to the base
of 0620. Amplified error -correction
voltage from the collector of Q602
is applied to the cathode of varicap
diode SC608, whose anode is connected to a regulated voltage of
about +7.6 volts, to establish reverse bias. The internal capacitance
of SC608 changes when the voltage across it is changed. This capacitance, which is in series with

the 3.58 -MHz quartz crystal,

changes the frequency of the color
oscillator to accomplish and maintain chroma locking.
Electrohome-Pulse Clamping
of CRr Grids

Puise clamping of the DC voltages at the grids of the CRT in the
Electrohome C7 chassis is provided
by the circuit shown in Fig. 6. The
two purposes of such a circuit are
1) to prevent variations in the plate
voltages of the -Y amplifier tubes
from changing the b -w screen color,
and 2) to reset the DC voltage at
each grid of the CRT during each
horizontal cycle.

APC

C6'2

Both a negative -going pulse from
the blanker tube and positive DC
from the CRT bias control are present at the junction of R752, R755
and the cathode of D707. The CRT
bias control supplies (through R755
and R752) a DC voltage of slightly
more than the amount eventually
needed at the grids of the CRT.

Capacitor C736 accepts and

stores a charge because of the difference in DC voltages between the
plate of the -Y amplifier and the
grid of the CRT. Because the tip
of the negative -going horizontal
pulse at the cathode of diode D7O7
is less positive than the voltage at
the anode (stored in C736), D7O7
conducts for the duration of the
pulse and charges C736 to a new
and lower voltage.
If a series of non -symmetrical
chroma pulses at the grid of the
CRT shifts the operating center to
make the CRT grid more positive
than it was during the previous
blanker pulse, the next horizontal
pulse will forward bias D707, whose
conduction will lower the voltage on
C736.
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If the voltage at the grid of the
CRT is not changed by the chroma
signal, C736 is charged to a slightly
higher voltage by the CRT bias voltage applied through R752. This
slight increase is reduced by the
next horizontal pulse.

Thus, undesirable changes in
screen color are prevented by restoring the DC voltage on each grid
of the CRT. As explained previously, this is accomplished during horizontal blanking, when no chroma
information is present.
General Electric-Pulse Clamping of
CRT Grids

A more elaborate system of pulse
clamping the DC voltages at the
grids of the CRT is employed in
the General Electric KE-2 color
chassis. Clipped and shaped sync
pulses are used (Fig. 7) in place of
pulses obtained from the horizontal
sweep circuit.
About the same DC voltages are
produced at the CRT grids when no
station is received (no sync pulses)
as are produced when station and
sync pulses are present. Because the
action is the same for all three grids
of the CRT, only the effects on the
blue grid will be explained here.
This pulse clamping action is easy
to understand if two basic conditions are understood: 1) Transistor
Q752 is an open circuit when there
are no pulses present, and 2) the
transistor is a near-short circuit

R

when the sync pulse is present at
the base.
When no signal is being received
and, consequently, no sync pulses
are present in the circuit, Q752 is
open, and the grid voltage of the
CRT is obtained through R762 from
a +200 -volt tap on the voltage divider comprised of R765, R766 and
R767. With +325 volts applied to
its cathode, diode CR752 is an open
circuit, and the grid of the CRT
floats at +200 volts because there
is no chroma signal to cause it to
drift. This action keeps the screen
color and brightness stable.
When a signal is received, negative -going sync pulses are applied
to C75O, which is of sufficiently
small capacitance to sharpen the
pulses to a duration of 3.5 µs. The
sharpened pulses then are applied
to R759 and CR75O, whose function is to clip the waveform so the
amplitude does not exceed .8 volt
PP. This shaped and clipped negative -going pulse at the base becomes,
through normal transistor action, a
larger positive -going pulse at the
collector. Because the base -emitter
junction of Q752 (NPN) has no forward bias, the transistor is an open
circuit until the pulse from 0751
arrives through C752 and drives
Q752 into complete saturation (a
near -short circuit).
With 0752 a near -short circuit,
the resistive values of the voltage
divider are changed. R756, through
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Fig. 6 Voltage clamping of the CRT grids in the Electrohome C7 chassis is by
means of "pulsed d'odes."
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0752, is in parallel with R765 and
R766, and the DC voltage at point
3 increases from the "no -pulse" voltage of +167 up to +190 volts.
The same +190 volts also appears
at point 1 (because 0752 is a near short circuit). Between sync pulses,
CR752 is biased off by the combination of +325 volts applied to
its cathode and the +200 volts at
its anode.
However, during the time the
sync pulse is present the voltage on
the cathode of CR752 drops to
+ 190 volts, and the diode is biased
on.

Normally, with CR752 conduct+200 -volt charge on C740
would drop to about the + 190-volt
level present at the cathode of CR 752. However, a simultaneous 25 volt increase in the voltage applied
to the anode of CR752 (via R762)
attempts to increase the charge on
C740. The result of these two opposing forces is an increase of the
CRT grid voltage to about +200.06
ing, the

volts.
When the pulse is gone, the CRT
grid voltage slowly decreases to the
original +200-volt level. The discharge of C74O from 200.06 volts
to 200 volts is slowed by the combination of R762 and the storage
action of C753.
If a chroma signal of non -symmetrical waveshape increases the
average DC at the CRT grid above
+200 volts, the pulse conduction
path through CR752 and R769 is
dominant over the charging path
through R762, so the grid is restored by the next pulse back to the
normal +200.06 volts. This action
prevents any build-up of higher positive voltages on the grids of the
CRT. Also the capacitive coupling
prevents changes in the DC voltages
at the plates of the -Y amplifiers
from affecting the voltages on the
grids of the CRT. Such changes are
undesirable, because they would
change the b -w screen color.
General Electric advises that any
measurement of DC voltages on the
grids of the CRT be made with a
VTVM having an input resistance
of no less than 100 megohms, because a lower input resistance interferes with clamp action. Similarly, a
scope should not be connected to a
grid of the CRT; instead, connect
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Fig. 7 The General Electric KE-2 chassis also clamps the DC voltages on the CRT grids by diodes controlled by pulses
from the sync circuit.

it to the plate of the preceding -Y
amplifier, where a small pulse
should be found. It is advisable to
observe the waveform both off channel and on a normal b -w program,
to help you become familiar with

the different waveforms thus obtained.
Remember, in any of these systems in which the grid circuits of
the CRT are "pulsed", only a small
percentage of the applied pulse ever
reaches the grid of the CRT, or appears on a scope connected to the
grid. The circuit action is identical
to the peak -reading rectification of
a pulse by a series rectifier circuit
which has a large filter capacitor
in parallel with the load. Only a
small "ripple" remains. The capacitor connected from each -Y amplifier to the associated CRT grid performs the same function as the filter capacitor of the pulse rectifier.
A shorted clamp diode increases
the DC voltage applied to its associated grid to about 275 volts, and
increases the voltage to the other
two grids to about 230 volts. The
screen will be excessively bright over
the area covered by the affected
color, often to the point of blooming.

Panasonic-Auto-Color. Subcarrier
Generation, and Pulse Clamping

Several new circuits found in Panasonic's CT98D color chassis are
shown in the block diagram of Fig.
8.

When the Auto -Color circuit is
switched on, pre-set color and tint
controls are substituted for the conventional front -panel controls. In
this chassis no provision is made
for ATC by changing the demodulator phasing.
The "X" level control between
the 2nd color amplifier and the
diode -type "X" demodulator is provided to balance the red and blue
chroma signals. The effect of a small
amount of ATC is obtained if the
"X" level control is adjusted to
maximum.
"X" and "Z" transistor amplifier
stages are used to increase the amplitude of these respective signals
before matrixing and further amplification in the -Y amplifier tubes.
The 3.58 -MHz subcarrier is generated by ringing the 3.58 -MHz
crystal with amplified burst. Loss
of burst causes loss of the 3.58 MHz subcarrier, which, in turn,
greatly weakens color "confetti"
during b -w programs. However, because a color killer is used in this

model to completely eliminate color
snow when a color program is not
being received, the absence of color
confetti during a b -w program does
not by itself indicate a loss of

chroma subcarrier.
Pulse clamping of the DC voltages at the grids of the CRT by a
method similar to that used by RCA
and Electrohome is employed in the
CT98D color chassis, with the exception that the resistor usually connected between the grid of the CRT
and B-1- in RCA and Electrohome
chassis is connected between the
grid of the CRT and the plate of
the -Y amplifier in the Panasonic
chassis.
RCA-Chroma Plug -In Modules

Pre -CRT matrixing of chroma
and video signals, and pulse stabilization of b -w screen color temperature are functions of the MAD
plug-in modules employed in RCA's
CTC49 all -solid-state color chassis
(Fig. 9). The early -production MAD
module, which uses conventional
components and a heat sink, and the
newer encapsulated "computer
card" MAD modules are shown in
Fig. 10.

Three identical MAD modules
are used, one each for red, blue
January, 1971/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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and green drive to the cathodes of
the CRT. As shown in Fig. 9, video
is applied to the emitter circuit of
Q1 through the paralleled paths of
R7, R6, C2 (for increased high frequency response) and R336 to
R335 (video drive control). There
is no phase inversion of the video,
because Q1 is a grounded -base amplifier to this signal.
The chroma -Y signal is applied
to the base of Ql. Matrixing of the
video and chroma signals is accom-

plished inside Q l The output at the
collector of Q1 is a complete red,
blue or green color signal.
No signal is applied to the three
grids of the CRT; only a DC voltage, which can be varied by the
"kine bias" control, is present on
the grids.
The collector of Q1 in each MAD
module is coupled directly through
a 3.3K -ohm resistor (inside the CRT
socket) to the corresponding cathode
of the CRT; therefore, stability of
.

the DC voltages on the collectors of
all three Q 1 transistors will determine whether or not the b -w screen

color remains unchanged. Stabilization of these collector voltages is
accomplished by a pulse clamping
circuit, which also supplies horizontal blanking.
A large positive -going horizontal
pulse obtained from a winding on
the high -voltage transformer is applied through C309; R340, R341
and R331 reduce the amplitude of
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Fig. 9 Plug-in MAD module of RCA's CTC49 all -solid-state color portable receiver incorporates pre -CRT matrixing of
video and chroma signals, plus pulse stabilization of the DC voltages applied to the CRT.

the pulse and provide DC return
paths. Diode CR3O7 "compares" the
pulse to the +220-volt supply and
clips off any portion of the pulse
which exceeds 220 volts peak. The
220 -volts (peak) pulse passes
through C3 and diode CR1 (by forward biasing it into conduction),
and, after attenuation to 160 volts
peak by the voltage divider action
of R2 and the C -E resistance of 01,
continues on to the cathode of the
CRT and blanks off the associated
gun. This blanking action is in addition to the horizontal blanking applied to a video amplifier.
Regulation of the DC voltage on
the collector of Q1 is not quite as
simple as the blanking function.
During retrace time, when no color
signal is present on the collector, the
DC voltage at the collector of Q1
is compared to the blanking pulse.
An error -correcting voltage developed by this comparison action is
used as the variable forward bias
for Q2. The variable voltage drop
across the C -E junction of 02
changes the forward bias of Q1; as

Fig. 10 An early production MAD module with
heat sink is shown on
the left, and the newer
encapsulated version on
the right.

a result, the DC voltage. on the col-

lector is maintained at the desired
level. These complex actions are
easier to understand if the explanation is divided into three segments.
First, imagine that R8 and C3 are
removed, and that R2 and diode
CR1 are removed and replaced by
a resistor of the correct value to
provide bias for Q2. If the ambient
temperature increases, Q1 draws
more current, the collector voltage
decreases (less positive), less forward bias through the added resistor
is applied to the base of 02, and
the collector voltage of 02 increases,
as does the emitter voltage of Q l .

An increase in emitter voltage represents a decrease in forward bias;
consequently, the transistor draws
less current and the collector voltage is increased to the same voltage
that was present there before the
temperature change.
Cl slows the correction action to
prevent overshoot or hunting.
It is obvious that a circuit which
increases the forward bias of Q2
when the collector voltage of 01 is
increased also will stabilize that collector voltage at a level determined
by the tolerance of the parts in the
circuit. However, a standard is
needed so that the collector voltage
January, 1971/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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as older models along with circuit
changes and modifications as they occur.
TV TECH AID is the best investment
you can make in your own business.
The cost to you is only $7.91 for a full
years subscription.
Now while they last
All 12 1970 Back Issues in One Book
TV

TV TECH AID-P.O. BOX 603
KINGS PARK, L.I.. NEW YORK 11754
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR M.O.
FOR $7.95. PLEASE SEND 12 1971
ISSUES
5.95 FOR 1970 BACK ISSUES
TO:
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ADDRESS
STATE

ZIP
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stabilized at the desired voltage,
and so that the DC voltages at the
collectors of all three Q1 transistors
will be nearly identical. This standard is furnished by the blanking
pulse.
For the second segment, imagine
that C3, diode CRI and R2 are reinstalled according to the original
wiring, but R3 is removed and the
collector of 01 is grounded. On the
anode of diode CRI will be found
a non -varying negative voltage
which is the result of shunt -type
rectification of the horizontal blanking pulse by diode CR1.
Next, imagine that R2 is disconnected from the collector of 02 and
attached to a variable, positive DC
supply. As the positive supply voltage is increased, the negative voltage at the anode of diode CRI decreases. The reason for this action
is simple, but important: Any positive voltage on the cathode of diode
CRI subtracts from the rectified
(negative) voltage, because before
rectification can occur more pulse
is required to exceed the cathode
voltage. Or to state this another way:
Any positive voltage on the cathode
of diode CR1 causes the same effect
on the rectified voltage as would a
reduction in the pulse amplitude.
The last analytical step assumes
that the circuit is complete, as shown
in Fig. 9. Resistor R8 supplies an
unvarying positive voltage at a
slightly higher level than the negative voltage from the anode of CR1,
which changes when correction of
the collector voltage of 01 is required. This resultant voltage is the
bias supply for 02, and is supplied
to the base of this transistor through
R9. Cl filters out the horizontal
pulses so that only DC voltages are
applied to Q2. In addition, Cl retards the speed of any correction of
the voltage at the collector of Ql.
Now the stabilizing loop is complete from the collector of Q1,
through the pulse circuit, bias voltage of Q2, bias voltage of 01 and
back again to the collector of Ql.
is

Next Month
New degaussing circuits, pincushion correction circuits, miscellaneous circuits and serviceability
features will be the subjects of the
final installment in this series of
articles about new and changed circuitry in 1971 color TV chassis

product
for further information on any
of the following items, circle the
associated number on the
reader service card.

"Contact Overhaul" Kit
A new kit for cleaning and lubricating switch contacts for color
and black-and -white television tuners has been introduced by Castle
Television Tuner Service, Inc.
Included in the kit are an aerosol spray can of degreaser/cleaner
for removal of "muck" from contact surfaces and an aerosol spray
of lubricant for use on TV tuner
contacts.

Co-ordinated density and pressure reportedly gives the user adequate control of the spray pattern
to ensure pinpoint application on
the contact surface.
The "Contact overhaul" kit sells
for $5.50 complete with instructions.
Circle 59 on literature card
Snap -In Cartridges
A snap -in cartridge mounting
system that reportedly does away
with time-consuming installation has
been announced by Pickering and
Company, Inc.
Installation is said to be easy:
Lugs molded on the adapter fit
into the usual mounting holes; the
color -coded connecting wires are
slipped onto their respective pins
and the whole assembly is snapped
into the tone arm shell.
The mounting assembly shown
here fits Garrard turntables; others
in the kit include configurations for
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30db Gain
VHF Amplifier

Model 5415
30db Gain
UHF/VHF Amplifier

Model 5416
45/30db Gain
UHF/VHF Amplifier

Model 5414
45db Gain
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Model 5411
45db Gain
VHF Amplifier
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5413

30db Gain
1.11-1=

Amplifier

CUSTOMIZED
MAN POWER
Model 5412
55db Gain
Volt
VHF Amplifier
1

Custom design without p ')t engineering costs. Vikoa has the widest
range of options available in the
industry, fit the amplifier to your
system, rather than fitting your system to an amplifier. 30 to 55db gain
available, VHF and/or UHF, and

+47dbmv to
+60dbmv (one
full) volt) output capability. These completely modular
amplifiers feature low noise figure,
flat response, and the dependability of silicon solid-state devices

mounted on military grade glass
substrates. With attractive aluminum housing and cast end bells
for rail type mounting, these low
profile units can be mounted in the
most inaccessible locations. For
your next project get the best.

whoa

technically the one.

COMMUNICATI0i1S DIVISION:
Dallas, Tex. (214) 276-1181

. Hoboken,
N. Y. (212) 943-5793
of Canada, Limited (514) 341-7440

New York,
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other turntable brands. Prices start
at $29.95.
Circle 60 on literature card

1971

Photofad Annual Index
your instant guide to the world's
finest troubleshooting data ...
COVERS OVER 83,000 DIFFERENT MODELS:
TV Receivers
Home & Auto Radios
Phonos & Hi-Fi

CB Radios

Tape Recorders
Record Changers
Special Color TV Index

tension cord has been introduced by
Ideas, Inc.
Electriduct, a flat rubber duct
that hugs the floor, reportedly does
away with expensive installation
costs of permanent wiring, does not
hamper traffic or cleaning and can
be easily relocated without damage
to floors.
UL-approved Electriduct is available in 4-, 5-, 6- and 10 -foot standard lengths, in 2- or 3 -wire units.
Pre -wired custom systems with outlets where needed can be fabricated
to suit individual room layouts and

Tuner Cleaner/Lubricant
A new aerosol which polishes as
well as cleans and lubricates TV
tuner contacts has been introduced
by Chemtronics, Inc.
TUN -O -BRITE reportedly uses
hollow -centered polishing particles
that are crushed by the first wiping
action of the tuner. These particles
cut through corrosion and dirt and
then disintegrate, according to the
manufacturer.

Send today for this valuable 136page index to PHOTOFACT troubleshooting data for virtually every
model of electronic home -entertainment equipmentproduced since1946!
PHOTOFACT provides everything you
need in complete, uniform style for

special arrangements. Also available
are various sizes of rubber duct, plus
components and fittings, for the protection and enlargement of existing
wiring systems.
Prices range from $13.20 for the
2 -wire, 4 -foot length to $27.70 for
the 3 -wire, 10 -foot length.

quick, effective repairs: Famous

Standard Notation Schematics

packed with the trouble -shooting
details you need; Full Photo Coverage of all chassis views; Complete

Circle 62 on literature card

Replacement Parts Lists; Tube

Placement Diagrams; Troubleshooting Charts; Alignment Instructions;
CircuiTrace for printed boards; Disassembly Instructions; Dial Cord
Diagrams; Changer and Recorder
"Exploded Views"-plus dozens of
other great features.
Get your FREE copy of the latest
PHOTOFACT Index to the service data

Long -Reach Gripper

Techni-Tool, Inc. announces
their #300 Long Reach Gripper.
Constructed of surgical stainless
steel, the gripper has a 4 -inch
angled head which reportedly is designed to fit in small, tightly packed
component groupings. The jaws are
set oblique to the handles for increased visibility.

you need!

Available from
your Sams Distributor,
or send coupon today

r

Howard W. Sams

&

FREE
INDEX

Co., Inc.

The lubricant in TUN -O -BRITE
reportedly provides a protective
film over tuner contacts and causes
almost no tuner drift.
TUN -O -BRITE is available in

Dept. ESF-1
4100 W. 62nd. St.,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46268
Send FREE 1971 Photofact Annual
Index
D Send full details on money -saving
Photofact-of-the-Month Club
subscription plan

two sizes, an 8 -oz. can for $2.39
and a 16 -oz. can for $3.49.
Circle 61 on literature card
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Floor-Hugging Extension Cord
A stumble -free, over -the -floor ex-

The price is $13.25.
Circle 63 on literature card

Arrow Fastener Co.

44

Manufacturing Co.
Bussmann Mfg. Div. of McGraw
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Castle TV Tuner
Channellock, Inc.
Channel Master Corp.
Chemtronics, Inc.
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Eico Electronic Instrument Co.

Cover
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Heath Company
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Injectorall Electronics

69

Put the Heathkit® 10-101 & I0 -57A
on your service bench...

69

and the $600 savings in your pocket.

E. F.

Johnson Co.

Lakeside Industries
Leader Instrument Co.
Lectrotech Inc.
Littelfuse, Inc.
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Cover

Precision Tuner Service

41

Quietrole Company

8

RCA Parts & Accessories ..Cover
RCA Electronic Components
RMS Electronics, Inc.

4

....
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49

$259.95* . .. that's all the Heathkit 10-101 & IG -57A cost together ... compared
to well over $800 for the competitive equipment you'd need to do the same
job (vectorscope, color generator and sweep/ marker). Compare features, capability & price ... Heath always comes out ahead ... and so do you.

Heathkit 10-101 Vectorscope/Color Generator

...

only $124.95*

Gives you the means to accurately, quickly perform all these adjustments: raster,
static & dynamic convergence, purity, gray scale, 3.58 oscillator, reactance coil, phase
detector transformer, demodulator angle check and chroma bandpass touchup.
Vector pattern shows you at a glance missing or weak colors, misadjustment of burst
phase transformer, reactance & oscillator coils, bandpass transformer. Pattern lets
you diagnose any color problem quickly, easily, without guesswork or a bench full
of extra instruments. IC circuitry produces 12 patterns plus clear raster, in either
9x9 or exclusive Heath 3x3 display. Rear panel switch keeps vector pattern in same
position regardless of whether CRT is grid or cathode driven. Variable front panel
tuning, channels 2 thru 6. Front panel sync output. Switchable 4.5 MHz crystal
oscillator. Gun shorting switches & grid jacks built-in. 12 Ibs.

Heathkit

IG -57A

sweep/marker generator

... only $135.00*

Provides 15 crystal -controlled markers for color bandpass, TV sound, IF, picture &
new Video Sweep Modulation allows
sound carriers for channels 4 & 10, FM IF
injection of chroma -sweep directly into IF amplifiers or through antenna terminals
two built-in variable bias supplies ... 400 Hz modulated or CW output of any individual marker
exclusive Heathkit external attenuator provides up to 70 dB
attenuation, eliminates guessing 6 dB points ... stable, linear sweep signals for the
quick
five most used frequency ranges .. complete scope matching controls
complete with all necessary probes, test leads &
disconnect BNC connectors
terminated cables. Famous Heath manual includes a comprehensive treatment of
TV allignment.14 lbs.
$199.00*
Assembled IGW-51A, 11 lbs.

...

...

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. ..35, 60
Sencore, Inc.
3, 8, 13, 22-23
H. K. Simon Inc.
1
Sylvania Electric Products Inc. .. 17
TV Tech Aid

Tuner Service Corporation
Vikoa Inc.
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5
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FREE '71
CATALOG
Describes these and
over 300 other Heath hits. Save up to 50%
by building them yourself. Use coupon and
send for your FREE
copy!

...

.

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 25.1

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Enclosed is
Please send model (s)
Please send FREE Heathkit Catalog.
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f
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a

Schlumberger company
plus shipping.
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Prices & specifications subject to change without notice.
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Zenith's Hybrid Color
by Wayne

Lemons

the most -changed circuitry in this
manufacturer's tube/transistor color TV chasis.
A look at

The new Zenith 12B 14C50 color
TV chassis employs more transistors
than any previous Zenith color
chassis. It is equipped with 14
transistors and 12 tubes, and a fully
transistorized "Y" channel.
The color and the "Y" signal are
pre -mixed and applied to the cathodes of the CRT, permitting the
CRT control grids to be returned
to a fixed DC source.
As in an earlier color chassis,
the 2nd color amplifier and the

color demodulator integrated circuitry is contained in a plug-in module

actor, and an "automatic" tint control circuit.

which can be removed and replaced
from the top of the chassis.
Zenith uses a ganged contrast
and color control, which they call
a "color commander." To maintain
the correct black level with a
change in contrast, a special "black
tracking" circuit increases or decreases the brightness slightly as the
Contrast/Color control is rotated.
The chassis also is equipped with
a simplified automatic degausser circuit, a new high-level noise clipper,
a simplified focus circuit, a pincushion circuit using a saturable re-

The Video (Y) Amplifiers
The "Y" channel in the 12B14050 chassis is all transistorized, as
shown in Fig. 1. There is an emitter follower 1st video amplifier, a common-emitter 2nd video amplifier,
and an emitter -follower 3rd video
amplifier. The 3rd video amplifier
also serves as an impedance matcher
and "modulator" to the emitters of
the red, green, and blue output
transistors.
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Fig. 1 Transistorized "Y" channel with brightness limiter and
Zenith chassis.
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vertical blanking transistors

is

used in

new

The contrast control is in the
emitter circuit of the 1st video; the
chroma take-off also is in this circuit. The brightness and brightness
range controls are in the emitter
circuit of the 2nd video. Vertical
and horizontal blanking also is inserted at the 2nd video emitter.
Stabilization from three sources
is applied at the base of the 2nd
video transistor, Q203.
1st Video Stage

The video signal from the detector diode is fed through peaking
coils and a sound trap to the base
of the 1st video, Q201. At first
glance, the resistors in the base circuit of Q201 appear to comprise a
rather complex DC biasing network.
The reason for this many resistors,
according to Zenith, is to provide a

better AC match between the
medium-high output impedance of
the diode detector and the medium low input impedance of the 1st
video transistor. As far as the DC
bias is concerned, the resistors are
in parallel. The 4.7K -ohm resistor
helps sharpen the tuning of the trap.
The contrast control circuit parallels the 180- and 470-ohm emitter
resistors and varies the AC video
signal level fed to the base of the
2nd video amplifier, Q203.
The "black -tracking" circuit op -

erates because of the different AC
and DC impedances of the contrast
control circuit. For video (AC), the
circuit offers an impedance of 1220
ohms (the lk contrast control and
the 220 -ohm resistor in series with
it, disregarding the 180- and 470 ohm parallel resistors) because AC
is bypassed around the 10k resistor
by a 50-mfd capacitor. For DC,
however, the 50-mfd capacitor has
no effect, so the circuit impedance
is 11.220 ohms. Consequently, with
the contrast control arm at the low
end, the signal level is reduced
about 5' times, but the DC bias
level (affecting the brightness) is
reduced only about 1/11. In other
words, lowering the contrast also
slightly lowers the brightness, while
increasing the contrast slightly increases the brightness, both actions
keeping the CRT black level relatively constant.

The 2nd Video

With direct -coupling between
video stages, which is used in most
color sets, a change in bias in any
stage causes a corresponding change
in picture tube brightness. This is
why brightness problems in color
sets often occur in the video amplifiers, and why the brightness control and brightness range can be
inserted at almost any convenient
spot in the circuit following the
chroma takeoff and contrast control.
But there are some disadvantages
to the direct -coupled circuit. If, during warmup, the current flow
through one or more of the transistors changes, the brightness also
will change. To compensate for
warmup change in this circuit, a
negative -temperature-coefficient (decreases in resistance with increase
in heat) thermistor is placed in the
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Setting the Brightness Range
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To get full effectiveness from the
Brightness Limiter circuit it must be
adjusted in conjunction with the
Brightness Range control as follows:
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Fig. 2 Simplified schematic of pre -CRT mixing of chroma and "Y" signals.
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Fig. 3 Simplified cir-

cuit showing matrixing of chroma signals with the "Y"
signal when a red
color bar is being received.
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Fig. 4 Common -base, high-level noise amplifier used in new Zenith chassis. During
normal reception, video input signals are not strong enough to override the bias of
the noise amplifier transistor; however, a strong noise pulse will cause it to conduct
and apply a strong negative pulse to the 68A11 grid.
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base bias circuit of the 2nd video
stage. As the transistor heats it
tends to draw more current, but
the thermistor compensates by reducing the DC bias to the base,
which, in turn, reduces the conduction of the transistor circuit.
Another problem in direct coupled circuits is that when weak
signals are received the detector output drops below the normal level
maintained by the AGC on stronger
signals. This means that the brightness would increase on weak signals. To prevent this, the base of
the 2nd video amplifier is tied
through an RC network to the AGC
line. Because the AGC line goes
more negative when a weak signal
is received, more negative voltage
is applied to the base of the 2nd
video, preventing a drastic change
of brightness.
A third stabilizing signal is introduced at the base of the 2nd
video by the brightness limiter transistor; this application will be discussed in detail later in this article.
Located in the emitter circuit of
the 2nd video amplifier are another trap, a peaking control circuit, input for vertical and horizontal blanking signals, and the
brightness and brightness range controls.
The peaking control functions by
varying the frequency response of
the video amplifier. When the arm
of the peaking control is at the
"hot" end, the higher video frequencies are bypassed around the
major portion of the emitter resistance, producing maximum high frequency gain and pictures with
sharp outlines but more apparent
noise and snow, especially in weak
signal areas. With the peaking control arm at the "ground" end, the
high -frequency gain is reduced and
the outlines in the picture tend to
smear, but noise and snow are less
apparent. The peaking control is a

"customer preference" control and
operates on the same principle as
a tone control in an audio circuit.
"Normal" operation is with the control at about midrange.

The brightness and brightness
range controls vary the emitter bias
of the 2nd video and, in turn, this
change in bias is projected through
the remainder of the video stages
to the cathodes of the CRT. Brightness is minimum when the arm of
the brightness control is at the +24 volt side. For this reason, the brightness control can always vary the
brightness to zero regardless of the
setting of the brightness range control. The brightness range varies the
amount of positive voltage on the
"low" side of brightness control and
sets the maximum level to which
the customer can increase the brightness.

Horizontal blanking also is inserted at the emitter of 0203,
through an 820 -ohm resistor which
is tied to the cathode of the horizontal discharge tube.
Vertical blanking is applied at
the same point, but the vertical
pulses, taken off the vertical oscillator -amplifier, are first fed to a
vertical blanker transistor to reduce
the loading and provide a better
impedance match.

lector and ground. This is the
brightness limiter control. The positive voltage developed across this
control is filtered to remove video,
and the resultant DC then is fed to
the base of the NPN brightness
limiter transistor. This positive voltage causes the transistor to conduct
and supply a negative voltage to the
base of the 2nd video amplifier.
The operation of this two -stage
compensating circuit is as follows:
If the current through the 3rd video
transistor increases for any reason,
there will be additional positive
voltage applied to the base of the
brightness limiter, which will increase the negative bias on the 2nd
video, which, in turn, will reduce
the bias on the 3rd video, almost
completely cancelling an increase of
current in the 3rd video.
The opposite condition occurs if
the 3rd video transistor current
should drop for any reason. In other
words, this is an amplified stabilizing circuit that limits extreme
changes in bias, thereby limiting undesirable brightness changes.

3rd Video Stage

The output of the 2nd video amplifier is fed through the delay line
to the base of the 3rd video. There
is an 80 -ohm adjustable resistor in
series between the 3rd video col-

Pre -CRT Matrixing
Before increased use of transistors, almost all manufacturers mixed
(matrixed) the video and chroma
signals in the picture tube by applying the video to the CRT cathodes
and the color to the CRT grids.

This had the disadvantages of requiring high-level color amplifiers
and the possibility of tracking problems in either or both the video
and color amplifier circuits.
By pre-mixing the video (Y) and
the color, the final video amplifiers
can amplify both the video and the
color, and the CRT grids can be
returned to a fixed DC source, reducing the possibilities of tracking
errors.
Fig. 2 shows how the video and
one color signal are mixed in this
chassis. The "Y" signal is fed into
the 3rd video amplifier, which is
in series with the emitter of the
B -Y (blue) output transistor. This,
in effect, mixes the two signals so
that a composite of the two appears
at the collector of the blue output
transistor, where it is coupled
through the blue gain control to
the blue cathode of the CRT.
Fig. 3 shows, in simplified form,
how this pre -CRT mixing occurs.
Suppose a red bar is being transmitted. The bar will appear gray
on a black -and -white set because
the video signal is about "half way
to black", as can be seen by the
waveform at the emitter of the 3rd
video amplifier. With no color input to any of the output transistors,
there will be an exact replica of
this signal (except amplified) at all
three output collectors. (Remember,
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TO BRIDGE RECTIFIER
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temperature sensitive
Fig. 5 (A) More conventional degaussing circuits have imployed at least two voltage and/or
temperature
resistors. Zenith automatic degaussing circuit (B) uses only one thermistor, and it has a positive
coefficient.
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there is no phase inversion because
the input is to the emitters.) But,
with a red signal coming from the
color demodulator, there is a positive pulse at the base of the red
output transistor. This positive pulse
causes the collector to go negative
(phase is inverted between base and
collector), making the red CRT cathode also go negative, which, in
turn, increases the brightness of the
red gun. At the same time the positive pulse is arriving at the red output transistor, the color demodulator is supplying negative pulses to
the basis of the green and blue output transistors, which produces positive -going signals on their collectors
and on the blue and green CRT
cathodes, decreasing to zero the
brightness of these two colors.
The same process occurs if a
blue or green bar were transmitted,
except that the corresponding output transistor would receive the
"turn on" signal and the other two
the "turn off" signal from the
chroma demodulator.
The Noise Clipper

A new high-level noise canceller
is used in this chassis. As shown in
Fig. 4, the transistor is in a com-

mon-base circuit designed to feed
high-level negative noise pulses to
the 1st grid of the 6BA 11 sync
tube. During normal operation the
video input to the noise amplifier
transistor is insufficient to overcome
the reverse bias between its base
and emitter, and, consequently, there
is no transistor output to the grid
of the 6BA 11. However, when a
strong noise pulse occurs, it overrides the transistor reverse bias and
appears as an amplified negative
pulse at the grid of the sync tube.
(There is no phase change between
input and output of a common-base
amplifier.) This amplified negative
pulse cancels the effect of the positive-polarity noise pulse, which also
is fed through normal channels to
the other input grid of the 6BA11.
This prevents the noise pulse from
falsely triggering either sweep circuit.
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The Automatic

Degaussing Circuit
Most automatic degaussing circuits employed previously use at
least two self -variable resistors,
either varistors or thermistors or a
combination of the two, such as the
design shown in Fig. 5A. In this circuit both control units have negative
coefficients.
When power is first applied to
the set and the thermistor is "cold".
its resistance is relatively high, about
120 ohms. Consequently, maximum
voltage is developed across it. At
the same time, the resistance of the
varistor is at minimum, which permits maximum current flow through
the degaussing coil.
As the set warms up, the resistance of the thermistor decreases,
finally reaching about 2 or 3 ohms.
The voltage drop across it also decreases, which, in turn, causes the
resistance of the varistor to increase
to maximum, cutting off almost all
current flow through the degaussing coil.

The automatic degaussing circuit
in Zenith's new chassis uses a low-

voltage, high-current degausser and
a single thermistor with a positive
temperature coefficient. When the
set first is turned on, the thermistor
is cold, its resistance is at minimum,
and about 6 amps of current flow
through the degaussing coil. During
the first few seconds of operation,
the resistance of the thermistor increases to maximum and current
through the degaussing coil decreases to about 30ma, which is
low enough not to affect the picture tube, yet sufficiently high to
keep the thermistor warm enough to
maintain a high resistance.
The Focus Circuit
The focus circuit in the new
Zenith chassis, shown in Fig. 6, is
simply a voltage divider network
connected directly to the 25KV
high -voltage source for the CRT.
By placing the control in the "tail",
or "cold", end of the circuit, the
voltage on the control is kept at a

reasonable level, and the danger of
arc -over or shock is minimized.
Pincushion Correction
Another change in the new Zenith
chassis is the deletion of the pincushion amplifier tube. A saturable
reactor is used instead-not a new
idea, but one that Zenith has not
used before.
The saturable reactor uses two
separate windings on a special core
material. One of the windings is in
toroidal form (Fig. 7A), which has
no air gap and, because it keeps
all the lines of force within the core
itself, needs no shielding-it does
not radiate nor does it accept electromagnetic signals not directly induced into the core by another toroidal winding on the same core. However, because the core has no air
gap, it does saturate rather easily
with medium current. With low current in the coil, the coil has a high
inductance and reactance. But as
the coil current increases, the inductance and the reactance decrease, and once the core has saturated there is little reactance to current variations in the coil.
The second winding of this pincushion unit is wound in normal
fashion on the same core as the first
winding (Fig. 7B). Because the two
windings are at a 90-degree angle
to one another, there is no transfer
25KV

200m eg

TO FOCUS ANODE
OF

CRT (PIN
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40meg

15meg

4.7meg

FOCUS
CONTROL

6 Resistive -divider focus circuit
eliminates the need for a focus rectifier.

Fig.

of voltage between the two; however, because the core is common to

both windings, the second winding
can vary the reactance of the first
winding by causing core saturation.
Utilizing this effect, the signal applied to the toroidal coil can be
modulated by the signal applied to
the second winding, but the second
winding will not be modulated by
the signal in the toroidal winding.
For correction of pincushion at
the top and bottom of the screen,
the vertical signal is applied to the
toroidal coil, and the horizontal signal is applied to the normal coil.
The vertical signal then is modulated by the horizontal signal, but
the vertical signal does not affect
the horizontal because, as far as the
normally wound coil is concerned,
its core has a large air gap and never
saturates.
In this particular reactor it requires current flow in both the vertical and horizontal circuits to saturate the core.

Here's how it works: At the beginning of the vertical sweep (top
of raster), the sawtooth of current
is at its highest amplitude, and this
current, plus the current of the top
horizontal line, produces maximum
saturation of the reactor, which produces minimum reactance and maximum vertical current flow. Because
the current is maximum at the beginning and end of each horizontal
line, there would be maximum vertical deflection at the ends of the
lines-which is just opposite the effect needed. To correct for this, a
secondary winding tunable around
15,750 Hz is provided. By adjusting the winding, the phase can be
shifted to produce maximum vertical deflection at the center of the
screen, instead of at the ends of the
lines.
As the beam sweeps downward
across the CRT, the vertical yoke
current decreases at a linear rate, decreasing the saturation and increasing the reactance of the coil, so that

no correction occurs at the center
of the screen. As the current increases again to sweep the beam on
down to the bottom, the saturation
again occurs, producing maximum
vertical sweep at the center of the

raster.

"Automatic" Tint Control
By pulling out the tint control

knob on this Zenith chassis the
customer can have "automatic" tint.
The control functions by shifting the
demodulation angle from the normal
105 degrees to 132 degrees. This
shifts the R -Y (red) more toward
orange, and there is less apparent
flesh tone change as the set is
switched from channel to channel.
Fig. 8 shows how the automatic
tint control circuit functions. The
phase of the 3.58 oscillator injection
to the color demodulator is changed
by switching in a simple phase shifting network so that the demodulation angle is changed by about
27 degrees.

IC
COLOR

\`'`.\

DEMODULATOR

FIRST COIL

T

01

AUTOMATIC
TINT
GUARD

B

É

-Y

TOROI DAL COI

(A)

L

68n

z°R"

COIL

TOROIDAL COIL WITH
CONVENTIONAL COIL

LEADS

-Y

INJECTION

I
SECOND

R

INJECTION

3.51MHt
INPUT

WOUND ON SAME CORE

(B)

Fig. 7 (A) Toroidal coil. (B) Toroidal coil with a conventional coil wound on
same core. There is no electromagnetic transfer of energy between the two
coils, but current in the conventional coil can cause core saturation and a
reduction in reactance of the toroidal coil.

Fig. 8 Changing the 3.58 oscillator injection phase angle at the input of the
color demodulator by about 27 degrees
shifts the R -Y (red) signal toward
orange, so there is less apparent flesh
tone change when the set is switched
from channel to channel.
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ANTENNAS

100.

Jerrold Electronics Corp.has released a 56 -page full
line general distributor cat-

alog which includes a guide
to MATV systems and nearly 300 Jerrold products. The
catalog cost is $1.00.
101. Jerrold Electronics Corp.Catalog S, titled "Systems
and Products for TV Distribution," lists specifications of this manufacturer's
complete line of antenna
distribution products, including antennas and accessories, head-end equipment
distribution equipment and
components, and installation aids.
AUDIO
102. Altec Lansing-introduces
a 12 -page brochure for in-

formation on sound systems
in the sports and entertainment field, stadiums, automobile speedways, hotels,
restaurants and other public entertainment facilities.
103. Darome, Inc.-has released
an 8 -page brochure showing
how a complete background
music, local public address,
and constant level paging
system can be installed
without using relays or
complicated wiring.
104. Jensen Manufacturing Div.
-has issued an 8 -page, catalog, No. 1090-E, which describes application of 167 individual speaker models.
Special automotive, com-

munications, intercom and
weathermaster speakers,
plus a complete line of electronic musical instrument
loudspeakers are featured.
105. Shure Brother, Inc.-has
published a 4 -page brochure, "Professional Sound
Systems in High Schools,
Colleges, and Universities,"
No. AL398, describing the
company's Vocal Master
Sound system and how it
68
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helps solve public address
problems.
COMMUNICATIONS
106. The Hallicrafters

Co.-has

published a 4 -page, two
color brochure which provides the complete mechanical and general specifications of the Porta Command
PC -230 FM 2 -way radio, including the full line of accessories which expand the
new radio's versatility.
107. Sonar Radio Corp.-Catalog
titled "Sonar Business Radio, FM Monitor Receivers
and CB Equipment," lists
specifications and prices of
this manufacturer's line of
transceivers, receivers and

communications acces-

sories.

COMPONENTS

108. General

Electric Tube De-

partment-has released a

new 52 -page Entertainment
Semiconductor Almanac,
No. ETRM-4311F. The almanac contains approximately 20,000 cross references from JEDEC, or OEM
part numbers to GE parts
numbers for universal replacement semiconductors,
selenium rectifiers for color
TV, dual diodes, and quartz

crystals.
Hallicrafters Co.-is
offering a 4 -page, two color
brochure that features the
complete line of CRX "Portamon" special frequency
monitor radios, lightweight
pocket portable and table
model radios.
110. Loral Distributor Products
-has made available a 24
page electrolytic capacitor
replacement guide. The catalog features replacement
products by the original
manufacturers part number.
109. The

Inc.-has made
available a HEP cross reference guide catalog No.
HMA07 which lists replace-

111. Motorola,

ments tor over 27,000 different semiconductor device
type numbers available
through authorized HEP
suppliers.
112. RCA Distributor Products
-is offering an 8 -page illustrated pamphlet entitled
"When, Where and Why It
Pays To Switch To RCA
Alkaline Rechargeable Batteries," No. 1P1385.*
113. Semitronics Corp.-has a
new, revised, "Transistor,
Rectifier, and Diode Interchangibility Guide" containing a list of over 100 basic
types of semiconductors
that can be used as substitutes for over 12,000 types.
Include 25 cents to cover
handling and postage.
114. Stancor Products-pocketsize 108 -page "Stancor
Color and Monochrome
Television Parts Replacement Guide" provides the
TV technician with transformer and deflection component part -to -part cross
reference replacement data
for over 14,000 original

parts.

115. Sylvania Electronic Products, Inc.-a 73 -page guide

which provides replacement
considerations, specifications and drawings of Sylvania components plus a

listing of over 35,000
JEDEC types and manufacturers' parts numbers.

Copies are $1.00.*
116. General Electric

-

a 12 page, 4 -color, illustrated
"Picture Tube Guidebook",
brochure No. ETRO-5372,
provides a reference source
for information about GE
color picture tube replacements and tube interchangeability.*
117. Workman Electronic Prod ducts, Inc.-has released a
32 -page, pocket size cross
reference listing for color

NEW MONITOR
RECEIVER
TV controls. 105 Workman
part numbers are in numerical order with specifications and illustrations of

the part.
TV ACCESSORIES

118.

Telematic-introduces a 14 page catalog featuring
CRT brighteners and reference charts, a complete line
of test jig accessories and a
cross reference of color set
manufacturers to Telematic
Adaptors and convergence
loads.

goes anywhere!

MOBILE with built-in DC supply
BASE with AC supply in convenient desk -top stand

PORTABLE with rechargeable
power pack complete with handle
and antenna
VHF FM models cover 148-174
MHz with 5 channels. Profes-

sional features Include crystal
filter and true noise -operated
squelch.

cluded.

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS

119. Howard W. Sams

&

Co., Inc.

-literature describes popu-

lar and informative publica-

tions on radio and television
servicing, communications,
audio, hi-fi and industrial
electronics, including their
1970 catalog of technical
books on every phase of
electronics. *
120. Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., Sylvania Electronic
Components Div.-has published the 14th edition of
its technical manual, which
includes mechanical and
electrical ratings for receiving tubes, television picture
tubes and solid-state devices. The price of this
manual is $1.90.*
TEST EQUIPMENT
121. B & K Mfg.

technical specifications and
prices of this manufacturers' line of Mercury and
Jackson test equipment,
self-service tube testers,
testers, test equipment kits
and indoor TV antennas.
124. Sencore, Inc.-has issued
its 12 -page 1970 catalog,
Form No. 517, which des scribes the company's complete line of test instruments, and features 5 new
instruments, with performance data and prices in-

Div., Dynascan

Corp.-is making available

an illustrated, 24 -page 2 color Catalog BK -71, featuring B&K test equipment,
with charts, patterns and
full descriptive details and
specifications included.*
122. Eico-has released a 32 page, 1970 catalog which
features 12 new products in
their test equipment line,
plus a 7 -page listing of
authorized Eico dealers.*
123. Mercury Electronics Corp.
14 -page catalog provides

125.

Triplett Corp.-Bulletin No.
51570, a 2 -page technical
bulletin which provides the
specifications and price of
Triplett's new Model 602

You're going to hear

more from...

VOM.

I L
Waseca, Minnesota 56093

1115

Circle

TOOLS

Precision Mechanics." The
72 -page handbook-size catalog contains over 1,700 individually available items.
128. Xcelite, Inc.-has published
a 2 -page illustrated Bulletin
N670, which introduces two
new reversible ratcheting
handles for use with more
than 60 of the company's
available Series "99" nut driver, screwdriver, and
special purpose blades.
129. Xcelite, Inc.-Bulletin N770
describes this company's
three new socket wrench
and ratchet screwdriver
sets.
*Check "Index to Advertisers" for additional information.

on literature card

The sure way to

126. General Electric-has issued a 2 -page brochure No.
GEA -8927, describing the

features of GE's new soldering iron.
127. Jensen. Tools and Alloyshas announced a new catalog No. 470, "Tools for
Electronic Assembly and

33
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Index of 1970 content
The following code system is used to indicate department coverage of a subject: ASR,
Antenna Systems Report; AUD, Audio Systems Report; ES, Electronic Scanner; LE,
Letters to the Editor; PR, Product Report; SYM, Symcure; TER, Test Equipment Report;
TS, Troubleshooter.

ACC

Tapoff/line sketchers, JFD Models

Excessive AGC, no color,
Admiral K10
SYM Mar 47
Forward AGC, operation and
troubleshooting
Feb 14
Overloaded picture, RCA
CTC36
SYM Mar 46
Picture and sound disappear after
about 30 seconds operation,
Sears 6165
TS Jan 48
Picture blacked out on channel,
snow normal off channel ...Jan 47
Servicing
Jan 42
-tube types
Jan 42
-hybrid types
Jan 44
-solid-state
Jan 46
Shading of picture, sync missing,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jan 23
Snowy picture
Jan 43
Weak picture
Jan 45
White raster on strong signals,
snow off channel, RCA
KCS92
Jan 42

ANTENNA SYSTEMS
Antenna

-characteristics of types

Jan 50
antennas, installation Jan 54
-installation, tips about ..LE Mar 21
Antennas Corp. of America
announces Citation line. ASR Oct 21
Aviation antennas, Antenna
Specialist Models AV -4,
AV -546
ASR Feb 30
Background music unit for MATV,
JFD MusiMix
AUD Apr 22
CB Antennas
-Antenna Specialist
Model ASP
ASR Jan 33
Model M-223
ASR Aug 50
Model MR119 ....ASR Jan 32
-Cush Craft
ASR Feb 31
Distribution amplifiers, VHF

-home

....

-FINCO

Models M-104,
M-105
ASR Feb 30
Models M-108,
M-109
ASR Mar 52
Impedance matcher, Avanti
Model AV -500
ASR Oct 21
Lead-in, characteristics of
Jan 53
MATV systems for TV showrooms,
packaged, JFD Model
SL-9004
ASR Nov 43
Preamplifiers
-antenna, Jerrold 4000
Series
ASR Dec 63
-single -channel, JFD
Series
ASR Aug 50
Splitters, TV, all-channel, Jerrold
Model 1572 G
ASR Oct 21
70
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SL -6302, SL -6312

ASR Dec 62

TV antenna

-indoor/outdoor, Winegard
Model SR -20

ASR Dec 62
ASR Jan 32
UHF amplifiers, FINCO Models
M-174 and M-175
ASR Mar 51
UHF antenna, type needed for
deep -fringe areas
LE Jan 4
UHF standoff, definition of LE Jan 4
VHF antenna
-marine, Hy-Gain
Series
ASR Aug 51
-type needed for deep -fringe
areas
LE Jan 4
Vehicular antennas, UHF and VHF,
Antenna Specialist Models
ASP-572 and
ASP -571
ASR Mar 51
Wallplates, 82 -channel, FINCO
Models M-312, 313,
314
ASR Nov 43
Windshield antennas 1970 GM,
testing
Apr 58

-window

ASSOCIATIONS, SERVICE
CET society formed
EIA

ES Jul 6

-Consumer Electronics Annual
available

ES Jul 6

-Medal of Honor awarded to

Motorola board
chairman
ES May 6
EIC formed
ES Dec 4
Illinois technician associations
formed
ES Apr 4
ISCET elects Crow Chairman .ES Oct 8
NARDA proposes union of Sales
and Service associations ES Mar 6
NATESA
-business consultation
offered
ES Dec 4
-"Friends of Service" awarded
Motorola
ES Oct 10

-restructured

ES Oct 18

National Service Conference,
Peoria, Ill.
ES Feb 6
NEA
-annual convention agenda .. Jun 51
-Browne elected president. .ES Oct 8
-national office moved to
new location
ES Mar 6
-TV fire and smoke
survey
ES Mar 4
NESA
-Hyde elected president ...ES Apr 6
-pricing and time survey ....Apr 58
TSA of Michigan sued by
Packard -Bell

ES May 4

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Automatic turntables, operation
and servicing of
Jun 24
AVC for PA systems, Bell P/A
Products Model
VCM-1
AUD Jul 39
Background music amplifiers
-MATV, for, JFD
MusiMix
AUD Apr 22
-paging amplifier, with, Bell
P/A Products Model
T-15
AUD Sep 54
-University Sound Model
UPB-10T
AUD Jul 38
Battery charger and audio amplifer,
Sonar Model CH2913 PR Nov 62
Connectors, audio,
Amphenol
PR Sep 69
Control centers, Alco Electronic
Model Series CC4 .... AUD Jun 39
Distortion, using scope and HD
meter to track down
Mar 36
Intercoms, solid-state, Bogen
IE series
PR Mar 72
Loudspeaker, for music, Jensen
Model SMI 285
AUD Apr 24
Microphones
-Cassette recorders, for, Mura
Model DX -133
AUD Apr 23
-PA, for, Turner Model
751
AUD Sep 53
-PA, for, Vocal Sphere (Shure)
Model 579SB
AUD Dec 48
Mixer, microphone, four -channel
Shure Model
M68RM
AUD May 64
Paging talk -back speakers,
American Geloso Models
18/4T, 18/8T
AUD Jul 38
PA systems
-acoustic feedback
May 59
-amplifiers for
May 53
-audio power of
May 53

-basic systems
-booster amplifiers

for
-impedance of mikes
-input circuits

-packaged systems, Bell P/A
Products

May
May
May
May

53
57
58
58

AUD May 64

-portable/mobile, Bell P/A
Products

AUD Jun
May
May
May

-protection for
-speaker connections for
-speaker types for

39
61

55
57

Phone "extension" listening device,
Robins Twinfone ....AUD May 65
Phono cartridge, Shure
V-15
AUD Jul 38
Speaker
-all-weather, Magitran
Poly -Planar
AUD May 64

-dual

voice coil, Oaktron
AUD Dec 48
Model 69HU8WD
-flat plastic, Magitran Poly AUD Sep 54
Planar
-flat plastic, Magitran Poly AUD Apr 25
Sonic

Sep 16
-'71, for
Speed -test strobes, cassette and
cartridge, Robins Models
AUD Dec 48
TSC-9, TSC-8
Tape and record wipers,
AUD Jun 39
Robins

Technician audio seminars (PAT)
offered by Fisher Radio .. ES Dec 8
Telephone amplifier, RCA
AUD Apr 22
TA 100
Tension winders, cassette,
AUD Sep 54
Robins
Transformers
-audio, Stancor Models A-8076 .
AUD Apr 24
through A-8079
-mike, miniature, Stanford
Models BV -16,
AUD Jul 38
BV -16E

AUTO ELECTRONICS
Cassette players, reversible,
ES Jan
TEAC
Distortion in auto radio, causes of
and how to troubleshoot .. Nov
Motorboating sound, Bendix radio
May
Model 7BV
Reverberation units, operation of
Mar
and troubleshooting
Speaker voice coil defective,
LE FEB
Motorola chassis
Spurious noises in auto radio,
May
tracking down
Feb
Tape players, troubles in
Whistling and static from radio,
Delco Model 7303143 ....May

10

44
51

66
10

46
54
51

BOOK REVIEWS
ABC's of Voltage-Dependent
Jun 43
Resistors
Nov 59
Collected Basic Circuits
Color TV Waveform Analysis . Mar 71
Handbook of Practical Electronic
Jun 43
Tests and Measurements
Nov 59
Home -Call TV Repair Guide
How to Fix Transistor Radios and
Jun 43
Printed Circuits
1-2-3-4 Servicing Transistor
Jul 51
Color TV
101 Questions & Answers About
Apr 47
Hi-Fi & Stereo
101 TV Troubles-From Symptom
Jun 43
to Repair
Aug 31
RCA Power Circuits Manual
Mar 71
Semiconductor Data Book
Tape Recorder Servicing Guide .. Jul 51
Tape Recorder Servicing Guide. Nov 58
Transistor Specifications
Nov 59
Manual
Transistor TV Servicing Made
Oct 58
Easy
Apr 47
Workshop In Solid State
B -W

TELEVISION
Comparable tuning deadline
ES Sep 11
extended by FCC
Linearity control burns out, Philco
TS Apr 53
Model G3052BL
Horizontal blanking bar in center of
TS Jun 42
screen, Zenith 16J23
Horizontal output tube overheats,
no high voltage, Admiral
TS Jul 18
23A1

Horizontal sync drifts, RCA
TS Jun 40
KCS136X
Imported sets, source of info
LE Feb 10
about
Modular design, Motorola
ES Feb 8
adopts
Raster missing, high-pitched whine
from horizontal circuitry,
TS Jan 48
Zenith 14M29
Spot in center of screen when
brightness turned up,
TS Apr 52
Philco 17N35
Video detector repeatedly fails.
circuit modification for prevention of, GE MXT TS May 63
LE Jul 8
White raster on strong signals, snow
off channel, RCA KCS 92 .. Jan 42
BUSINESS

-'69,

May

for

8

ES Sep 12

-volume of servicing dealers
better than that of
non-servicers

ES Sep 12

Sencore moves to Sioux Falls
ES Apr 6
S.D.
ServiceAmerica, RCA
ES May 4
announces
Service labor rates should reflect
LE Mar 21
cost of doing business
Statement -ledger system, New
England Business
PR May 66
Service
Statistics, Consumer electronic
Jun 14
servicing
Sylvania Northwest distributor

appointed
Technician compensation
Trend to service will
continue

ES Jun 7

Jun 16
ES Nov 4

Admiral

-Emerson -Dumont TV's, to

ES Apr 6
-new service manager
ES Apr 6
appointed
Alphabetical listing system,
PR Sep 68
Datastrip
Ampex and Bell & Howell cease
domestic production of consumer tape recorders ...ES Apr 6
Bags for returning replaced
PR Apr 61
components
Billing of customers draws FTC
ES Jul 7
warning
Color TV, saturation of
ES Apr 6
market
Consultation, NATESA
ES Dec 4
offers
Demand for servicing, results of
Jul 16
Yellow Page survey
Electronic retailer primary outlet
for tape equipment:
ES Sep 9
Time Survey
Factory all -brand servicing,
Sep 48
RCA
Incentive pay plan and flat -rate
Apr 10
pricing
Interest rates paid by small independents, trends of revealed
ES Dec 6
by NFIB survey
MGA brand name introduced by
ES May 4
Mitsubishi
Mobile showroom franchise, Van
ES Jul 4
Electronics Corp.
Motorola discontinues Color CRT
ES Jun 4
production
Olympic relocates service and
ES Oct 10
parts departments
Parts availability
-improving, system for ...LE Apr 8
Feb 32
-situation report
Pricing
-comparison of from 1953 to
ES Mar 8
1969
-cost of doing business increases,
charges to consumers
Jun 16
decrease
-determining cost of labor Aug 11
-flat-rate and incentive pay Apr 10
-minimum hourly charge,
Aug 10
computing
-rates lower than 5 years
ES Apr 14
ago
ES Jul 4
Profit of average TV shop
RCA service center added ....ES Jun 6
Retail franchising program,
ES Feb 8
Philco-Ford
Sales, consumer electronics
ES Nov 8
-first 6 months 1970

manufacture

....

....

CATV
Import distant signals, CATV can
ES Jul 7
says FCC
Market penetration as of Nov.
ES Jun 7
1969
Merger to create national system
ES Dec 8
approved by FCC
Microwave to carry programming,
FCC says CATV can use ..ES Jan 9
Two-way CATV proposed by
ES Nov 6
FCC

COLOR GENERATORS
Sencore Model CG18 ....TER May 44
Sencore Model CG19 ....TER Feb 52
Sencore Model CG153 ....TER Jan 12

COLOR TV
Accu-Tint, RCA

ES May 4
July 60

AGC overload, Admiral
SYM Nov 34
K10
Alignment of Admiral 6H10 ...Feb 46
All-IC Color TV, development of
ES Feb 4
in Japan
TS Aug 38
Aquadag Arcing, GE KD
Audio
-missing, Admiral K10 SYM Apr 43
-weak intermittently, loud
SYM Apr 42
buzz, GE KE
Blooming
-excessive when brightness
increased, Philco
SYM Apr 42
19QT87
-narrow raster, Sylvania
SYM Jun 32
D12
-picture disappears but returns
when CRT socket
SYM Mar 47
removed GE KE
Blue or red lost during colorcast,
SYM Aug 15
Philco 19QT87
Brightness
-one -gun, Telematic
PR Nov 63
Colorite
-one -gun, Workman Model
PR Jun 63
WG1
Brightness, excessive
TS Mar 60
-Zenith 23XC38
LE Jun 8
SYM Jun 33
-Zenith 25NC37
Buzz in sound
-buzz control has no effect,
SYM Jun 33
Zenith 25NC37
-intermittent with distortion,
SYM Mar 46
GE KE
January, 1971/ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Chroma demodulation, explanation
of
TS Oct
Circuit breaker opens repeatedly,
RCA CTC40
SYM Jan
Color missing
-Admiral H12
SYM Jan
-Admiral K10
SYM Mar

30
22
22

46
SYM Nov 34

-excessive AGC, Admiral
KlO

SYM Mar 47
inch of left side,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jun 32
-Magnavox T940
SYM Jan 22
Color picture periodically dims and
blurs, RCA CTC25 ....TS Sep 38
Color Sync
-missing, Admiral K10 SYM Mar 47
-missing, convergence poor, Philco
19QT87
SYM Aug 15
-Philco 19QT87
SYM Mar 47
Combo Horizontal Output/Damper
introduced by GE
ES Dec 6
Comparable tuning deadline extended
by FCC
ES Sep I
Convergence
-diode reversed on schematic,
RCA CTC24
LE Mar 23
-intermittent, Philco
19QT87
SYM Apr 42
-poor, Admiral 2G11 ... TS Aug 38
Course, home-study, Magnavox ES Jul 6
Dark, vertical bars in raster,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jun 32
Focus poor
-Philco 19QT87
SYM Apr 42
-width narrow, high -voltage low,
Olympic CTC19, 21
SYM Aug 14
Foldover or jitter at bottom of
picture, Philco
19QT87
SYM Nov 35
Forty percent of homes have color
TV
ES Apr 6
Gray -scale (color temperature)
-defects, solving
Jul 12
-tracking adjustments, tips
about
LE Nov 10
-will not react, Philco
19QT87
SYM Aug 15
Greenish b-w raster, blue or red
missing during colorcast,
Philco 19QT87
SYM Aug 15
Green missing, Admiral
K10
SYM Apr 43
Green vertical bars, no other color,
Philco 19QT87
SYM Apr 42
Height
-changes intermittently at top and
bottom, RCA CTC31 .. SYM Jun 32
-insufficient, Philco
19QT87
Sym Nov 35
-insufficient when first turned on,
Sony TV71OU, 720U SYM Jan 23
High-band channels dead,
Admiral 4H12
SYM Jan 22
High voltage missing
-boost low, Admiral
K10
SYM Nov 34
low, Airline
GHJ-8145
TS Feb 29
-6JE6 glows red, RCA
CTC25X
SYM Jun 33
High-voltage overload,
Toshiba chassis
TS Nov 42
High-voltage regulation missing
-Curtis-Mathis CMC26 TS Mar 60
-Zenith 24NC312
TS Jul 19
High -voltage rectifier repeatedly
fails, Motorola TS914
TS Oct 31
Horizontal AC weave in picture,

-first

I

-or
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Admiral K10
SYM Apr
Horizontal frequency low, no high
voltage, GE KE
SYM Nov
Horizontal output transformer overheats, RCA CTC15 ....TS Sep
Horizontal pulling, GE KE SYM Nov
Horizontal sync drifts
-Magnavox T927
SYM Jan
-Setchell Carlson U-806 SYM Jun
Horizontal sync poor

43

34

36
34
22
32

-Philco 12QT87
-picture dark on

SYM Nov 35
left side,
Admiral 6H10
SYM Jan 22
Hum bars in picture
-Penncrest Model
2881-87
TS May 62
-Philco 17QT85A
TS Jun 41
-Sylvania D12
SYM Jun 33
-Zenith 16Y6C15
SYM Aug 14
IF bandwidth, how if affects chroma
reception
Aug 30
Imported sets, source of info
about
LE Feb 10

Intermittent Color

-frequent
-solving

causes of

Nov 20
May 22

Large screen color TV more
promising than 3-D
ES Jul 4
Left side raster lighter than right,
Admiral K10
SYM Nov 34
Left 1/4 of raster greenish, not
caused by improper purity,
Motorola TS908
SYM Aug 14
Market penetration of color
TV
ES Jul 4
Montgomery Ward TV/Stereo
production bought by
Admiral
ES Mar 6
Motorboating during warmup,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jun 33
Narrow picture, poor purity,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jun 32
Negative picture or smear after
warmup, Sylvania D06 SYM Aug 14
New circuitry for '71
ES Aug 8
Noise in sound, Motorola
TS9144
SYM Aug 14
Off -center picture to right
-Electrohome C5
SYM Mar 46
-Philco 19QT87
SYM Aug 15
One -gun color CRT, Sony, operation
and servicing of
Mar 54
Overloaded picture, very little
snow off channel, RCA
CTC36
SYM Mar 46
Packard Bell changes name ..ES Nov 4
Picture blacks out on station, normal
snow off channel, Philco
19QT87
SYM Apr 43
Picture and sound missing
-Admiral K10
SYM Apr 43
-Magnavox T931
SYM Aug 14
-Philco 19QT87
SYM Apr 42
Pre-set customer controls,
Hitachi.
ES Jul 4
Purity poor, can be cured by
external degaussing, Philco
19QT87
SYM Apr 43
Quality of color picture more
uniform, EIA testing expected
to produce
ES Nov 7
Quality of color poor, cause of ..Nov 14
Raster missing
-after period of blooming and
blurred focus, Admiral
25G6
TS Feb 29
RCA CTC19A
TS May 62
RCA finds and fixes faulty color
receivers
ES Nov 4
Red -tinted raster when color received,

Zenith 12A10C15 . . . SYM Mar 46
Retrace lines at top, Philco
19QT87
SYM Nov 35
Right half of picture black, left
half washed out, sync missing,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jan 23
Ringing that resembles several tunable
ghosts, RCA CTC16X SYM Jun 33
Safety record of color TV unacceptable: Commission of Product
Safety
ES Sep 10
.

Sales

-market saturation up to 39
percent

ES May 6
domestic -label market,
by manufacturer
ES Aug 7
Sensitivity poor
-no snow off channel.
Zenith 16Z7C17
SYM Jan 23
-overload on strong signals,
RCA CTC36
SYM Jan 23

-share of

'71 Color TV

-ABL circuits
-ATC circuits
-high-voltage circuits

Dec 24
Dec 16
Dec 23
-plug-in circuits
Dec 22
-RCA ceramic plug-in modules
and 110 -degree CRT ... ES Sep 11
-Zenith chroma on 3 IC
chips
ES Sep 12
Slide -out color TV,
RCA announces
ES May 6
Sound and picture missing after
about 30 seconds operation,
raster normal, Sears
6165
TS Jan 48
Sound volume varies intermittently,
Philco 19QT87
SYM Mar 47
Substitution of 3B2 with 3A3,
Emerson Model C506A..TS Jun 41
Vector patterns, generation and
interpretation
Mar 28
Vertical blanking transistor, biasing
of, RCA CTC17X
TS Jan 49
VSM chroma alignments requires
ACC bias
LE May 10
Vertical dark bars, picture dark,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jan 23
Vertical internal test signals ..ES Jun 4
Vertical shimmy, or poor vertical
sync, Packard Bell
98C19
SYM Mar 46
Vertical sweep collapses periodically,
Airline Model
GEN 12448B
TS Nov 42
Vertical Sweep insufficient,
Sylvania D12
SYM Jan 23
Waveforms, chroma, where to find
them and how they should
look
Apr 16
Weak green replaces all other
colors, Philco 19QT87 SYM Mar 47
White compression,
Philco 19QT87
SYM Aug 15
X-radiation
-control records proposed

byECA
ESFeb8
-detection devices, construction
of

Dec 64
to eliminate
ES Jan 11
-EIA says '68 level 1/ 10th of
permissible level
ES Sep 9
-excessive high voltage cited as
major cause
ES Sep 11
-FCC proposes reduction of
allowable amount
ES Jan 11
-limits for TV sets
ES Mar 4
-monitoring device, Audio
Equipment Co.
"Rayguard"
ES Sep 12

-device

Yoke resistor overheats, high
voltage not variable
TS Dec 12

....

COMMUNICATIONS
Frequency synthesizers
-operation of

Nov 36
Nov 38

-troubleshooting

Land mobile wins new
UHF Channels
ES Sep 9
Mobile radio
-FCC rules
Jun 58
-frequency bands
Jun 55
--information about servicing. Jun 61
-knowledge requirements
Jun 55
-proof-of -performance tests . . Aug 40
-service charges
Jun 60
-shop, setting up
Jun 59
-systems designs
Jun 54

-troubleshooting

Jul40

-types of equipment

Jun 54
Jun 61

-warranties

Modulation limiting in CB
Sep 30
Muting device, for noise elimination,
Omega-t Systems, Inc... PR Dec 72
Muting relay, speaker, Antenna
Development Co.
PR Dec 74
RF attenuator, Bird
Model 8323
TER Sep 47
VHF radiotelephone, 25 -watt,
Pearce -Simpson BIMINI
PR Dec 74
VHF
Wattmeter, RF, Bird
Model 43
TER Nov 60
DIODES
Damper tube, solid-state,
Sarkes Tarzian XP405 ... PR Jun 62
Rectifier circuits,
Sep 56
operation and testing
Silicon rectifiers, universal solidstate, IR No's. R250F,
PR Jul 63
R350F
FREQUENCY METERS
I.ampkin Model 107

TER Jan

14

FET METERS

Sencore Model FE20
Sencore Model FE21

TER Aug 24
TER Nov 60

defects that cause
Nov 15
Insufficient, picture blooms and
disappears, returns when
CRT socket removed,
GE KE
SYM Mar 47
Meter kit for color test jigs,
RCA Kit No. 107110. TER Mar 48
Missing
-Airline GHJ-8145
TS Feb 29

-boost

low,
Admiral K10

Overload of circuit,
Toshiba Chassis
TS Nov 42
Probe, high -voltage, Eico
Model HVP-5
TER Dec 44
Rectifier defective, trips circuit
breaker, RCA CTC40 SYM Jan 22
Regulation missing
-Curtis -Mathis CMC26 . . TS Mar 60
-Zenith 24NC312
TS Jul 19
Rectifier repeatedly fails,
Motorola TS914
TS Oct 31
'71 TV, in
Dec 23
Solid-state circuits,
troubleshooting
Oct 22
Solid-state high -voltage unit for
ES Jun 4
color TV, Sylvania
Substitution of 3B2 with 3A3,
Emerson Model C506A .. TS Jun 41
Transformers, testing
Sep 28
Tube circuitry, how to
Sep 22
troubleshoot

HORIZONTAL SWEEP
Blanking bar in center of screen,
Zenith 16723
TS Jun 42
Combo output/damper
introduced by GE
ES Dec 6
Damper tube, solid-state,
Sarkes Tarzian XP405 . PR Jun 62
Efficiency coils, tuning and
testing
Sep 29
Horizontal output tube overheats,
no high voltage, Admiral
TS Jul 18
23A1
Output transformer overheats,
TS Sep 36
RCA CTC15
Pie crust effect, GE KE.. .SYM Nov 34
Solid-state systems, operation of
Oct 22
and troubleshooting
Oct 24
-Quasar (Motorola)
-SCR (RCA)
Oct 25
Transformers and yokes, testing. Oct 32

-ringing

FM RADIO

SYM Nov 34

tests

-impedance tests

Drift, common causes of in
stereo FM receivers
Modular construction of
Stereo FM for '71
Market penetration increases

Apr 54

ES Jun 6
Multiplex systems, adjustments in Jan 18

Oct 63

FIELD STRENGTH METER
TER Dec 46
JFD Model 1720

GUIDES
Imported consumer electronic
manufacturer,
products

-

importer or distributor
Tube usage in 1969

HIGH VOLTAGE
Color quality poor,

Tube type, how to troubleshoot
Vertical dark bars, picture dark,
SYM Jan 23
Sylvania D12

Sep 15

in 1969

Stereo receiver, performance
analysis of

Oct 32
Oct 38
Sep 24

of... Dec

50

May 32

HORIZONTAL SYNC
Drifts

-Magnavox T927

SYM Jan 22
TS Jun 40
KCS136X
-Setchell Carlson U-806 SYM Jun 32
Frequency high, no raster, whine,
Zenith 14M29
TS Jan 48
Frequency low, no high voltage,
GE KE
SYM Nov 34
Hooking, Zenith modification
LE Mar 21
for elimination of
Poor
-Philco 19QT87
SYM Nov 35
-picture dark on left side,
SYM Jan 22
Admiral 6H10
Tube type, troubleshooting
Sep 23

-RCA

LICENSING
Auto repairmen, bill to examine

ES Feb 8
and license
Florida passes license law .... ES Oct 10
New York City license bill
ES May 6
introduced
New York bill introduced
ES Mar 4
ES Apr 6

LOW -VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
Filament transformers, Stancor
Models P-8606 through
P-86-09

PR Sep 68

Filter capacitor open burns out
dropping resistor,
RCA CTC19A
TS May 62
Inverter, high -power, Terado
PR Jul 64
Model 50-110
Regulated supply, Heathkit
TER Mar 48
Model IP -28
Transformer, Stancor TP -5 . . PR Jan 56
Troubleshooting techniques
Sep 65
MISCELLANEOUS
AC voltage transformers,
variable, GE Volt-Pac... PR Nov 62
Frequency inverter, Continental
PR Feb 65
Model 50-190
Injury earns technician
ES Apr 4
$300,000
Morse to market color and
ES Jan 10
b-w TV
Pole stand for TV, Slip
PR Jan 56
Seal Model C-20
Production of color TV tubes and
sets, Admiral film about. .ES Jan 10
ES May 4
Three-D TV, Philco-Ford
TV with multiplex sound deES Apr 6
veloped by Japanese
Underwriters Lab proposes new
TV and radio standards ES May 6
OSCILLOSCOPES
Calibrator, scope and meter,
Paramatron Model 132 TER May 44
60 -Hz horizontal sweep with adjustable phase control, adTS Jul 18
dition to scope of
Lectrotech Model TO -50 ... TER Jun 34
Leader Model LBO -31M ....TER Sep 46
Leader Model LBO -32B ... TER Aug 24
Leader Instrument Model
TER Mar 48
LBO -501
TER Dec 46
Philips Model PM 3200
Pulse generator adaptor for calibrating scopes, Blulyne
TER Dec 46
Model APG-150
Service -type scope, step-by-step
May 12
operation of
Telequipment Model D51.. TER Nov 60
Nov 26
Transistor testing with scope
Triggered-sweep scope, step-by-step
Jun 18
operation of
PICTURE TUBES
Brightness booster, single -gun,

PR Nov 63
Telematic Colorite
Brightness/Isolators, Telematic
Models CR-300, CR -350.. PR Jul 64
Color quality poor, defects
Nov 15
that cause
ES Dec 6
GE halts CRT production
Heater -to -cathode shorts in color
TS Sep 38
CRT's, effects of
Numbering system, EIA
ES Feb 8
adopts new
Renewal Sales first 6
ES Oct 11
months 1970
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Vacuum spark tester for picture
tubes, GE Model
PR Mar 74
ETRS-5198
PICTURE TUBE TESTER
B&K Model 466
Mercury Model 880

TER Dec 44
TER Dec 45

PROTECTION DEVICES
Auto alarm, Regency
PR May 67
Squealer
Fuses, easy -read, Workman . PR Aug 58
Intruder detection system,
Acron ACRO-GUARD . . PR Jun 62
Line Surge protector, Telecommunications Model 300 PR May 66
PA systems, for
May 61
Telephone dialer system, James
Model C-7518
PR Aug 58
Transient voltage suppressors,
TransZorb types 1N5629
through 1N5665A
PR Sep 70

RADIO (GENERAL)
Automatic -Scan receiver,
Electra Bearcat ......... PR Feb 64
Digital clock/radios for '71
Sep 16
Frequency standard radio, General
Standards Model GSP-3 .. PR Apr 59
Imported sets

-Morse identical

with

Electrophonic
-Source of info about
Motorola recalls digital
clock/radio
Signal Seekers, AM/FM
-alignment of
-operation of

-troubleshooting
Spurious noises in auto radio,
tracking down
REMOTE UNITS, TV
Controlled circuits
RCA's system, operation and
troubleshooting
Remote receiver
-operation of
-alignment of

-troubleshooting

LE Mar 22
LE Feb 10
ES Nov 6

May 40
Apr 26
May 36
May 46

Jul 24

Aug 52

Jul 22
Jul 22
Jul 24

Transmitter

-faults in
-testing of

Jul 21
Jul 20

SERVICE AIDS

Cables, extension, for TV, stereo
and appliances, Telematic
Molex
PR May 66
Contact cleaner, CRC
No. 2016
PR Nov 62
Control Cleaner
-lubricant, with
RCA SC101
PR Apr 61
-Workman
PR Sep 68
Epoxy, multi-purpose
PR Apr 62
Freez Spray
-GC Electronics
PR Feb 64
-RCA No. SC102
PR Nov 62
-troubleshooting with
Mar 62
Hand cleaner, CRC
Chemicals
PR Dec 72
Heat -transfer compound, Vigor
Kool-It
PR Jul 62
Insulating spray, high -voltage,
74
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Chemtronics NO -ARC . . PR Apr 59
Lubricant, multi-purpose,
RCA No. SC105
PR Sep 70
PHOTOFACTS, manufacturers
numbers on
LE Jun 8
Picture tube ID card, GE
ETRO-5199
PR Mar 73
Rust and moisture spray,
Mitchell 12/34
PR Jun 63
Solder remover wick, Easy
Bonus -Wick
PR Apr 60
Tuner cleaner and lubricant,
RCA No. SC100
PR Aug 58
SERVICE CONTRACTS
Australian firm, of

Oct

12

SHOP EQUIPMENT (GENERAL)
Angle iron, for storage racks,
Chevron Slotted Angle . PR Mar 73
Benches, work, Bay Products . PR Sep 70
Cart
-scope, Technibuilt Model
81554
PR Jun 62
-utility, Bay Products
PR Jul 62
Illumination system for bench,
OCVI Strutlite System .. PR Aug 58
Live -voltage regulator, PermaPower Model D-111
PR Apr 62
Magnifier, illuminated, INFO
Clear Lite
PR Jun 63
Parts/Work Station, mobile,
Bay Products
PR Oct 66
Storage boxes for parts, EPD
Industries
PR Aug 58
Tray, miniature parts, Contronic
Devices
PR Jun 62
Vacuum cleaner, miniature,
Electronic Tools
Lab/Vac
PR Apr 59

STEREO

AM stereo broadcasting by
Mexican station
Distortion, isolating
Four-channel stereo for '71
Generators, stereo

ES Jul 6
Jun 44
Sep 14

-selecting
-checking
-application
Isolation of troubles to tuner
or amplifier
SCA interference, checking and
elimination of
Separation
-inadequate, Webcor Model
WC1068-1B
TS
-measurements and
adjustments
Square waves, testing
stereo with

Oct 60
Oct 60
Oct 62

Aug 16
Oct 64

Mar 60
Oct 64

Mar 24

.

SIGNAL GENERATORS (GENERAL)
Audio, solid-state, Leader
Model LAG -54
TER Nov 60
Stereo generators

-selecting
-checking
-application

Oct 60
Oct 60
Oct 62

TV Sweep/Marker, Sencore
Model SM 152

Feb 44

SOLID-STATE CIRCUITRY
All-IC color TV, development
of in Japan
ES Feb 4
FET's, theory, application and
Feb 58
testing of
IC
-technology center, RCA... ES Feb 4
-test clip for
TER Feb 52
Modular solid-state color TV
developed by Clairton
ES Feb 6
Ohmmeter tests in
Nov 32
Operation of transistor circuitry,
how compound defects affect Feb 20
Quick checks in
Oct 57
Sylvania to phase out most semiES Dec 8
conductor production
Transistors
-characteristics of
Apr 48
Oct 44
-quick testing
Nov 26
-soldering precautions
Oct 48
ysubstitution
Oct 44
TV servicing techniques
Oct 50
VOM tests in
Apr 32
X-radiation, device to
ES Jan 11
eliminate

....

....

TAPE RECORDERS
Adaptor, tape cassette to 8 -track
stereo, Weltron C/8 AUD Apr
Cartridge tape changers for '71.. Sep
Eraser, tape, Audio -Tex (GC)
Model 30-140
AUD Jun
Head demagnetizer for cassettes,
Robins Model TD -10 ... PR Apr
Head testers and cleaners,
Robins
AUD Jun
Input and drive systems, adjustment and minor repair
Nov

23
15

39

62
39
52

Microphone for cassette recorders,
Mura DX -133
AUD Apr 23
Primary Sales outlet is electronic
retailer, says Time survey. . ES Sep 9
Seminars on servicing, North
American Philips
ES Dec 8
TELEVISION SERVICING
(GENERAL)
Alignment, sweep
Feb 44
Bandwidth of video IF and
chroma circuits, how it affects picture quality
Aug 26
Capacitors, testing and replacing Jul 28
Contrast and sensitivity decreased after 15 minutes
of operation
Jan 46
Freeze spray and heat, troubleshooting TV with
Mar 62
Forward AGC, operation and
troubleshooting
Feb 14
Noise in TV sound
Aug 32
Operating voltages and parameters of tube circuits, how
defects affect
Jan 34
Picture blacked out on channel,
snow normal off chanel
Jan 47
Prices, comparison of from
1953 to 1969
ES Mar 8
Rectifier circuits, operation
Sep 56
and testing
Resistors, selecting replacement . Jun 36
Servicing procedures, 1-2-3-4 .
Dec 26
Snowy picture, caused by gassy
video IF tube
Jan 43
Sweep transformers and yokes,
testing
Oct 32
-ringing tests
Oct 32
-impedance tests
Oct 38
Transistor substitution,
characteristics
Oct 44
-soldering precautions
Oct 48
Transistor testing, proven
techniques of
Nov 26
.

Transistor TV servicing techniques Oct 50
Video IF, troubleshooting with
sweep alignment equipment Dec 32
VOM tests in solid-state and
Apr 32
tube circuitry
Weak picture, caused by grounded
Jan 45
emitter of 1st video IF
TEST EQUIPMENT (GENERAL)

AC current leakage tester,
TER May 44
Simpson Model 229
AC meter, amplified, Leader
TER Apr 46
Model LMV-86A
Clamp, universal test, Hunter
TER May 45
Type Pl
Color-bar generator, Sencore
TER Jan 12
Model CG 141
DC bias supply, Sencore Model
TER Jun 34
BE156
DC microvolt converter, Electronic Applications
TER Mar 48
Model 100
Decibel meters, Cyclotronics
Model OF-3D
TER Jan 14
Digital panel meters, Beede
TER Feb 52
DM -100 Series
Electronic Measurements moves ES Jul 6
FET tester, Senmore
TER Sep 46
Model FT155
Field -strength meter calibrator,
Measurements
TER Jul 58
Model 950
Flutter meters, Gotham Audio
Models ME-102B and
TER Apr 45
ME -104
FM deviation meter, MeasureTER Jan 12
ments Model 140A
High-voltage meter kit for color
test jigs, RCA Kit
TER Mar 48
No. 10J110
High -voltage probe, Eico
Model HVP-5
TER Dec 44
Input impedance, effects of
Jan 24
Jan 28
-VTVM
Jan 29
-scopes
Insulation tester, Hitachi
Model E-17
TER Dec 46
Intermodulation distortion analyzer,
TER Jun 34
Crown International
Loading
May 18
-meter, effects of
TS Apr 52
-TV, in, effects of
Low -voltage supply, Heathkit
TER Mar 48
Model IP -28
Megohmmeters, Associated
Research
TER Jun 35
Plugs, Pin Tip, Pomona Models
2072, 2192, 2953
TER Mar 49
and 2978
RF attenuator, Bird
Model 8323
TER Sep 47
Sencore moves to Sioux
Falls, S.D
ES Apr 6
Spark tester, vacuum, for testing
CRT's, GE Model
ETRS-5198
PR Mar 74
TER Feb 52
Test clip, for IC's

Transistor tester

-beta and

leakage testers,
Nov 30
operation of
-Commander Model 830 TER Jan 13
VOM, push-button, Olson
TER Mar 49
Model TE -235
Wattmeter, RF, Bird
TER Nov 60
Model 43
Wave analyzer, Gotham Audio
Model ME -301
TER Apr 45

THEORY (GENERAL)
AGC, operation of
-all -tube, keyed

-hybrid

-solid-state

TUBES

Jan 42
Jan 44
Jan 46
. ES Feb 6

Duo Vision TV, operation of .
Parameters and operating voltages
of tube circuits, how
defects affect
Jan 34
Transistors, characteristics of
Apr 48
TOOLS
Control cleaning, for, Workman
Model WJL
PR Sep 68
Crimping Tool/Wire Stripper/
Bolt cutter, Vaco
Model 1900
PR Apr 60
Cutter, shear, Techni-Tool
No. 2020
PR Oct 65
Desoldering tool, Edsyn
PR Oct 65
IC desolder kit,
Ungar Model 6939
PR Jul 62
Insulation shrinker, Russell
Model HUG-TH
PR Apr 61
Kit, for field engineers, Jensen
Kit JTK-17
PR Feb 65
Pliers, swivel-head, Mitchell
Model SHP
PR Aug 58
Screwdrivers
-motorized, reversing, Skil
Models 444, 428
PR Jul 63
-Phillips -type, Xcelite . .. PR Feb. 64
Soldering/desoldering tip, TechniTool Model 4918 D.I.P. PR Mar 74
Soldering gun, Weller
Model GT7A
PR Oct 65
Soldering irons
-Ersa Model 30
PR May 66
-temperature -controlled,
PR Jul 63
GE
Soldering stations, miniature,
Weller Model W -MCP
PR Apr 62
series
Stripper, for metal braid shielding, Mann Models 8,
PR Jan 57
10 & l0X
Tool and soldering kit, Calectro
Products (GC)
No. 113-378
PR Sep 69
Vises, for holding equipment,
Panavise series
PR May 66
Welding kit, gas, Micro PR Apr 60
flame, Inc.
Welding torch, miniature, Tescom
"Little Torch"
PR Jan 57

TRAINING
Audio technician seminars,
Fisher Radio
ES Dec 8
Color TV course, home -study,
ES Jul 6
Magnavox
Jobs Corps electronic course
ES Oct 10
graduate
Tape recorder servicing
ES Dec 8
seminars
VOM teaching aid, Triplett
Model 630
PR Jan 58

Handling, tip for easier
Usage in 1969
TUBE TESTERS

Accurate Instrument
Model 257
Mercury Model 990
Mercury Model 1101C
Sencore Model TC 154
Set-up charts, source of

TER Apr 45
TER Jan 13
Nov 29

TER Sep 46

TER Feb 53
TER Jun 34
TER Aug 25
TER Mar 48
LE Jul 8

TUNERS, TV
All-electronic tuner used in RCA
CTC47, basic operation of.. Dec 38
Castle Tuner eastern division
moves
ES Mar 6
Cleaner and lubricant for color
tuners, RCA No. SC 100... PR Aug 58
Degreaser, Chemtronics
Tun -O -Wash
PR Aug 60
High -band channels dead, Admiral
4H12
SYM Jan 22
Precision Tuner
-Florida center opened.... ES Jan 10
-Mass. center opened
ES Oct 8
-new address in Indiana
ES Jul 6
UHF comparable to VHF, FCC
regulation to make
ES Apr 7

TURNTABLE
Automatic turntables
-changer mechanism servicing Jul 52
-operation and servicing of ... Jun 24
AUD Jul38
Cartridge, Shure V-15
VERTICAL SWEEP
Collapses periodically, Airline
Model GEN 12448B ....TS Nov 42
Foldover and other linearity
problems, causes and cures.. Sep 42
Foldover or jitter at bottom,
Philco 19QT87
SYM Nov 35
Height changes intermittently at
top and bottom, RCA
SYM Jun 32
CTC3I
Insufficient
-Philco 10QT87
SYM Nov 35
SYM Jan 23
-Sylvania D12
-when first turned on, Sony
SYM Jan 23
TV71OU, 720U
Linearity control burns out,
Philco Model G3052BL.. TS Apr 53
VERTICAL SYNC
Shimmy, or poor vertical sync,
Packard Bell 98C19 . .SYM Mar 46

VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS
Disc -type video player system
exhibited by Germans.... ES Oct
Home units

--cassette VTR, Japanese to
market in '70
to market
VTR in '72
-'71, for

-RCA
TRANSISTOR TESTERS
B&K Model 162
Commander Model 830
Curve tracers, rising to test
transistors
Sencore Model FT155
FET Tester

LE Jul 8
May 32

11

ES Jan 9
ES Jan 9
Sep 18

VOM's
Calibrator, Scope and meter,
Paramatron
TER May 44
Model 132
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Electronics Measurements
Corp. Model 116
Lafayette Model 99-50585
Leader Model LV -77
Olson Model TE -235
Omnimeter-50K
Simpson Model 2795
Solid-state circuitry
-ohmmeter tests in

-voltage

Triplett Model 8000
.

TER Jul 58
. TER Sep 46
TER Jun 34
TER Mar 49
TER Dec 47
TER Dec 47
Oct 55
Nov 32

tests in

Oct 50

Triplett Model 602

TER Nov 61

TER Aug 24

WARRANTIES
Leader warrants parts 2 years,
labor 180 days
ES Oct 10
Midland, customer can choose
ES Jan 11
own servicer
Mobile radio, for
Jun 61
Service labor coverage

-Admiral

ES Aug 7
ES Oct 10
ES Oct 11

-Arvin

-GE

90 -day
90 -day

-MGA

ES Sep 9
ES Aug 7
ES Apr 4

-Motorola
-Packard Bell

90-day
full -year solid-state
color TV
-RCA, nationwide in year

-RCA

-Zenith

ES

Jul

..ES Jun 4
ES Aug

8

Six -year b-w and color TV warranty

offered by Handy Andy . . ES Jun 7
Virginia Electronics Association's
attitude about warranties LE Feb 10

Index of tit/es
AM and FM Signal Seekers,

Apr 26
Part I
AM and FM Signal Seekers,
May 36
Part 2
Accu -Tint: RCA's Answer to
Jul 60
Changing Flesh Tones.
Adjustment and Minor Repair of
Tape Recorder Input and
Nov 52
Drive Systems
Auto Reverb Units: Operation,
Installation and Servicing . . Mar 66
Sep 14
CES Wrapup
Apr 48
Characteristics of Transistors
Where
Chroma Waveforms
to Find Them and How
Apr 16
They Should Look
Common Causes of Drift in
Apr 54
Stereo FM Receivers
Common Causes of Poor
Nov 14
Quality Color
Common Sources of Distortion
Nov 44
in Auto Radios
Common Trouble In Auto
Tape Players
Feb 54
Consumer Electronic Servicing-A
Look at Where It's Heading Jun 14
Contract Servicing Down Under Oct 12
Factory All -Brand ServicingThe New Challenge to
Independents
Sep 48
Facts About Basic Home TV
Antenna System Components Jan 50
Flat -Rate Pricing and Incentive
Pay: Profit Boosters
Apr 10
Forward AGC in Transistor IF's Feb 14
Frequent Causes of Intermittent
Color
Nov 20
Hot and Cold Approaches to
Solving Thermal
Intermittents
Mar 62
How to Cure A Sick Synthesizer Nov 36
How to Make Adjustments in
FM Multiplex Systems
Jan 18
How to Troubleshoot "No High
Voltage", Part 1
Sep 22
How to Troubleshoot "No High
Oct 22
Voltage", Part 2

...
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How Component Defects Affect
the Operation of Transistor

Feb 20
Circuits
How Defects Affect the Operating Voltages and Parameters of Tube Circuits
Jan 34
How Video IF and Chroma
Bandwidth Affect Picture
Quality
Aug 26
Index of 1969 Content
Jan 62
Isolating Distortion in
Stereo Systems
Jun 44
Mobile Radio Servicing
Jun 54
Mobile Radio Servicing, Part 2... Jul 40
Mobile Radio Servicing, Part 3 Aug 40
Modulation Limiting In CB
Sep 30
National Electronic Associations'
Convention Agenda
Jun 51
New and Changed Circuitry in '71
Dec 16
Color TV, Part
1-2-3-4 Servicing
Dec 26
Parts Availability . .. A Special
1

Feb 32
Report
Plain Talk About FET's, Part 2 Feb 58
Primer on PA Systems
May 53
Practical Information About Testing and Replacing Capacitors Jul 28
Pricing Service Labor Profitably
and Competitively
Aug 10
Quick Testing of Transistors.
Nov 26
RCA's Motorless TV Remote
Aug 52
Control System
Rectifier Circuits-Operation
Sep 56
and Testing
Resistive Loading of VOM's
May 18
and VTVM's
Selecting Replacement Resistors . Jun 36
Servicing AGC-Tube, Hybrid and
Jan 42
Solid State
Servicing the Automatic Turntable Jun 24
Servicing the Automatic
Turntable, Part 2
Jul 52
Simple VOM Tests In Solid -State
Apr 32
and Tube Circuits
Simple X -Ray Detection Instruments
For TV Service Technicians Dec 64
Solving Color Temperature
Problems
Jul 12

Solving Intermittent Color
Source Guide to Imported Con-

sumer Electronic Products
Sources of Noise in TV Sound
Step-by -Step Operation of a
Service -Type Scope
Step -by-Step Operation of a
Triggered -Sweep Scope
Stereo Trouble-Tuner or

May 22
.

.

Dec 50
Aug 32
May 12
May

12

Amplifier
Aug 16
Test Equipment Applications
and Techniques
Feb 44
Test Equipment Input Impedance
and Its Effects
Jan 24
Testing Stereo With
Square Waves
Mar 24
Testing Sweep Transformers
Oct 32
and Yokes
Testing TV Remote Control
Systems
Jul 20
The All -Electronic Tuner
Dec 38
The Demand for Servicing of
Home Entertainment Electronic Products-Who and
How Much
Jul 16
The Sony One -Gun Color CRT.. Mar 54
The Stereo Generator-Selection
Oct 60
and Application
Tracking Down Spurious Noises
in Auto Radios
May 46
Transistor Substitution
Oct 44
Transistor TV Servicing
Techniques
Oct 52
Troubleshooting Video IF with
Sweep Alignment Gear,
Dec 32
Part 1
Tube Substitution Supplement . Jan 39
Apr 39
Sep 39
May 32

Tubes Used Most in '69
Using the Scope and HD Meter
to Track Down Distortion
in Audio Amplifiers
Mar 36
Vectorscope Patterns: Generation
Mar 28
and Interpretation
Vertical Foldover and Other
Linearity ProblemsCauses and Cures
Sep 42
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c. Include ZIP code-requests may not be
filled without it.
d. Tear out lower half of this insert and
place in mailbox.
Note the deadline date-Requests received after this cannot be filled.

Now with expanded editorial coverage of
the entire electronic servicing business,
ELECTRONIC SERVICING is more valuable to you than ever! Monthly it brings
you the latest solutions to service problems on home entertainment electronics,
including concise, timely coverage of new
testing methods, product reports and prac-

tical service procedures!
Start ELECTRONIC SERVICING coming by
sending in this postage paid order form ...
TODAY!

lr Free catalogs & literature

Subscription offer
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1971
OFFER EXPIRES APRIL 1, 1971

Subscription Offer
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Enter my subscription to ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Years $10.00

Bill

Me

2

Years $8.00

Remittance Enclosed
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Year $5.00

Extend Present Subscription

IMPORTANT! Please check your business classification.
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Type of Business

Position
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Check One
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Print plainly or

Name

type below:
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Firm
Firm Address

--------------------

D.
E.

F.
G.

Did you receive this issue through

E
E

E Distributor E Subscription

E

Independent Electronic Service Organization
Retailer with Electronic Service Department.
Independent or Self -Employed Service
Technician
Electronics, Radio, TV Manufacturer
Industrial Electronic Service
Wholesale, Jobber, Distributor
Other (Specify)

Check One
H.
I.
J.

K.

E
D
D
E

Owner, Manager
Ser. Manager
Technician
Other

Be sure you have checked one box in each column above!
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WR/TING TO
Electronic $eriìcing'
Help us prevent delay

If your comment or question is about

...

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
Changes of address or any questions about
your subscription should be sent to the
address at right. Please advise us of a
change of address at least 4-6 weeks in
advance of your move, if possible.

Evelyn Rogers, Circulation Manager
ELECTRONIC SERVICING
1014 Wyandotte St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64105

ANY OTHER SUBJECT
If you have a comment or question about
an article, condition in the industry, a ser-

vice tip or problem, need a part or schematic, or would like to pass along information about an industry oriented event,
etc., write to:

J. W. Phipps, Managing Editor

ELECTRONIC SERVICING
1014 Wyandotte St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64105
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Electronic Sericing
2609
Clinton, Iowa 52732
P.O. Box

B

Untie your money
With"QT'.' The Quick
Turnover Inventory
System from RCA.
How nuch money do you have tied up
in old, uisold replacement parts? If you
have more than your share of them,
then it cpuld be plenty.
RCA can change all that with a new

Quick Turnover Inventory System-"QT"
for short. It represents years of studying
inventors control.
Now }ou can have an inventory
44
of the fastest moving RCA parts,
selected by RCA's computers. You'll have
the parts you need when you need them.
You'll know when the supply is running low.
And, if any parts are dropped from the
"top-mo.er" list, simply return them
through your "QT" distributor.
Talk tp your RCA Parts Distributor
about putting in a "QT" Inventory System.
The sooner you untie your money
the sooner you'll be counting it.

Parts and
Accessories
Circle 2 on literature card

MAJOR -BRAND ßF CHORE

82

COIL REPLACEMENTS

EXACTLY
as you need them
...

Packaged in bright, modern seethrough reusable plastic box ... dust free, compact, attractive.

from your Littelfuse Distributor-today
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800 E. NORTHWEST HIGHWAY
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS 60016
Circle 3 on literature card

312/824-1198

